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ABSTRACT
The South Carolina Pee Dee Project (SCPDP) aims to develop a method for the determination
of Minimum Allowable Flows (MAFs) in streams in the Pee Dee region. This study is a portion of
the larger SCPDP, focusing primarily upon analyses of geomorphic and hydrologic processes, as well
as landscape and habitat analyses. Specific objectives include: 1) To distinguish the effect of various
land cover classes and scales of analyses on components of stream flow function; 2) To determine
trends in hydraulic geometry (regional curves) for the SCPDP region; and 3) To determine what
measures of stream flow function, stream geomorphology, and land cover most influence
characteristic bed material. Results show that measures of land cover were found to influence
components of stream function. Influential land cover classes included wetland and forest, as well
those with higher curve numbers, especially those linked to agricultural and developed land cover
classes. Influences of land cover on components of stream flow function were found to be spatially
limited. While stream flow behavior (Richards-Baker Flashiness and Hammer Number) tended to be
most influenced by larger scales, physical components of the stream (bed material and temperature
variation) tended to be most influenced by smaller reach scales. Hydraulic geometry was highly
influenced by catchment area. Regional curves were derived in a form similar to those found in
literature. However, these curves where found to differ considerably between study regions.
Characteristic bed material appears to be influenced by Richards-Baker Flashiness (RBI) and
Hammer Number (H), but also seemed to be affected by impoundments and downstream fining,
although this was not statistically confirmed. Measures of stream flow function were also found to
be correlated to each other. These correlations were between RBI and H, the Qualitative Habitat
Evaluation Index (QHEI) and bed load flux, and RBI and temperature variation. Such findings will
be useful in identifying a method to determine of a Minimum Allowable Flow (MAF) for the Pee
Dee region, as well the determination of physical stream state.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The World Meteorological Organization defines low flows as “the flow of water in a stream during
prolonged dry weather.” In 1980, flows in many of California’s streams and rivers became so low,
that it resulted in the absence of migration routes for steelhead trout and Chinook salmon, and a
stark decline in these species populations lead to the recognition of need for legal regulation in
California (Williams and McHugh, 1990). In 1992, the Earth Summit (in Rio de Janeiro) identified
conservation of all ecosystems as beneficial to the public (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). Water
scarcity is not limited to a particular region, and as water resources become increasingly scarce, the
conservation of the integrity and viability of all water sources will continue to become more of a
necessity. Looking towards the future, we must find ways to properly manage modified ecosystems
in a way that meets public needs while maintaining ecological stability, and therefore ecosystem
services.
Environmental flows, also known as instream flows, environmental allocation, or minimum allowable
flows (MAFs) are the attempt to maintain the ecological viability of a riverine system, or to protect
river health (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). Steam flow function, or river health, is a measure of the
stability of a riverine ecosystem and its components. These components include flow discharge,
riparian and riverine geomorphology, water quality, natural channel management (cutting of riparian
vegetation, dredging, etc.), level of exploitation (i.e. fishing, boating, etc.) and the existence of
physical barriers that affect the natural stream connectivity (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004).
The goal of all environmental flows is to design a flow plan that will effectively balance public water
usage and necessary flows to maintain river health, an intention that has existed since the Clean

1

Water Act1 (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1972). As a result, some 203 different
methodologies had evolved by 2003 (Tharme, 2003). While the first methods involve the
determination of minimum allowable flows (MAFs), they have since evolved into what can be
categorized to include look-up tables, desk-top analysis, functional analysis, and hydraulic habitat
modeling (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004)2, with each method having its own merit.

The South Carolina Pee Dee Project (SCPDP)
The concern for South Carolina’s water resources is not a new issue. However, the government
allocation of these resources is. In 2009, a bill was introduced to the South Carolina State Legislation
that would regulate instream flows throughout the state. This bill passed in 2010 (A247 – South
Carolina Surface Water Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act, 20103). The purpose of the
SCPDP is to take a proactive approach that will help establish a baseline for waters in the Pee Dee
region. As part of this study, the SCPDP is committed to the development a method for establishing
MAFs across the state, starting with the Pee Dee region. The SCPDP will combine the analysis of
multiple components of the riverine system, including, but not limited to, geomorphic components,
landscape analyses, hydraulic monitoring, water quality observations, and the sampling of fish4 and
macroinvertebrate assemblages.
This study is only a portion of the much larger SCPDP, focusing primarily upon analyses of
geomorphic and hydrologic processes, as well as landscape and habitat analyses. Such physical
1

Also: Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U. S. C. 1251 et seq.)
As an additional resource, many of these methods have been compiled and summarized in
Appendix A1.
3
Introduced in February of 2009, and sponsored by Senators Campbell, Leatherman, Reese,
Shoopman, Williams, Mulvaney, Pinckney, O'Dell, Ford, Knotts, Bryant, Land, Grooms, Hutto, Fair,
Peeler, Sheheen, Ryberg, Massey, Elliott, Alexander, McGill, Bright, L. Martin, Matthews, Setzler,
Rose, Hayes and Campsen, Bill A247 aimed to maintain minimum flows in streams labeled for
various uses. Such uses include, but are not limited to, boating and migration.
4 Although not included in this document, a brief literary review and preliminary data can be found in
Appendix A2.
2

2

features of the riparian system are intimately intertwined with the biology/ecology of the system
(Bedoya et al., 2009). Adapted from the original SCPDP hypothesis, the hypothesis outlined for this
study fall in line with the SCPDP’s goals for the development of MAFs for the Pee Dee region by
investigating the causes of variation in the region while determining references of natural stream
function, flow rates, and hydraulic geometries. These natural reference points of components of
steam flow function5, which are measures of stream system health, help to determine stream
condition. The null hypotheses investigated were:
H0a: Measures of land cover do not influence components of stream flow
function.
H0b: Land cover indices do not affect stream flow indices, and are therefore not
spatially limited.
H0c: Hydraulic geometry is independent of catchment area within the Pee Dee
watershed of South Carolina.
H0d: Characteristic bed material is not influenced by any individual measures of
stream flow function, stream geomorphology, or land cover.
While specific components of stream flow function, hydraulic geometry, measures of land cover, and
characteristic bed material are elaborated upon later, the scope of the SCPDP and even this substudy become apparent. The purpose of this study was to simply illuminate influencing factors on
the stream system function for the eventual development of planned, state-regulated flow regimes (in
this case, MAFs) that will maintain the geomorphological and ecological viability of the Pee Dee
watershed; ultimately meeting human and ecological needs for years to come.
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Components of Steam Flow Function in this study included Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index
(QHEI), bedload normalized by watershed area, Richards-Baker Flashiness (RBI), temperature
variation, bankfull occurrences per year, and the Hammer Number. Each individual components are
elaborated upon in the Methods chapter (Chapter 3).
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Although the end-result is ideally simple, the route to a properly-developed MAF or EFR
involves a web of numerous, interconnecting branches. These branches not only include
physical, chemical, and ecological components of the river system, but account for
anthropocentric need. Ideally, a properly developed MAF should satisfy both the
preservation of the natural riverine system while meeting the requirements of humans. The
following pages will provide a general overview of the considerations necessary in the
development of a MAF and a much more detailed analysis of physical influences on stream
dynamics.

2.1 RIVER HEALTH: CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
In order to attain the necessary information to properly plan an EFR or MAF, the many components
of a river system, both physical and ecological, must be evaluated. Numerous studies have been
conducted that attempt to define and quantify the ecological viability of a riverine system. These
studies have sought to use indicators ranging from habitat (D’Ambrosio et al. 2009; Frimpong et al.,
2005; Sponseller et al., 2001; Piégay and Gurnell, 1997; Rankin, 1989), to macroinvertebrates (Lecraw
and Mackereth, 2010; Bunn and Davies, 2000; Menhinick, 1964), to fish assemblage (Clark et al.,
2008; Kaufmann and Hughes, 2006; Magurran and Phillip, 2001; Paller et al., 1996; Fausch et al.,
1984). Countless others have focused on physical and geomorphological parameters of a stream to
characterize the stream condition, such as bed form and bed material (Jayakaran and Ward, 2007;
Olsen et al., 1997, Copeland, 1994). Meanwhile, others have found measures of land cover to be
indicators of both ecological and geomorphological degradation (Bedoya et al., 2009; Sponseller et
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al., 2001; Wang et al., 1997, Schlosser, 1991). Others report that a degraded bed structure and habitat
directly correlates to imbalances in the ecological system (Clark et al., 2008; Richards et al., 1996).
The culmination of these findings serves as invaluable insight into the management of streams as a
whole. This has become increasingly apparent in many complex models that attempt to capture the
complexity of riverine systems (Richter et al., 2003; Arthington, 1998; Thomas et al., 1996; Swales
and Harris, 1995). Perhaps the single greatest commonality between all of these systems is their
attempt to integrate and understand physical, chemical, and biological processes both within the
riverine environment, and within the entire catchment.

2.2 WATERSHED SCALE ANALYSES AND STREAM HEALTH
It is a well-known-fact that anthropogenic changes to the landscape alter riparian systems (Brabec,
2009; Booth et al., 2004; Allan, 2004; Poff et al., 1997; Hammer, 1972). In many cases, these
alterations surpass the system’s ability to return to its original state. In fact, as much as 98% of
North American prairie has been altered from its original state to accommodate modern agricultural
practices (Blahn et al., 2009). In order to utilize land cover data for the analysis of riparian condition,
spatial scale and specific land covers must be examined as a method of detecting the influential scales
and land cover classes within a study area (Blahn et al., 2009; Sponseller et al., 2001).

2.2.1 The Effects of Land Cover Modification
Few can deny that land cover affects the riparian system by modifying the land’s capacity to enhance
pollutant removal from runoff associated pollutants such as nutrients, sediment, and water. Blahn et
al. (2009) identified the modification of hydrology, geomorphology, nutrient cycling, and sediment dynamics as being
major threats to riparian systems. Land cover changes can result in drastic changes in the water
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quality (Bedoya et al. 2009), hydrologic regime (Booth and Jackson, 1997), or increase sediment
inputs that subsequently impair stream habitat ( Tufford et al., 2003; Gergel et al., 2002). However,
such drastic changes often cannot be linked to a single common stressor (Bedoya et al. 2009).

Quantifying Anthropogenic Influence on the Landscape
There are many methods that exist that attempt to quantify anthropogenic influence on a landscape.
Some of these include the analysis of Total Impervious Area (TIA) (Hammer, 1972), LandscapeDisturbance Indices (LDI) (Stanfield and Jackson, 2011), and developed land within a watershed.
Each has been found to indicate to some degree the physical and ecological condition of the stream
system (Brabec, 2009; Booth and Jackson, 1997).
Total Impervious Area (TIA) is a combined term of connected and isolated impervious area (Brabec,
2009). Total Impervious Area has been determined to have varying effects on the watershed (Brabec
et al., 2002). However, there seems to be a threshold of TIA, as Schueler’s (1994) review of available
literature (before 1994) found a threshold of 10-15% imperviousness (TIA) in the watershed before
the stream condition begins to show noticeable signs of decline. However, more recent reports have
found threshold to be lower, ranging from 4-9% (Brabec, 2009; Baker et al., 2004; Hicks and Larson,
1997). Despite slight discrepancies in threshold, one finding rings true: above a certain threshold,
increased TIAs result in degraded stream condition.
Landscape-Disturbance Indices are another way to simplify a landscape into a single measure. This
involves the use of a weighting system where each land cover is assigned a number based on the
amount of predicted amount of disturbance that has occurred to the landscape. Values are assigned
between 0-1 and are multiplied by the fractions of the land cover that corresponds to them. These
are then summed into a single metric used to describe the area of interest, such as a catchment or
some sub-corridor of the stream. Water and wetlands are considered to have no landscape
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disturbance (LDI=0) while the most disturbed areas could have a value of one (the highest found in
literature was 0.9; Stanfield and Jackson, 2011)
Developed area, perhaps the easiest and most direct method of assessing a landscape change and its
associated metric, urbanization, have been studied by (Pizzuto et al., 2001; Tufford et al., 2003;
Booth and Jackson, 1997; Hammer, 1972). In fact Leopold (1968) stated “Of all land-use changes
affecting the hydrology of an area, urbanization is by far the most forceful.” Evidence suggests that
these changes are indeed forceful. Hammer (1972) found that urbanization and associated traits,
such as sewage and storm drainage was linked to channel enlargement. Booth and Jackson (1997)
found that impervious areas associated with urbanization resulted in decreases in aquatic function.
Still others reported declines in the river form and function as the area in the watershed became
more urbanized (Osborne and Wiley, 1988; Gergel et al., 2002; Allan, 2004).

2.2.2 The Analysis of Landscape at Multiple Scales
While some variables within a stream have localized/reach-scale relevance (such as species
abundance), others are more important at larger landscape/watershed scales (such as species
diversity, channel shape, discharge, etc.) (Bedoya et al., 2009). Landscape filters ranging from
macro-to-micro scale habitats are also known to affect species diversity and populations, while
anthropogenic filters (like dams) prevent fish and other biota’s movement and suitable habitat by
altering upstream and downstream flows (Poff et al., 2006).
The spatial scale of such physical habitat assessments have also been evaluated on a basis of cost
versus accuracy (Frimpong et al., 2005) with the intention of determining the most cost-effective
scale for habitat analyses without sacrificing the accuracy of the results. Physical habitat assessments
provide a key to the identification of historic alterations of landscape and flow (both anthropogenic
and natural), current ecological stability, and provide insight into how to protect and restore the
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riparian environment. For the most part however, habitat assessments remain feasible only at a
reach-scale. However, Allan and Castillo (2007) found that it is important to assess the riparian
system at a much larger scale than just a specific reach. Rather, several spatial scales should be
incorporated into the assessment, ranging from microhabitat to whole-catchment. However, all
spatial scales aren’t equal, and it is vital to discern the importance of different scales in order to better
manage the catchment area for the preservation of the riparian system. In a study by Allan et al.
(1997), it was found that land cover tended to be a strong indicator of biological and habitat integrity
for 100 m reaches, as determined by a habitat index (HI) and an index of biotic integrity (IBI).
Agricultural land cover explained as much as 50% of the variance in IBI and 75% of the variance in
HI, while the effect of land cover on variation in stream integrity was less pronounced. Also, Allan et
al. (1997) showed that catchment-wide land cover data were far more indicative of biota and habitat
than reach-scale land use, although correlations were found at both reach and catchment scales.
Although most habitat models simulate local phenomena such as velocity, in-stream fish cover,
substrate, and condition at the reach scale (Frimpong et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2003; Allan et al. 1997;
Roth et al. 1996; Berkman and Rabeni 1987; Oswood and Barber 1982), others have found these
analyses to be scale dependent (Sponseller et al., 2001; Maddock 1999; Rankin, 1995). This is not to
say that there is no merit in models limited to solely reach-scale analyses, but to highlight the
importance of multiple scales in habitat analyses. As geographic information systems (GIS) have
become more available and easy to implement, watershed-scale analyses can now be readily
incorporated into riparian ecosystem analyses. In fact, multiple studies (McRae et al. 2004;
Sutherland et al., 2002; Fitzpatrick et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2000; Stauffer et al. 2000; Richards et al.
1996) have shown that watershed-scale land cover data can be an accurate predictor of fish and
invertebrate community data. Therefore, watershed-scale land cover can be used to assess stream
health and ecosystem stability (Fimpong et al., 2005). The same goes for geomorphic condition,
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which has been linked to agriculture, development, and impervious area within the entire watershed
and at multiple scales (Sponseller et al., 2001; Pizzuto et al., 2000; Booth and Jackson, 1997;
Hammer, 1972).

2.2.3 The Analysis of Modified Landscapes at Multiple Scales
Regional, catchment, and local-scale changes have varying effects on the biotic assemblages and
riverine ecosystems (Richards et al., 1996). Some regional-scale factors are considered to be
geomorphology, climate, hydrology, sedimentation, nutrient inputs and channel morphology while
local scale factors are considered to be land cover and the analysis of local stream habitats (Hughes et
al., 1994). Catchment scale can include a mixture of the previously mentioned parameters, as they
can vary greatly in land area.
In a study in Michigan, Richards et al. (1996) separated land cover into two categories. Land cover
factors, such as land cover and land fragmentation, aim to measure the amount of anthropogenic
effects on a given land area. Landscape features include geological factors, such as soil type, slope,
and catchment area, and generally have little or no anthropogenic influence (Richards et al., 1996).
For land cover factors, Richards et al. (1996) used “urban, row-crop agriculture, non-row-crop
agriculture, mixed forest, deciduous forest, herbaceous range land, shrubby range land, non-forested
wetlands, and forested wetlands”. The study found that the larger spatial trends, such as biotic (in
this case, macro-invertebrate) variation, tended to be more correlated to landscape features. Within
the context of these larger spatial trends, small-scale trends seem to be just as apparent. Species
variation was found to be very low in drainage areas with high levels (>85%) of row-crop agriculture.
However, the most apparent indicator of ecological variation in Richards et al. (1996) was drainage
area, a known influence of channel dimension and discharge (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). As
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channel area increases, so does the species variability of macro-invertebrates and fish (Richards et al.,
1997).
Similar studies have used similar divisions of scale. Sponseller et al. (2001) used 200 m, 1000 m, and
2000 m, and entire riparian reach buffers as well as whole catchment scales to investigate the
influence of land cover on the riverine ecosystem. Sponseller et al. (2001) found that the selection of
land cover scale was entirely dependent on the component of the stream being analyzed, where
chemical variables tend to relate mostly to catchment-scale features, and biology and physical
parameters of the stream tended to be most related to riparian-scale land cover features. From a
watershed mapping standpoint, this method of partitioning the scale seems to be the most promising,
especially when analyzing reaches smaller than 100 m become infeasible.

Land Cover
Hydro-modification for agricultural and other purposes falls into “two of the top threats to 135
imperiled freshwater fishes, crayfishes, dragonflies and damsels, mussels, and amphibians in the
United States” (Blahn et al., 2009; Stein & Flack, 1997; Richter et al., 1995). In fact, recent findings
(Blahn et al., 2009) support the hypothesis that row crop agriculture has adverse effects on riparian
systems (Wang et al., 1997; Roth et al., 1996; Richard et al., 1995).
The loss of wetlands, specifically as a result of agricultural drainage, occurs all across the United
States, but is most prevalent in Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and California. Wetland loss
has also been documented in parts of the Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia and parts of the Everglades
in Florida (Blahn et al., 2009). This loss of wetlands contributes to a decrease in water quality, a
direct loss or alteration of habitat, degradation of channel morphology through the loss of flood
wave attenuation (Hillman, 1998), and adverse effects downstream (i.e. algal blooms, anoxic
conditions, etc.) (Blahn et al., 2009).
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More specifically, Blahn et al. (2009) highlight the effects of hydro-modification on the structure and
function of stream systems. This is a well-warranted concern, as the drainage of agricultural land has
been associated with nutrient input into natural systems (Alexander et al, 2000; Omernick et al.,
1981).

2.3 REACH SCALE ANALYSES AND STREAM HEALTH
As the human influence on land and natural systems continues to grow, and river systems to change
and adapt, it becomes all the more important to be able to predict and remediate adverse changes to
the riverine system. More importantly, we should learn to prevent them. Perhaps Luna B. Leopold
(1973) said it best in a closing address to the Geological Society of America:
“As suburban growth continues apace, its subtle and delayed effects on the river environment – rate of
process, characteristics of channels and flood plains, sediment movement, and aesthetic values – are
going to be affecting more areas and more people. In the small basin discussed here, the picnic places
where I took my children are now muddy trash heaps. Where we played catch, there is now a shrubby
and scrubby jungle. The little stream is littered with bricks, concrete trash, plastic bottles, and old tires.
Nearby, new and expensive houses look out on a brown mudhole in a small silt-control basin
constructed by the builder. If we are to devise ways in which urban development may proceed with a
minimum of these adverse effects, we must have facts – observations made on the ground documenting
effects of particular actions. Our present programs of river observation concentrate primarily on flow
records and, much less intensively, on water-quality determinations. But the facts needed in the face of
city growth go far beyond the network observations. We must begin to see the river as a whole – or
reaches of a river unit. A river is far more than the water it contains. The information required is not
necessarily complicated or costly. A few days of work a year can sustain a valuable observation
program, if continued through a span of years. Yields can be both in theoretical knowledge of process as
well as practical knowledge for design. Geologists, more so than most people, know how the natural
world operates and what beauty lies in these mechanisms of nature. If some of the beauty of
undisturbed processes is to exist within the reach of cities, the present practices of planning, design, and
construction must include some geologic knowledge. That knowledge can only come from us.”
This was in response to a 20 year study, where Leopold had found that a stream in Rockville,
Maryland now flooded as much as 5 times as often and the channels cross sectional area had
contracted 13-20%, all as a result of rapid urbanization (Leopold, 1973).
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Definitions of Necessary Terms:
Before continuing, it is necessary to define some terminology that will be used within this section of
the literature review, and will continue to be used throughout.
Although there is an array of possible terms, for the sake of simplicity only a few will be discussed.
The first is the concept of bankfull. Bankfull discharge has been defined as the discharge that fills the
channel to its active flood plain (Leopold and Wolman, 1957). However, variations of this definition
include the flow at which a channel is filled to its banks (Williams, 1978), the height of the valley floor (Nixon,
1959), or the height of the lower level of perennial vegetation, typically surveyed as trees (Bray, 1972), compiled
from Radecki-Palek (2002). For the sake of clarity, however, Leopold and Wolman’s (1957)
definition will be adopted (the discharge that fills the channel to its active flood plain). In an effort
to better define this fuzzy number (Johnson and Heil, 1996), Dunne and Leopold (1978) later
outlined the following to be indicators of bankfull elevation:
1) A topographical break from the vertical bank to the floodplain.
2) A topographical break from steep slope to gentle slope
3) A change in vegetation from bare-grass, grass-moss, or no trees-trees
4) A textural change in the deposition of sediment
5) The elevation below which no fine debris (needles, leaves, cones, seeds) occurs
6) A textural change between matrix material between cobbles or rocks
An important, often associated term is effective discharge. Effective discharge is the range of
discharges that are responsible for moving the most amount of sediment over time (Wolman and
Miller, 1960). In a stable stream system, or one in dynamic equilibrium (Leopold, 1992), the effective
discharge should be equal to bankfull discharge. However, in a system that is not in dynamic
equilibrium, bankfull and effective discharge will differ.
Aside from the observational method mentioned above, other methods for the determination of
bankfull depth have been defined but will not be covered in this document (Schumm, 1968; Wolman,
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1955). Bankfull values of flow rate, width, depth, and area are all taken when the stream depth is at
the determined bankfull elevation (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 – Hypothetical representation of bankfull measurements, where the
stream bottom is represented by a solid brown line and the water level in the
channel is the determined bankfull elevation.
Stream pattern is another important descriptor of channel behavior. Stream pattern is characterized
by stream sinuosity, which is defined as the curvilinear length of the river, measured along its
centerline (Lm), divided by the straight length of the valley in the direction of slope (Ls)( Khatsuria,
2010). Therefore, the greater the sinuosity of the river, the more tortuous its course; the closer the
sinuosity index approached unity, the straighter the channel.
With regards to sediment, D16, D50, and D84 are commonly used terms used to describe sediment size
distribution. The subscript number that follows the D (“diameter”) indicates the percentile of the
sediment size distribution that is smaller than a sediment size value. For example, if a D84 is found to
be 2000 mm, this would indicate that 84% of the sediment distribution is smaller than 2000 mm in
diameter. However, few particles are spherical. Rather, they must be characterized as having 3
dimensions, with the median diameter being the defining diameter. (This is logical because sieves, or
screens, are often used to sort bed materials. In order for a particle to pass through a particular
screen, 2 of its 3 dimensions must be smaller than the mesh size.)
Although the concept of slope is somewhat easy to grasp, it is important to recognize that there are 3
separate slopes for any given stream. These are bed slope, water slope, and energy slope. Bed slope
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is the sloping trend line drawn through a series of points that define the river thalweg. Energy slope
is the trend line drawn through the points that define the sum of potential and kinetic energy of the
stream channel defined by Bernoulli’s Equation (Cimbala and Cengel, 2008). In practice, energy slope
and water slope are typically parallel and therefore synonymous (Gordon, 2004).

2.3.1 Stream Classification Systems
Many have tried to classify stream systems as a way to both interpret a streams current condition and
a way to better understand their response to certain changes, and as a result, four prominent
classification systems have surfaced. This includes the Rosgen Classification of Natural Rivers, the
USDA Forest Service Framework of Aquatic Ecological Units, the Channel Evolutional Model
(CEM), and the Classification of Channel Reach Morphology.

Rosgen’s Classification of Natural Rivers
Perhaps the most prominent and widely utilized classification system is the Rosgen Classification of
Natural Rivers which analyzes current condition of a stream. This system was developed as a result
of 30 years of fieldwork and observations of streams and rivers across America (USDA-NRCS6,
2006). Rosgen’s classification system is based on bankfull discharge, which is dubbed “channel
forming flow” due to its higher energy level (USDA-NRCS, 2006). This system is applied only along
short stream reaches due to the dynamic nature of river systems, where even morphological features
can change over short distances (Rosgen, 1994).
Besides being the most utilized stream classification method, this method holds value in its ability to
be multidisciplinary (USDA-NRCS, 2006). Also, this method has been linked to suggested methods
of restoration, possibly leading to more restorative processes and actions in the future (USDA-

6

United States Department of Agriculture – Natural Resource Conservation Service
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NRCS, 2006). However, there are an array of shortcomings that need to be considered when using
this method. The first is the grouping of silt and clay into a single classification of bed material,
when silt and clay can have entirely different behavior in regards to multiple channel processes
(USDA-NRCS, 2006). Other possible shortcomings include the lack of an upper limit for C and D
stream types and that this method does not address variability in aggradation, degradation, and other
rates of sediment movement along a stream reach (USDA-NRCS, 2006).

USDA Forest Service Framework of Aquatic Ecological Units
The main purpose of the USDA Forest Service Framework of Ecological Units (Maxwell et al., 1995)
is to provide a consistent method of stream classification of stream systems at multiple spatial scales
(USDA-NRCS, 2006). Perhaps the single largest advantage of this method is its versatility between
classification systems, simply because of this system utilizes multiple classification systems within a
single method. Once a stream has been classified using the USDA Forest Service Framework of
Ecological Units, it can be translated to several other classification systems with little modification
(USDA-NRCS, 2006). However, unlike the Channel Evolution Model, this system does not indicate
evolutionary trends for different classes of stream reaches (USDA-NRCS, 2006).

Channel Evolutional Model
The Channel Evolution Model (CEM), developed in the 1960’s, is a product of a set of streams that
were channelized and observed over time. The result is a series of stages that all streams go through
as a response to channelization (NRCS, 2006). These were classified as reach types I-V (Schumm,
1984) (see Figure 2.2).
In 1989, Simon revised the CEM to its more widely utilized version today (NRCS, 2006). In this
revised CEM, he defined stream cross sections in five classes (1-5) and six types (I-VI). The classes in
Simon’s model correspond to Schumm’s patterns. However, Simon’s (1989) addition of stream types
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is in reference to stream change and the stream evolution that occurs as means to reach dynamic
equilibrium after a major stressor (such as human development within a watershed). While this
method can accurately predict the next stage of a particular cross section in degraded channels or
watersheds it cannot be applied to undisturbed channels or watersheds. Also, because this study was
performed in an area where both the slopes and soil type were fairly uniform, it important that
similar conditions exist for the application of the CEM. Another important condition would be that
land cover does not significantly change, which would spark a new set of stages in the CEM.
Assuming these conditions are met, the CEM is a powerful tool in both remediation and
classification of streams current and future condition (USDA-NRCS, 2006).

Figure 2.2 – Pictorial example of Schumm’s (1984) Channel Evolution Model. Picture was
adapted from http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/watershed/erosion_tech_engineer.htm

The mechanics of such incision can be is simplified using Shield’s equation (Shields, 1936) (Equation
2.1). This equation is used to calculate the shear stress needed to move a particle of bed material.
The point at which a particle moves is directly proportional to the shear stress imposed by flowing
water and inversely proportional to the particle diameter and the relative densities of the water and
sediment. Within a given sand bed stream, particle densities stay relatively constant. Stream
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temperature also remains relatively constant when compared between years, and so water density
would remain relatively constant. Therefore, the component that changes with changes in flow rate is
really shear force (τ), which is a function of flow velocity and flow depth. If the typical value for the
incipient motion of a particle with diameter D50, and shear stress τ, is known to be

(or 0.047), then

as shear stress increases as a result of increased τ (i.e. an increase in velocity and depth), then D50 will
increase as greater shear stresses imparted on the bed start to move larger particles (Julien and
Wargadalam, 1995).

(
Where

(

)

)

(dimensionless) is the shields parameter associated with incipient motion, τ is shear stress

at the particle-fluid boundary,

is the density of the particle,

is the density of the fluid, g is the

gravitational constant, and D50 is the characteristic (Shields, 1936) or median grain size.

Classification of Channel Reach Morphology.
Like Schumm’s (1984) CEM, Montgomery and Buffington (1997) sorted alluvial channels into 5
classes. These classifications include, cascade, step pool, plane bed, pool riffle, and dune ripple. Step
pools and cascades typically occur in steeper slopes, while the remaining 3 alluvial classes occur at
milder slopes, typically well downstream.
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Figure 2.3 – Plan and longitudinal view illustrations of Channel Reach
Morphology stream classes (adapted from Montgomery and Buffington,
1997)

While Figure 2.3 may suffice for general characterization using Montgomery and Buffington’s
method, a more detailed look at the identification and implications of these classifications can be
referenced in Montgomery and Buffington (1997). The Classification of Channel Reach Morphology
also highlights the locale of a particular stream reach being of utmost importance when considering
sediment loads, especially in regards to sediment balances over time. Montgomery and Buffington
(1997) state that while it is thought that most streams should maintain a sediment flux that is
balanced, some stream reaches will normally have a negative net sediment loss (e.g. high gradient
mountain streams) while other stream reaches tend to accumulate sediment (e.g. low gradient reaches
at the base of mountainous regions). However, streams at the base of a high gradient system, where
slope and energy are significantly reduced, actually will tend to have a net sediment gain. In alluvial
channel classifications, only Cascade and Step Pools fall into the category of sediment loss, and
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where classified as transport reaches. Meanwhile, Plane Bed, Dune Ripple and Pool Riffle alluvial
channels, where net positive sediment flux tends to occur, were called response reaches (Montgomery
and Buffington, 1997).
Montgomery and Buffington’s (1997) classification system seems to encompass many of the types of
alluvial channels through the lens of a geomorphologist, and they added one critical consideration:
large woody material (LWM). Large woody material has the ability to drastically affect streams and
rivers by forcing their morphology. Although the effect is more profound in streams where LWM
length exceeds channel width, larger streams and rivers can be have forced geomorphology due to
log jams. Although not always present, LWM is an important consideration when defining a river or
stream reaches geomorphic class (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997).
The Channel Reach Morphology is an explicit and accurate method of stream classification, but there
are several considerations that should be accounted for before relying solely on Classification of
Channel Reach Morphology. The first is that this is a geomorphic approach to river classification. As
a result, adequate training and understanding of the system should be used when those other
geomorphologists are utilizing this system. The second, and probably the most important, is that this
method was defined for Northwestern United States mountain systems. Therefore, when applying
Montgomery and Buffington’s Classification of Channel Reach Morphology to other geographic
areas, care should be taken to account for differences in local topography. (USDA-NRCS, 2006)

2.3.2 Regional Trends in Channel Geometry
The existence of similar hydraulic geometry (width, depth, area, and flow rate) in streams with
topographically similar watersheds is well documented and referred to as hydraulic geometry, or
regional curves (Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Leopold, 1994; Dunne and Leopold,
1978). Regional curves developed for various areas are generally represented in the form of a power
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equation (X=kYd), as in Dunne and Leopold (1978). While Dunne and Leopold’s (1978) regional
curves relied on a bankfull flow rate (Qbkf) as the independent term of a power relationship of the
form Wbkf=aQbkfb, recent studies (Metcalf et al., Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Doll et al.,
2002; Castro and Jackson, 2001) have since adopted catchment area (Ac) as the independent term
(Wbkf=aAcb). This replacement of bankfull flow rate by catchment area is supported by the welldocumented relationship between watershed area and bankfull flow rate (Doll et al., 2002; Castro and
Jackson, 2001). The conversion from Qbkf to Ac was fueled by the emergence of efficient desk-top
mapping software and GIS (e.g. ArcView®, ArcMap®). This is a resource-efficient method when
compared to field measurement, which involves the cost and time of 2 surveyors traveling to and
from the site the site as well was the cost the associated equipment. As a result of this widelyadopted conversion, (Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Castro and
Jackson, 2001), it may be necessary to adapt past studies (e.g. Leopold, 1994; Hey and Thorne, 1986)
and regional curves to the new standard. The analysis of regional curves have been separated by
regions, including ecoregion (Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Castro and Jackson, 2001), physiographic
province (Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003), and the incorporation of average annual rainfall and
runoff patterns (Metcalf et al., 2009). It is not recommended that curves be extrapolated beyond their
respective study areas, as regional curves tend to vary dramatically between study regions (Refer to
the differences in regional curves found in: Metcalf et al., 2009; Jayakaran et al., 2005; Sweet and
Geratz, 2003; Doll et al., 2003; Castro and Jackson, 2001; Leopold, 1994; Hey and Thorne, 1986).

2.3.3 Sediment Flux and Stable Channel Analysis
Sediment flux is an important consideration in determining the state of the stream. In particular, the
question of whether or not the sediment flux is balanced at upstream and downstream reaches. If
the stream is not transporting the supplied sediment, sediment is being deposited in the reach under
study resulting in an aggrading stream. If the downstream reach is transporting more than the
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available sediment, then the stream is effectively exporting sediments from the channel bed and
banks and is therefore said to be degrading. If the sediment supplied is equal to the sediment
transported (i.e. neither aggradation nor degradation is occurring), then the stream is said to be in a
state of dynamic equilibrium (Leopold, 1992).

An Empirical Method for the Determination of Bedload Flux
Although bedload can be measured, it is a time and resource intensive exercise, requiring frequent
monitoring and measuring of sediment traps or sediment benchmarks. This complexity has
encouraged the development of empirical methods that can estimate the bedload flux of a particular
reach based on more easily-measured variables such as flow rate and substrate character.
One method in particular, Brownlie’s (1981) transport and resistance equations (outlined in the
NRCS engineering handbook, 2006) holds particular promise for sand bed channels, with bed
material D50 ranging from 0.04-29 mm and 0.08-28 mm. This method can be used to determine the
amount of sediment that a channel used based on channel dimension, median bed material size (D50)
and gradation coefficient.

The Larson Transport Function and Channel Stability
By using the analytical method known as the Larsen transport function, developed by Copeland
(1994), a range of each width, slope, and depth of a stable reach can be determined based on flow
rate, sediment inflow, and components of bed material from an upstream reach (D50 and gradation
coefficient). This analytical method allows for the comparison of an [upstream] stable reference
reach to an actual reach for the classification of its stability (i.e. aggrading, degrading, or dynamic
equilibrium), as well as an indication of what steps could be taken to help achieve dynamic
equilibrium once again. Not only can this function be used for the redesign of a channel, but it can
be used as an assessment of channel reach for its stability, and perhaps a degree of its stability. If a
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width-slope-depth solution falls in the range of possible stable channels, then the channel is stable.
Otherwise, the channel reach can be classified as aggrading or degrading based on the comparison of
the reach dimensions to the computed ones. However, this entire process requires a stable reach as
to enable the quantification of bed load input, and the calculation of these stability curves.
Copeland’s (1994) Larson function and stability curves are covered in greater detail in Appendix A3.
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3 METHODS
3.1 SITE SELECTION
This project was limited to a study area within the Lower Pee Dee watershed in South Carolina.
Streams and tributaries within the lower Pee Dee exhibit relatively variable stream types, slopes, and
watershed sizes, but can generally be classified as low gradient coastal plain streams with bed
substrates that are a sand or sandy-gravel mix. Study sites were selected to represent a wide range of
watershed drainage areas, ranging from 7 to 665 square miles.
Within the subcategories of small (<10 mi2), medium-small (10-50 mi2), medium (50-500 mi2), and
large (>500 mi2), strategic use of United States Geological Survey (USGS) and South Carolina
Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) sites were selected to maximize project resources. Six
USGS sites and five SCDNR sites were chosen of the 16 sites to be selected. As many as 20
additional sites were chosen ranging from 5 mi2 to 1000 mi2 of which six were chosen. The selection
process evaluated each possible site on the basis of land cover within the watershed, ease of access,
projected foot traffic (security), and wadeability.
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Figure 3.1 – SCPDP sites and watersheds overlaid on North Carolina and South Carolina
county maps. The wide-view box in the lower left corner of the figure includes the Pee Dee
and Lynches River watersheds, labeled with lighter and darker shades of green, respectively.
After the selection of the six additional sites, exact location of the monitoring equipment at the
SCDNR and Clemson sites were determined based on the location of a permanent structure within a
stream pool. This would not only ensure the security of the equipment, but would also ensure that
the device experienced lower relative velocities than it would in a riffle of the same flow, as well as
the maintaining a pressure head above the sensor at all times. Bridge pilings and road crossings were
avoided when at all possible, due to the impeded flows and adjusted channel geometry caused by
these permanent structures. Also, the site selection was influenced by a visual stream survey of the
area, identifying a location where minimal flow obstructions occurred for approximately 300 feet
both upstream and downstream.
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Figure 3.2 – Example of stage recorder placement at Juniper Creek (DNR). The stage recorder is in
the area highlighted by the yellow circle and the area highlighted in red represents the pool. Notice
the amount of woody material present in the stream channel, this being one of the least debris ridden
areas found.

3.2 LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

3.2.1 Data Sources
Sources of data for landscape analysis came from several government agencies including the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), United States Geological Survey (USGS), and
National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS). Land cover data was downloaded at a 30 m X 30
m resolution from US EPA in the form of the 2006 National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD). Digital
elevation models (DEM) were downloaded from USGS geospatial data gateway at the same
resolution. A higher resolution was available for some portions of the lower Pee Dee watershed.
However, gaps in available data resulted in the decision to use the seamless 30 m X 30 m DEM.
The USGS geospatial gateway also was the source of the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD).
Soil data was downloaded through NRCS Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) Database. All layers
were imported into ArcMap 10® (esri, 2010) for processing and analysis.

3.2.2 Watershed Delineation
Each watershed was delineated based on the point coordinate for each stream sampling and
monitoring. For this analysis, a filled DEM was used as the Watershed tool input. The Fill tool
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within the Hydrology Toolbox was used to perform the fill function and output a filled DEM. The
watershed delineation tool was initialized (utilizing the filled DEM) and a relatively high Hydrologic
Unit Code (HUC) value was used (typically between 12 and 16, depending on the size of the
watershed). In nearly every case, the sampling point did not fall on the boundary of a sub-watershed,
and so this watershed was trimmed based upon the DEM and NHD using a visual approach based
on high points of elevation. When the sample point fell on a watershed boundary, the NHD was laid
over the watershed boundaries and all watersheds upstream of the sampling point were merged into
one layer.
Watershed polygons were used as clipping geometry for each of the other datasets, including DEM,
NLCD, NHD, and SSURGO, resulting in specific watershed clips of each. This was a useful way of
partitioning the comprehensive datasets into more manageable and useful pieces.

3.2.3 The Derivation of a Riparian Buffer
For the derivation of the riparian buffer, two layers were needed: the entire NHD layer and the DEM
datasets for the lower Pee Dee watershed. The NHD was first converted from a polyline (shape
layer) to a raster where all stream values were dedicated as 0 and all other values were dedicated as 1.
Next, the DEM was filled, as discussed before. The Map Algebra tool (found in Arc GIS® Spatial
Analyst) was then used to burn the stream into the DEM. The resulting was DEM essentially
assigned an elevation of zero to all stream pixels. In this way flow to the stream was isolated from
flow in the stream by essentially forcing water to stop once it reached the stream.
Next, flow direction was determined by using the Flow Direction tool (found in the Hydrology
Toolbox) was used on the filled and burned DEM. Using the flow direction raster, the Flow Length
tool was initialized, leaving all defaults. The output resulted in a raster where each pixel had a value
that represented the flow length water would have to flow from that pixel (over the DEM surface) to
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reach the stream channel. Values ranged from 0 to 9000 where 0 represented a pixel within the
stream and 9000 represented a pixel with a flow length of 9 km from a stream system.
To get a buffer immediately surrounding the stream, a value of 180 m was chosen as a threshold
value. The flow length raster was then reclassified so that any value greater than 1800 had a NULL
value and all values equal to or less than 180 were reclassified to 1. The resulting raster was clipped
by the watershed polygons (derived previously) as clipping geometry.

3.2.4 Flow Distance within the Stream and Classified Riparian Buffer
Once the stream buffer had been created, a distance upstream of the sampling site and towards the
watershed divide had to be classified. Using the clipped DEMs, each DEM was filled and the same
process off flow direction and flow distance was repeated, yielding again, a flow length raster. This
raster showed a flow distance to the sampling point rather than simply to the stream as was the case
previously. Using this Map Algebra, the resulting raster and the reclassified stream buffer raster were
multiplied together to yield a raster that had flow length values to points solely within the riparian
buffer. Finally, this raster was reclassified based on flow distances prescribed by Sponseller et al.
(2001) who determined that certain flow distance class intervals were of particular significance in the
context of environmental flows. These were 200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and entire riparian buffer as
classified upstream of the sampling point. The four scales of analyses are defined as 200 m, 1000 m,
2000 m, entire buffer as well as a catchment scale. The raster was reclassified to be 1000, 2000, 3000, and
4000, corresponding to 200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and entire buffer regions, respectively. These
reclassified pixels were added to the 2006 NLCD land classification raster (with values ranging from
11 to 95) or CN (with values ranging from 25 to 100) using the Map Algebra tool. This allowed for
the easy identification of both scale and land class (or CN). For example, a pixel labeled as 3011
would be within the 2000 m buffer (pixels in the 2000 m buffer were classified with a pixel value of
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3000) and primarily open water (open water in the 2006 NLCD map was classified as 011).
However, in order to account for all open water land cover within the 2000 m buffer, subsequent
values within the 1000 m and 200 m (coded 2011 and 1011, respectively) would be summed raster
code 3011. The resulting raster, with overlaid NHD, resulted in something similar to Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 – Example of resulting classified stream buffer. Each color represents a
different flow distance of the riparian buffer from the sampling point, with each larger
flow distance including all that precede it. For instance, the 1000 m buffer would
include the 200 m buffer as well.
In Figure 3.3, the sampling point (the black dot) would lay at the downstream most tip of the yellow
section, the yellow represents the 200 m flow length within the 180 m riparian buffer, the 1000 m
flow length would include both orange and yellow, 2000 m of flow would include all of the red,
orange and yellow, and the entire buffer would be the entire colored buffer pictured. The entire
catchment would be all land that fell within the black boundary.
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3.2.5 Land Use, Curve Number, and Land Disturbance Index
The entire catchment land cover attribute table was exported to a spreadsheet program. For land
cover within each flow distance of the riparian buffer, each clipped classified buffer was added to the
NLCD layer using Map Algebra, yielding only values within the watershed buffer. These layers were
also exported to a spreadsheet program for analyses of land cover classes within the 200 m, 1000 m,
2000 m, entire buffer and at the catchment scale.

Imperviousness of the landscape
The percentage of impervious areas in the study catchments were analyzed similarly to how of land
cover classes were classified (previous section). Imperviousness maps generated from the USGS
seamless website7, with pixel values ranging from 0-100 (percent impervious). Only Total Impervious
Area (TIA), or “the fraction of a watershed covered by built surfaces or built ground” (Booth et al.,
2004), was used in this study. Although TIA holds promise, it is important to recognize its
shortcomings. Perhaps the greatest shortcomings are the omission of pervious surfaces that have
been compacted (and therefore act as impervious surfaces) and its incorporation of isolated surfaces
(Booth et al., 2004).

The determination of curve number
Curve number was found by classifying the various soil types in the SSURGO dataset by their
hydrologic soil group (HSG) and combining them with land cover data. HSGs are denoted by A, B,
C, and D, as well as A/D, B/D, and C/D, where the first letter represents how the soil behaves
when it is drained and the second letter represents how the soil behaves when it is undrained (Haan
et al, 1994). For example, HSG A will have a much higher conductivity when drained, but may act
very similar to HSG D, hydraulically, when saturated. For this study, it was assumed that the soil was

7

seamless.usgs.gov/
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drained, leaving only the classes of soils as A, B, C, and D. However, rasters must have a value in
each cell and not a letter. Therefore, the same HSGs were set to 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 for
HSGs A, B, C, and D, respectively. Using Map Algebra, HSG and NLCD layers (classified as
numbers 11-95) were added using map algebra. These values were then reclassified as their
corresponding Curve numbers (CN) shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – NLCD raster code (2006), classification (2006), and
corresponding Curve Number.
Hydrologic Soil Group

Raster
code

NLCD Land Class

11

Open Water

21

A

B

C

D

100

100

100

100

Developed, Open Space

44

65

76.5

82

22

Developed, Low Intensity

51

68

79

84

23

Developed, Medium Intensity

55.5

71

80.5

85.5

24

Developed, High Intensity

69

80

86.5

89.5

31

Barren Land (Rock/Sand/Clay)

72

82

87

89

41

Deciduous Forest

25

55

70

77

42

Evergreen Forest

25

55

70

77

43

Mixed Forest

25

55

70

77

52

Shrub/Scrub

45

66

77

83

71

Grassland/Herbaceous

30

58

71

78

81

Pasture/Hay

53.5

70

80

84.5

82

Cultivated Crops

62

71

78

81

90

Woody Wetlands

35

60.5

73.5

80

95

Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands

35

60.5

73.5

80

(*All values adapted from Haan et al., 1994)
Once all values had been reclassified to their respective curve numbers, Map Algebra was used to add
the CN layer to the flow length to point. (Recall that the flow length to point had been reclassified
earlier to have values of 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000, for 200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and entire buffer flow
lengths, respectively). Attribute tables were exported for both the entire CN layer and classified
buffered CN layer, resulting in CN analysis at 200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, entire buffer, and entire
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catchment scales. Once the text files were imported, each scale was analyzed at as an average CN as
well as % of CN above the 77 and 89 thresholds, which were CNs indicative of developed land.

The summary of land cover through the a Land Disturbance Index
Land Disturbance Index (LDI) was classified similar to those methods found in Morrison et al.
(2006). This was simply the sum of the products of percentage of land cover and LDI factors (see
Equation 3.1).
)

∑(

(

)

However, to arrive at the same classification system used in Stanfield and Jackson (2011), some
necessary simplifications of the 2006 NLCD dataset had to occur. The LDIs and 2006 NLCD
dataset simplifications are summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 – Conversion from NLCD 2006 land class to Stanfield and Jackson (2011) LDI values
Stanfield and Jackson (2011)
Land Classification

Corresponding NLCD Class (2006)

Stanfield and Jackson
(2011) LDI coefficient

Wetland and open water

Open Water, Woody Wetlands, and
Emerging Herbaceous Wetlands

0.00

Forest

Deciduous, Evergreen, and Mixed Forests

0.01

Open tallgrass Prairie

Grassland/Herbaceous

0.02

Idle land, thicket/meadow

Shrub/Scrub

0.10

Unimproved hay/pasture

Pasture/Hay

0.15

Manicured Open Space

Developed, Open Space

0.16

Open sand, dunes, orchards, Barren Land (Rock/Sand/Clay)
vineyard

0.20

Mixed Agriculture

Cultivated Crops

0.25

Rural/estate residential

Developed, Low Intensity

0.50

Urban Imperious
(subdivisions/institution)

Developed, Medium Intensity

0.75

Transportation, industrial,
commercial, rail

Developed, High Intensity

0.90
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3.3 HYDROLOGIC MONITORING
Flow stage was measured using a self-contained stage recording sensor (Level logger Gold®, Solinst,
Ontario). The sensors measure absolute pressure requiring measured data to be compensated for
atmospheric pressure. Changes in atmospheric pressure were measured using continuously logging
independent atmospheric pressure sensor (Barologger Gold, Solinst, Ontario). Atmospheric pressure
was recorded at 3 sites distributed throughout the study area. Atmospheric pressure recording
sensors were suspended well above the bankfull depth to ensure that they remain dry in all flow
conditions.

Determining the level of the stage recorder relative the stream
The elevations of the water surface and channel bed at the location of the installed stage recording
sensor as well as the time of measurement was determined using a total station8. This process defined
the position of the stage sensor above channel bed, and therefore allowed for the determination of
what the true depth of water in the channel was for any given stage sensor reading.

Figure 3.4 – Positioning of stage recorder in the cross section of Juniper Creek
(DNR). The level of the water in this figure represents the lowest level recorded in
the 2-year period of record.
Common in current surveying practices, the total station is a device that is an electric theodolite
coupled with an electronic distance meter (Kavanagh and Bird, 1996). The end result is a very
accurate reading of distance and direction between the total station and the surveyed point.
8
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Data collection
Collection of data occurred every 2-3 months, where each data logger lost no more than 2, 10-minute
data points in time and all logger data was collected within a 2-day period.
Once a complete dataset was downloaded, the water level data at each site was compensated for
atmospheric pressure with data from the most proximal atmospheric pressure sensor. After
compensation, the data was then exported to an Excel file for analysis.

3.4 STREAM GEOMORPHOLOGY
Three aspects of stream morphology were quantified in this study. These included stream dimension,
profile, and pattern (Ward and Trimble, 2004). Stream dimension is the detailed cross-sectional
measurement of the stream, well into the active floodplain. Stream profile is the longitudinal
measurement of the stream bed in the direction of flow. Stream profile measurements help to
characterize the undulations in the stream bed (riffle-pool complexes) as well as characterize water
slope and therefore estimated energy slope of the stream. Stream pattern measurements are obtained
concurrently with stream profile measurements and characterize the planform shape of the stream.
Stream sinuosity is typically calculated from stream pattern information. An example of a dimension,
profile and pattern from a single stream can be found in Figures 3.5a-c.
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Figure 3.5a – Cross section from Huckleberry Branch. Each point represents a
measured value while the line is interpolated between each two points. The
horizontal blue line represents the projected bankfull based upon channel geometry
and in-field observations.
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Figure 3.5b – Profile data from Huckleberry Branch. The “+” marks represent the
measured water level and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
The points on the bed profile are measured values and the solid line is the
interpolated bed value.
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Figure 3.5c – Planview of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data
of Huckleberry Branch. Each diamond represents a data point while the line has
been interpolated for the visualization of the plan-view.
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Four types of equipment were used for the measurement of these parameters, including a total
station, a Sontek RiverSurveyor S59, and a Sontek RiverSurveyor M910. Both Sontek® (YSI, San
Diego, CA ) instruments are floating Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) that measure
channel bathymetry and flow velocities within the stream by tracking individual particles in stream
flow as they pass underneath the floating ADCP. The ADCP also tracks the bottom, and so as is
slowly moved across the stream, the reported average particle velocities are relative to the ADCP
positioning over a point on the bed.

3.4.1 Surveying Wadeable and Nonwadeable Streams
Stream pattern, dimension, and profile were measured using one of two methods. In wadeable
streams, a total station was used across a cross section and into the floodplain. As many as 50 data
points were taken across the cross section, taking careful note of indicators of bankfull level
(including geometric changes, changes in vegetation, significant changes in particle size, level of
organic debris, or scour lines (outlined in Dunne and Leopold, 1978)), floodplain, and thalweg within
and around the stream. Otherwise, the process is outlined in USDA’s Illustrated Guide to field
technique (Harrelson et al.; 1994) in Appendix 6 under the subtitle “5. Surveying Basics.”
The second method, used in the nonwadeable streams, utilized the Sontek RiverSurveyor®S5/M9.
Differences between the S5 and M9 models include the number of transducers (5 and 9,
respectively), the depth range of velocity profiling (5 m and 40 m, respectively), and range of the
bottom depth measurement (15 m and 80 m, respectively), with no difference in accuracy or
resolution. This method required 2 ropes that were more than the width of the stream channel. The
ADCP was slowly pulled along the length of the cross section, keeping tension on the rope from
A floating Acoustic Doppler that measures water velocities as well as stream dimension.
An upgraded version of the Sontek RiverSurveyor M9, this equipment integrates RTK differential
GPS for precise measurement of stream profile in addition to its predecessor’s (S5) features.
9

10
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both sides. The velocity of the RiverSurveyor perpendicular to flow never exceeded one tenth of the
water velocity. Once reaching the opposite bank, the file was saved and the instrument repositioned
and re-initialized to be pulled slowly back across the stream. This process was repeated until three
cross-sectional flow readings were with +/- 1% of each other.

3.4.2 Stream Profile: Water Surface Slope and Energy Slope
Stream profile was surveyed using the total station or RiverSurveyor M9 for wadeable and
nonwadeable streams, respectively. When using the total station, readings of water surface, thalweg,
and bankfull height were all taken along multiple cross sections along a length of the stream, as per
Harrelson et al. (1994). The River Surveyor M9 was used on all nonwadeable streams and dragged a
distance of at least 30 times the bankfull width using a small raft and trolling motor. Slope could
only be accurately measured once both the RTK unit (the stationary GPS unit) and the
RiverSurveyor had established RTK-quality GPS and established a connection with each other. In
some cases, this resulted in only a few acceptable points in space (Real-Time Kinematic GPS
accuracy of longitude, latitude, and elevation). The drop in elevation, in combination with the
curvilinear distance of the stream, was used to determine the average water slope within a given cross
section using the equation below:
|

|

(

)

Were S is the slope (ft/ft) Zu is the upstream absolute elevation (ft), Zd is the downstream absolute
elevation (ft), and x is the curvilinear distance of the stream (ft).
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3.4.3 The STREAM Module
All data was imported into Excel from the total station using Matlab® and RiverSurveyor Live®
software for the RiverSurveyors. When the laser level was used, these values were transferred from
field data sheets to Excel, manually. All values were then imported into the macro-enabled
Reference Reach Spreadsheet for Channel Survey Data Management (a STREAM module),
developed by Mecklenburg and Ward with Ohio Department of Natural Resources (2004). This
spreadsheet aided significantly in the determination of slope at many sites as well as in the
determination of bankfull conditions through the easy adjustment of the depth parameter with
outputs including bankfull width, depth, and area, among others.

Determining Bankfull
Bankfull elevation was determined based upon visual estimates of Dunne and Leopold’s (1978)
indicators of bankfull elevation. These included a topographical break from the vertical bank to the
floodplain; a topographical break from steep slope to gentle slope, a change in vegetation from bare-grass, grass-moss, or
no trees-trees; a textural change in the deposition of sediment; an elevation below which no fine debris (needles, leaves,
cones, seeds) occurs; and a textural change between matrix material between cobbles or rocks. The determination
of bankfull is inherently fuzzy (Johnson and Heil, 1996) due to the dynamic nature of streams.
Gorden et al. (1992) identify four possible sources of such fuzziness, including instability, non-level
floodplains, terraced streambeds, or simply the lacking of any defining features or clear breaks
between channel and floodplain. As a result, it must be emphasized that the resulting determination
of bankfull depth, and subsequently all other bankfull values, were estimates, albeit estimated
according to Dunne and Leopold’s (1978) original bankfull elevation determination guidelines.
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3.5 FLOW DETERMINATION
The measurement of flow rates was also dependent on the stream size. For nonwadeable streams,
the use of the RiverSurveyor S5/M9 yielded flow rates for a given cross section, as well a highly
detailed velocity profiles within the water column. In wadeable streams, a Sontek Flow Tracker®
(YSI, 2009) was used to measure velocities across a measured cross section. The probe was placed at
60% of the water height (for most wadeable streams), and a measurement was taken at half-foot
increments across the wetted cross-section. The method followed for velocity measurements can be
found in John (2001). These velocities were combined using a weighted average across a cross
section to determine a weighted average velocity (Vave).
In both cases, a single discharge for a single stage was recorded for each site. Using Manning’s
Equation (Gauckler, 1867), the variables can be rearranged to calculate n.
(

)

Where k is a conversion constant11, n is Manning’s roughness coefficient, Vave is measured average
velocity, Rh is hydraulic radius12, and S is slope (length/length). Once this single n-value had been
defined, it was assumed that this value was representative of the entire channel and therefore
constant until bankfull conditions are exceeded. This assumption makes it possible to calculate a
stage discharge curve from only one stage measurement.
The stage discharge curve was developed by using Manning’s Equation and the continuity equation
(Q=VA) using 0.01ft stage increments at each site.

(

11
12

k=1 if SI units and k=1.486 if English units
Rh is equal to Cross sectional Area (A) divided by Wetted Perimeter (P)
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)

For each stream a unique stage discharge curve was created to a stage that at least reached the extent
of its bank. In many cases, detailed floodplain survey allowed for discharges to be calculated at
depths well above the bankfull stage. A given Levelogger reading could then be associated with a
flow rate, resulting in 10-minute flow values from July of 2009 through June of 2011 (and
continuing). At each of the 6 USGS sites, long-term datasets were available allowing for 3-year-orgreater datasets to be downloaded at 15 minute or daily average resolution.
Bankfull discharge was estimated based upon the [estimated] bankfull elevation determined
previously in the geomorphology section (Chapter 3.4.3).

3.6 DETERMINING REGIONAL CURVES
Using the data derived in sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 regional curves were plotted for the Lower Pee
Dee in the coastal plains of South Carolina as described in Dunne and Leopold (1978) and later
modified in Leopold (1994). This method has since been used to predict stream geometry in the
Pacific Northwest (Castro and Jackson, 2001), Maryland and Pennsylvania (Cinotto, 2003), Florida,
Alabama, and Georgia (Metcalf, 2009), and the North Carolina piedmont region (Doll et al., 2002)
and coastal plain (Doll et al., 2002; Sweet and Geratz, 2003). These plots included watershed area as
the independent variable against dependent variables of bankfull flow rate, bankfull width, bankfull
depth, and bankfull cross sectional area.

3.7 ANALYSIS OF BED MATERIAL
Bed material analysis at each site used averaged results of 5 samples across the nearest riffle, within
the estimated bankfull. This occurred at a riffle just upstream or downstream of the Levelogger
position, but well away (at least 3 bankfull widths) from any possible impoundment or obstruction to
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flow. In some cases this was not possible due to the amounts of large woody debris present in the
channel. Each sample was taken using a Shallow Water Bottom Dredge (AMS™, 2010) and placed
into a labeled sample bag. Each bag was placed into a drying oven at set to 100˚C for 24 hours to
dry.
Samples were weighed and poured through a series of sieve screens [a No. 5 (4 mm), No. 10 (2 mm),
and finally a pan] using a Ro-Tap® (W.S. Tyler™, 2009) for 2 minutes on each sample. The sediment
that passed through both screens onto the pan was weighed and a small, representative portion was
ran through a Beckman Coulter® LS 13 320 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer (Beckman
Coulter™, Brea, CA) for further analysis. Sediment that remained on the No. 10 screen was weighed
and recorded. Sediment that remained on the No. 5 screen was separated into 4-8 mm, 8-11.2 mm,
11.2-16 mm, 12-22.4 mm, 22.4-31.5 mm, 31.5-45 mm, 45-63 mm, and 63-75 mm groups, as assessed
by their median dimensions. Each group was weighed and recorded. All data were normalized to
percentage by weight and inputted into the publically available Gradistat Grain Size Analysis Program
(Blott, 2000)13 for analysis and summary of the data. Outputs included a graph of the particle sizes as
well as D10, D50, and D90 (the diameter of the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentile of grain sizes,
respectively). Custom modifications to the program allowed for the outputs of D16 and D84.
Because each sample had been normalized to a percentage, the five samples were combined and
again normalized to also be analyzed using the modified Gradistat program (Blott, 2000). In this
way, the entire bed of each channel could have one, representative D16, D50, and D84.

13

Gradistat can be downloaded at:
www.ceex.es/pipermail/rivers-list/attachments/20061004/.../gradistat.xls
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3.8 COMPONENTS OF STREAM FLOW FUNCTION
Several methods were utilized in the determination of stream function, including the Qualitative
Habitat Evaluation Index (Mecklenburg and Ward, 2009), the Richards-Baker Flashiness Index
(Baker et al., 2004), Hammer Number (Pizzuto et al., 2000), the Temperature Variation Index (TVI),
annual bankfull occurrence (Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; etc.), and bed load divided
by watershed area. Regional Curves (Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Doll
et al., 2002; Castro ad Jackson, 2001; Dunne and Leopold, 1978 ) and Copeland’s stability curves
(Copeland, 1994) were also investigated.

3.8.1 Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index
Before any other assessment began on a stream site, the Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index
(QHEI) was determined (Rankin, 1989). This involved a visual survey of a given stream reach
(surrounding the stage recorder and cross section) that assessed the stream habitat state. A field
sheet was filled out and the total score was added up. The field sheet is shown in Figure 3.6.
Developed for streams of Ohio, Gradient, the last portion of the stream score was omitted due to the
use of Ohio stream morphology in the process of the defining the 10-point metric. Otherwise, all
other protocol and can be found in Rankin (1989).
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Figure 3.6 – QHEI field survey sheet. This form was completed at each site before other site
assessment began.
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3.8.2 Richards-Baker Flashiness
For the Richards-Baker Flashiness Index, previously-calculated flow values were grouped on a per
day basis and averaged into a mean daily flow rate for the calculation of the Richards-Baker
Flashiness Index (Baker et al., 2004). At each of the 6 USGS sites, long-term datasets were available
allowing for 3-year-or-greater datasets to be analyzed for the Richards-Baker Flashiness Index, whose
equation is shown below. In this equation,

is the mean daily flow rate on a given day,

is the

mean daily flow rate from the day before, and n is one less than the total number of days in the
sample (because the difference between a given day and its previous day can only be calculated on
the second day).
∑

|
∑

|

(

)

Upon analyzing the equation, the minimum flashiness value is 0 and could only occur if the average
daily flow rate was a constant value. Theoretically, RBI does not have a maximum bound, although
Baker (2004) found the maximum RBI of 1.3 in a study of 515 streams throughout the Midwest.
However, this value could be even larger in mountainous regions, agricultural ditches, or other
settings.

3.8.3 Temperature Variation
Steam temperature was taken with the same instrument as water level, the Solinst Levelogger Gold®
(Solinst™, Ontario). Stream temperature was simplified to daily and monthly averages resulting in a
chart for each site much like Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 – Temperature profile of Huckleberry Branch over 2-year period of record. The
orange line shows the daily averages and the thicker blue line illustrates the 7-day floating
average used to calculate temperature variation.

A temperature variation index (TVI) was developed for this study and applied to the average daily
temperatures measured at non-USGS study sites. The index is a measure of the average variation of
daily average temperatures from a 7-day floating average of daily temperatures over the period of
record and was used as an attempt to offset the effect of diurnal variation of temperature. The
difference between the 7-day floating index from a particular day and the day before were averaged
over the period of record. This temperature variation index (TVI) is summarized in Equation 3.6. In
is the mean daily temperature (˚C or ˚F) on a given day

this equation,

is the mean daily

temperature (˚C or ˚F) from the day before, etc.), N is the total number of measurements and TVI is
the temperature variation index.
∑

|

(

)
|

(

)

The reason for subtracting 6 from the total number of measurements is due to the use of the floating
7-day average (you lose 3 values at each end of the data).
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3.8.4 Hammer Number
The Hammer Number (H) is defined as a channel property (Pizzuto et al., 2000) and provides insight
into the stability of a stream. This number is simply a measure of the amount of water that is
discharged per unit of watershed area and defined in Equation 3.7. In Equation 3.7, H is the
Hammer number (cfs/sq. mi), Qbkf is the bankfull flow rate (cfs), and DA is the drainage area of the
watershed.

(

)

Although utilized originally under the context of developed watershed areas (Pizzuto et al., 2000),
stark contrasts in this number in a relatively undeveloped landscape have helped to identify other
causes of stream instability.

3.8.5 Bankfull Recurrence
Although the term bankfull recurrence is often in literature (Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Metcalf et al. 2009;
etc.) the dataset from this preliminary analysis of stream function was only 2 years and was therefore
not deemed a long enough period of record to assume recurrence. Instead, bankfull occurrence was used
to illustrate the average annual number of flow events that exceed bankfull depth. For the purpose
of this study, an event was defined as a series of daily average flow rates that all exceeded the defined
bankfull flow rate. A single event could last 10 or more days if the flow rate was maintained above
the bankfull bench. However, if the flow rate dropped below the bench and then rose back above it,
this was considered a second event.
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Figure 3.8 – Hypothetical stream hydrograph over one-month period. Note that
hydrograph peaks are labeled 1, 2, and 3.
An example of this concept is illustrated in Figure 3.8, where the hydrograph peak 1 would represent its own
bankfull occurrence; while hydrograph peaks 2 and 3 would be counted as a single bankfull occurrence because
the flow rate never dropped below the bankfull benchmark.

3.8.6 Bed Load Flux
Bed load flux was calculated using Brownlie’s (1981) resistance equations for sand-bed streams
(USDA-NRCS, 2006). Regime (upper or lower) was first determined using equations 3.8 and 3.9. In
these equations, V is velocity, Where Rb is the hydraulic radius associated with the bed S is slope
(ft/ft), D50 is the median grain size (ft), D84 is the grain size at the 84th percentile, D16 id the grain size
at the 16th percentile, σ is the gradation coefficient, C is the sediment concentration (ppm) over the
bed, γs is the specific weight of the sediment (lb/ft3), γ is the specific weight of water (lb/ft3), υ is the
kinematic viscosity of water (ft2/s), S is slope (ft/ft), V is velocity (fps), d is average water depth (ft),
and g is acceleration of gravity (ft/s2).
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If the slope (S) was greater than 0.006 or Fg was great than 1.25Fg’, then the stream was classified as
being in an upper regime. If Fg was less than 0.8Fg’, then the stream was classified as lower regime.
The transitional area of 0.45Fg’ difference is known as being a transitional regime. In this study,
these streams were classified as transition streams, and therefore both upper and lower regime paths
were taken. When streams where classified as an upper regime, Equation 3.10a was used. When
streams were classified as a lower regime, Equation 3.10b was used.
(
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)
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Concentration (ppm) was then calculated using Equation 3.13, which is derived from the same data
that Brownlie (1981) derived his own sediment resistance equations (Copeland, 1994).

(
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(
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From concentration, sediment discharge and average concentration could be calculated using
equations 3.18 and 3.19. In these equations, Qs is sediment transport (lb/s), B is the projected base
width of the stream, and Q is flow rate (ft3/s).

̅

(

)

(

)

In this study, the projected base length (B) was the top width of the channel at an estimated base
flow, as evident by both frequent field observation and indicators in the cross section of the stream.
This was due to significant deviations in the cross-sections from the traditional trapezoidal cross
section as well as significant variations between streams. By estimating the base flow top width as
the active bed, this helped to normalize the method of determining the base-width (B) across many
different channel shapes.
Bed load flux was then converted into units of tons/yr and divided by watershed area as to
nominalize the effect of stream size and rather, investigate bed load on a per-square-mile basis. The
resulting units for annual bed load divided by watershed area (BL/Aw*yr) resulted in (tons
sediment/yr*mi2).
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3.9 STATISTICAL ANALYSES
Statistical analysis was primarily a function of comparing different groups of collected data in order
to address the following four null hypotheses.
H0a: Measures of land cover do not influence components of stream flow function.
H0b: Land cover indices do not affect stream flow indices, and are therefore not
spatially limited.
H0c: Hydraulic geometry is independent of catchment area within the Pee Dee
watershed of South Carolina.
H0d: Characteristic bed material is not influenced by any individual measure of
stream flow function, stream geomorphology, or land use.
These groupings included components of stream flow function (QHEI, RBI, H, Bankfull
Occurrence, TVI, and BL/Aw*yr), measures of land cover (which included all scales of percentages
of agriculture, forest, wetland, and imperviousness, as well as LDI and CN), stream geomorphology
(slope, catchment area, and Manning’s n, as well as bankfull measures of width, depth, cross sectional
area, and flow rate), and characteristic bed material (D16, D50, D84).

3.9.1 Normalizing the Data
Parametric statistics require normal datasets for accurate analyses. All datasets were tested for
normality using the Anderson-Darling Normality test. Non-normal data were normalized using log
and square root transforms (taking the log10 or square root of the entire dataset, respectfully). In the
event that neither transform normalized the dataset, other transforms were attempted. The
transforms used in this study are outlined in McCune and Grace (2002). Datasets that remained nonnormal after all transforms were excluded from further analysis.
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3.9.2 Correlation and Regression Analyses
Correlation analyses were ran between respective groups of datasets in order to address each of the
null hypotheses. This included comparisons of components of stream flow function and land cover
(H0a and H0b), watershed area and the remainder of stream geomorphology (H0c), and characteristic
bed substrate and all other groups (H0d).
Correlations and respective probabilities for significance were calculated. In this study, significant
correlations (p<0.05) above a threshold correlation value was chosen similar to methods adopted by
Jones et al. (2001). The threshold correlation chosen for the study was R=0.6. A second correlation
threshold of R=0.7 above which linear regression analyses were performed. Although no further
analyses were performed on those cases between R=0.6 and 0.7, these correlations are discussed.
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4 RESULTS
Sixteen sites were selected to be monitored within the upper Pee Dee watershed within the coastal
plains of northern South Carolina. Drainage areas of the 16 sites ranged from 7 to 664 square miles
and covering five EPA Level IV ecoregions (Olsen et al., 2001). These included the Atlantic
Southern Loam Plains, Sand Hills, Southern Outer Piedmont, Carolina Slate Belt, and Triassic
Basins. All sampling sites fell into the ecoregions of the Sand Hills (10 sites) or the Atlantic Southern
Loam Plains (6 sites) (Figure 4.2). Stream densities in all the study watersheds had an average stream
density of 0.36 miles of stream per square mile and ranged between 0.21 and 0.59 miles of stream
length per square mile of watershed area (Ac). The highest stream density (0.59 mi/mi2) occurred in
the Jeffries Creek (DNR) watershed and the lowest stream density (0.21 mi/mi2) occurred in the
Hams Creek (DNR) watershed. Because stream length and watershed area produced such a linear
trend (Figure 4.1), watershed area could be used in place of stream length within a watershed. Site
visits and initial evaluations resulted in a range of QHEI scores from 34.5 (at Jeffries Creek USGS) to
78 (at Hams Creek DNR). Average QHEI score for all the sites was 56. A summary of watershed
areas, habitat condition (QHEI) and ecoregions is presented in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Notice that some of the site names are duplicates. To distinguish duplicate sites, refer to its
association (i.e. DNR, USGS)14 or associated site code.

Whenever an individual site is referenced, it will be done so as in Table 4.1 where the name will be
referenced first and then, if necessary, its association will be in parenthesis.
14
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Figure 4.1 – Scatter plot showing the variation of stream length with watershed area
for all sample sites in the lower Pee Dee.
Table 4.1 – Summary of watershed areas and ecoregions. Level IV ecoregions in this chart include
Southern Outer Piedmont (SoOP), Carolina Slate Belt (CSB), Triassic Basins (TrB), Atlantic
Southern Loam Plains (ASLP) and Sand Hills (SH) with the bold font representing the Ecoregion
at the sampling site.
Site Name (Association) Site Code

Aw

QHEI Stream Density

(mi2)

(mi/mi2)

Level IV Ecoregion
[Ecoregion (%)]*

Huckleberry Branch

HCKLBRY

6.7 67.5

1.68

SH(100)

Little Fork Creek*

FRKUSGS

15.2 65.0

1.74

SH(85), CSB(15)

Jefferies Creek+

JEFFDNR

17.3 48.0

2.604

ASLP(100)

Creek+

HAMSCRK

17.6 78.0

0.95

SH(100)

Juniper Creek

JNPRMAF

19.7 43.0

1.19

SH(100)

Crooked Creek+

Hams

CRKDDNR

27.9 57.5

0.61

SH(80), ASLP(20)

Creek+

JNPRDNR

37.2 61.5

1.33

SH(100)

Creek*

JEFUSGS

46.8 34.5

2.41

ASLP(100)

BLKCHES

51.8 63.5

1.62

SH(100)

Little Lynches River+

LILYNCH

59.7 48.0

1.70

SH(75), CSB(25)

Crooked Creek

CRKDMAF

64.6 66.5

3.39

ASLP(62), SH(38)

BLCKMAC

114.1 55.0

1.36

SH(100)

Thompson Creek

THOMPSN

148.7 55.5

1.78

CSB(57), SH(27), TrB(16)

Lynches River at Hwy 1

LYNHWY1

385.4 50.0

1.70

SH(57), CSB(41), TrB(2)

Black Creek near Quinby*

BLKQUIN

439.0 57.5

1.59

SH(51), ASLP(49)

Lynches River near

LYNBISH

663.3 43.5

1.54

CSB(62), SH(13),

Juniper

Jefferies

Black Creek below
Chesterfield*

Black Creek near

McBee*

Bishopville*

ASLP(12),SoOP(11), TrB(2)
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Figure 4.2 – Sampling sites, drainage area and ecoregions within the Lower Pee Dee watershed, SC.
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4.1 LANDSCAPE ANALYSES
Results of the landscape analyses tended to differ drastically within the same watershed when
analyzed at different scales. Recall that the scales of analyses included catchment scale and 4 riparian
buffer scales (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and the entire riparian buffer). The most extreme example
occurred at Huckleberry Branch, where the total impervious area varied from 0.07to 4.17% across
the 5 scales of analyses. The least variation between scales of analyses occurred at Hams Creek,
where LDI ranged only from 0.01 to 0.03 between the various scales of analyses.
LDI scores ranged from 0 to 0.19 (maximum possible is 0.9) with the lowest values typically
occurring within one of the various riparian buffer scales (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, or the entire riparian
buffer) and the highest values occurring when analyzed at the catchment scale. The only exception was
Jefferies Creek (USGS), where the maximum LDI values fell in the 200 m riparian buffer and entire
catchment scales.
Percent agriculture includes all row-crop agriculture under the 2006 NLCD land classification system.
Percent forested includes pine, deciduous and mixed forest classes. Percent wetland included all 2006
NLCD land classified as herbaceous wetland and emergent herbaceous wetland classes outlined in
the 2006 NLCD land cover map. Within the catchment scale, agricultural land ranged from 5.2% to
50% land cover, forested land ranged from 16.5% to 63.6% land cover, wetlands ranged from 3.5%
to 20.8% land cover, and impervious area ranged from 0.42% to 4.17%. This differed significantly
from the various buffer scales, where agricultural, forested, developed, and impervious land classes
and maxima reached 57.9%, 100%, 45.2%, and 9.02% land cover, respectively. Minima for the land
cover classes of forest and agricultural in the various buffer scales were 0%. However, wetlands
within the buffered region of the watershed ranged between 5% and 100% with most sites (>65%)
having greater than 50% coverage within the 200 m, 1000 m, and 2000 m buffer scale classes.
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Average curve numbers ranged from 36.6 to 75.0 within the catchment scale and 25.7 to 75.8 within
the various riparian buffer scales. Watersheds with lower curve numbers tended to be dominated by
more natural (typically forested) land cover. Those with higher numbers tended to have more
agricultural and developed landscapes. For example, the highest CN of any of the watershed scales
discussed occurred at Jeffries Creek (DNR), and was 75.8 at the entire riparian buffer scale. Agricultural
land cover dominated this scale with the second largest recorded in the study at 52.8%. Huckleberry
Branch was similar at the entire riparian buffer scale, with agricultural land cover comprising 37% of the
landscape under consideration, and a CN of 71. The presence of developed surfaces (measured by
impervious area) also played a role in increasing the average CN of the watersheds. A good example
is at Jefferies Creek (USGS), which had the highest impervious area at 5.92% at the catchment scale,
and a corresponding average CN of 71. However, agricultural land cover at Jeffries Creek (USGS)
cannot be neglected, contributing more than 15% coverage of the catchment scale. The variation in
CN at the study sites appears to correspond to the presence of agricultural and developed land cover
classes within the catchment. This is confirmed by plotting the sum of agricultural and developed
land classes in the entire riparian buffer scale against CN. The resulting linear trend line had a significant
coefficient of determination (R2=0.71, p< 0.001) (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 – Influence of agricultural and developed landscape in the entire riparian
buffer on the average CN.
Figure 4.4a-h summarize data synthesized from the land cover analysis, including the specific land
cover classes of agriculture, and forest, and wetland, as well as the Land Disturbance Index, total
impervious area, and average Curve Number at each of the 5 scales of analyses (200 m, 1000 m, 2000
m, entire riparian buffer, and catchment). In Figure 4.3a, it is apparent that the catchment scale
consistently has the highest LDI, suggesting that most intense urbanization occurs outside of the
riparian buffer. The same trend is apparent in the case of TIA in Figure 4.3b, with most other scales
yielding near-zero values. However, the catchment scale did not consistently yield the highest value
for CN in a given watershed (Figure 4.4c). Neither did any scale dominate the minimum CN values.
This is the due to fact that high curve numbers can be a result of both urban and natural landscapes,
while TIA and LDI remain heavily influenced by urbanization. Figures 4.4d-h compare the
percentages of land cover at the various land analysis scales. Figure 4.4d illustrates dominance of
forested land at the catchment scale, with a less prominent influence at the entire riparian buffer scale
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(Figure 4.4e). The dominance of wetlands within the three smallest riparian buffer scales (200 m,
1000 m, and 2000 m) is also apparent in Figures 4.4f-h.
Figures 4.5a-d illustrate the various landscape and land cover classes measurements within each
respective watershed at the catchment scale, which are also summarized in the preceding figures (4.3af). However, these help illustrate spatial trends in the dataset. In Figure 4.5a, the watersheds
summarized by high CNs (which are darker), tended be toward the outer edges. This was due to the
Sandhills State Forest (approximately 75 square miles of forest) and surrounding area, which is
primarily comprised of forested land cover, in the center of the sampling region of the sampling
region. All outside edges of the sampling region tend to be characterized by larger proportions of
agriculture or urban landscapes. In Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.5c, the highest LDI and TIA tend to be
located in the eastern third of the maps. This could be due the placement of cities within the
sampling region. Florence, Cheraw, and Hartsville, the three largest cities in the sampling region, are
also located in the eastern third of the map. In Figure 4.5d, perhaps the most discernible trend is the
larger influence of forested land cover on the center of the map and the greater influence of
agriculture in the NW region evident by the two larger, highly agriculturally influenced watersheds
that exist in the area. In each of the figures, overlapping watersheds are shown with the smallest
watershed on top with each subsequent large water shed being shown with an additional border
around its smaller counterpart. Distinct watersheds (not overlapping) are shown with a wider, dark
boundary. Therefore, the largest watershed of any set of overlapping watersheds will be shown with
the widest and darkest border of all those within it.
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Figure 4.4a – Land Disturbance Indices (LDI) of the various watersheds at the 5 scales of landscape analyses (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m,
and entire riparian buffer and catchment scales). The size of the each data point represents the scale size.
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Figure 4.4b – Total Impervious Area (TIA) of the various watersheds at the 5 scales of landscape analyses (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m,
and entire riparian buffer and catchment scales). The size of the each data point represents the scale size.
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Figure 4.4c – Curve Numbers (CN) of the various watersheds at the 5 scales of landscape analyses (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and
entire riparian buffer and catchment scales). The size of the each data point represents the scale size.
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Figure 4.4d – Comparison of land cover types in each of the watersheds at a catchment scale. Each point shape represents a different
land cover category (% Wetlands, % Forested, % Agriculture).
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Figure 4.4e – Comparison of land cover types in each of the watersheds within the entire riparian buffer. Each point shape represents
a different land cover category (% Wetlands, % Forested, % Agriculture).
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Figure 4.4f – Comparison of land cover types in each of the watersheds within 2000 m buffer. Each point shape represents a
different land cover category (% Wetlands, % Forested, % Agriculture).
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Figure 4.4g – Comparison of land cover types in each of the watersheds within 1000 m buffer. Each point shape represents a
different land cover category (% Wetlands, % Forested, % Agriculture).
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Figure 4.4h – Comparison of land cover types in each of the watersheds within 200 m buffer. Each point shape represents a different
land cover category (% Wetlands, % Forested, % Agriculture).
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Figure 4.5a – Curve Numbers of watersheds monitored by SCPDP. Darker watersheds represent higher
curve numbers. Black points represent the sampling sites and blue lines represent a simplification of the
NHD.
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Figure 4.5b – Land Disturbance Index of watersheds monitored by SCPDP. Darker watersheds represent higher
LDI with the highest LDI being 0.19. Black points represent the sampling sites and blue lines represent a
simplification of the NHD.
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Figure 4.5c – Total Impervious Area of watersheds monitored by SCPDP. Darker watersheds represent higher
TIA, while the varying shades of red represent the TIA in individual 30 m-by-30 m pixels in the watershed, with
the darkest red being the most impervious (100%). Black points represent the sampling sites and blue lines
represent a simplification of the NHD.
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Figure 4.5d – Land cover distribution in watersheds monitored by SCPDP. Varying shades of green in the
watershed only is for visualization, while overlaid pie charts represent the distribution of 3 of the most
prominent land cover classes within each watershed. They do not add to 100%, but are to distinguish the
dominating land cover of each watershed. Varying pie chart size is defined relative to watershed size.
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4.2 FLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY
Field measurements of cross section and profile were taken and imported into the reference reach
spreadsheet (Mecklenburg and Ward, 2009). An example output of hydraulic geometry can be found
in Figure 4.5a-c. All other graphical cross-sections and profiles can be found in Appendix C1.
Bankfull values were noted in the field and verified using the cross sectional data. Hydraulic
geometry and bankfull depth (using the determined, verified bankfull) were derived from the 16
cross-sections and profiles. Slopes (S) ranged from nearly ponded (2x10-5 %) to relatively steep (0.42
%). Manning’s roughness (n) had a wide variability, but stayed within the bounds of 0.038 to 0.107
that occur in literature (Chow, 1959), keeping in mind that many of these streams were swampy,
sluggish, and highly impeded by large woody material. Hammer numbers (H) (Pizzuto et al., 2000)
ranged from 1.1 to 11.0, where most values (>70%) fell between 2 and 5 and the average value was
4.3. Bankfull measurements of top width (Wbkf), average depth (Dbkf), cross sectional area (Abkf) and
flow rate (Qbkf) varied greatly across multiple watershed scales. Top width (bankfull width) ranged
from 12 to 161 ft, average depth ranged from 1.8 to 10.9 ft, cross sectional area ranged from 22 to
1743 ft2, and bankfull flow rate varied between 20.7 and 2408 cfs. Recall that these are strictly
bankfull values and that in many cases much larger flows were recorded that well exceeded these
reported values. Due to the range of watershed areas, the hydraulic geometry and flow rate are better
summarized in a table where each can be compared to its’ respective drainage area. A complete
summary of watershed area and bankfull geometry values can be found in Figures 4.7a-d and in
Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.6a – Example of cross sectional data from Juniper Creek (DNR). The boxes
represent discrete topographic measurements while the line represents an
interpolation of the bed surface. The thick blue line signifies the best estimate of
bankfull stage.
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Figure 4.6b – Example profile data from Juniper Creek (DNR). The dotted line
represents the slope of the water while the “+” marks represent the measured water
level. This was measured from an arbitrary datum.
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Figure 4.6c – Example sinuosity data from a single study site, Juniper Creek (DNR).
The points represent individual measurements while the solid line represents the
interpolated thalweg pattern.
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Figure 4.7 – Log10 transformed scatterplots showing variation of bankfull geometry with drainage area: (a) average bankfull width, (b)
average bankfull depth (c) average bankfull cross sectional area and (d) average bankfull flow.
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Table 4.2 – Summary of hydraulic geometry and other associated data for all monitored
watersheds in the Pee Dee region.
Site Name
HCKLBRY

Aw
(mi2)
6.7

Abkf
(ft2)
22.3

Wbkf Dbkf Qbkf
(ft)
(ft)
(cfs)
11.9
1.9
27

S
Manning’s
(%)
n
0.420
0.106

H

Period of Record
(years)
4.1
2.0

FORUSGS

15.2

85.6

25.4

3.4

168

0.280

JEFFDNR

17.3

-

-

-

-

2x10-5

-

-

2.0

HAMSDNR

17.6

40.2

20.5

2.0

66

0.200

0.076

3.8

2.0

0.089

1.1

2.0

0.086 11.0

2.5

JNPRMAF

19.7

134.2

37.9

3.5

21

2.3x10-3

LILYNCH

21.6

216.6

67.1

3.2

479

0.140

0.065

8.0

2.0

CRKDDNR

27.9

68.3

27.2

2.5

72

0.069

0.066

2.6

2.0

JNPRDNR

37.2

95.4

25.9

3.7

117

0.170

0.089

3.2

2.0

JEFUSGS

46.8

-

-

-

-

0.200

-

-

2.5

BLKCHES

51.8

88.3

30.8

2.9

139

0.064

0.050

2.7

7.0

CRKDMAF

64.6

139.9

45.7

3.1

309

0.110

0.046

4.8

2.0

BLCKMAC

114.1

276.2

44.7

6.2

281

0.024

0.068

2.5

52.0

THOMPSN

148.7

465.3

57.9

8.0

966

0.056

0.056

6.5

2.0

LYNHWY1

385.4

505.8

75.3

6.7

1566

0.032

0.038

4.1

2.0

BLKQUIN

439.0

695.5

108.0

6.3

1180

0.140

0.107

2.7

10.0

LYNBISH

663.3

1742.5

160.6

10.9

2408

0.029

0.078

3.6

9.5

Measures marked with a “-” indicate that ponding at these sites resulted in the inability to accurate determine
these dimensions.
Panoramic photos taken at each site helped to corroborate selection of bankfull stage and provided
photographic documentation of each site. Evidence of bankfull included significant change in grade
(i.e. steep slope to mild slope), change in vegetation (bare soil to grasses, grasses to moss, or the line
where woody vegetation begins), significant changes in particle size (gravel to sand, sand to silt, etc.),
level of organic debris (i.e. leaf litter), or scour lines (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Because bankfull is
an inherently “fuzzy” number (Johnson and Heil, 1996), evidence of all these factors were weighed
against each other and an estimate of bankfull was made that satisfied as many indicators as possible.
Figure 4.8 provides an example. As can be seen, this level satisfied the following criteria: 1) a
significant change in slope, 2) a change in vegetation (the presence of both grass and woody
vegetation), and 3) the presence of organic debris. Because of the swampy and sluggish nature of this
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stream, there was not a significant change in bed substrate that occurred, nor were there scour lines.
The remainder of panoramic photos used to verify bankfull can be referenced in Appendix C2.

Figure 4.8 – Juniper Creek (DNR) panorama. The red and yellow arrows point to a
line that was determined to be the approximate bankfull at this sampling site using the
indicators mentioned in the paragraph above.
D16 ranged from 0.057 mm to 0.469 mm, D50 ranged from 0.304 mm to 36.709 mm, D84 ranged from
0.586 mm to 58.237 mm, and gradation coefficient ranged from 1.3 to 55.6. While the largest of D50,
D84, and gradation coefficient all occurred within Huckleberry Branch, the smallest site, there was an
even distribution of these variables between streams at the remaining sites (Table 4.3). Specific
measurements from each site of D16, D50, D84, and gradation coefficient (σ) are included in Table 4.3.
Distributions of D16, D50, and D84, of the raw bed material dataset can be found in Figure 4.9.
However, it can be seen in Figure 4.9 that the presence of the extreme outliers created a particularly
non-normal dataset.
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Table 4.3 – D16, D50, D84, and  of characteristic bed material in a stream. These are
average values of 5 samples taken across the nearest riffle to the stage recorder and the
within bankfull of a single channel (braided channels were not sampled).
Site Name

Aw
(mi2)

HCKLBRY

6.68

D16
(mm)
0.335

D50
(mm)
36.709

D84
(mm)
58.237

Gradation Coefficient
()
55.6

FORUSGS

15.16

0.406

1.031

3.813

3.1

JEFFDNR

17.33

0.127

0.492

1.277

3.2

HAMSDNR

17.61

0.139

0.304

1.576

27.0

JNPRMAF

19.66

0.130

0.487

1.346

3.3

CRKDDNR

27.85

0.141

0.322

0.590

2.1

JNPRDNR

37.25

0.152

0.325

0.586

2.0

JEFUSGS

46.76

0.145

0.704

1.582

3.6

BLKCHES

51.77

0.469

0.486

0.775

1.3

CRKDMAF

59.66

0.190

0.427

4.230

6.1

LILYNCH

64.63

0.419

0.784

1.208

1.7

BLCKMAC

114.13

0.200

0.535

1.101

2.4

THOMPSN

148.66

0.459

0.929

1.928

2.1

LYNHWY1

385.44

0.292

0.528

1.131

2.0

BLKQUIN

439.03

0.122

0.323

0.619

2.3

LYNBISH

663.27

0.057

0.306

0.894

4.3

Median Diameter (μm)

100,000
10,000
1,000

D84
D50

100

D16
Hcklbry
FrkUSGS
JeffDNR
HamsDNR
JNnprMAF
CrkdDNR
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LynHwy1
BlkQuin
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Figure 4.9 – Plot bed material (D16, D50, and D84) for all sites before the removal of
extreme outliers.
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Outliers in the bed material dataset included both D50 and D84 at Huckleberry Branch and D84 at
Hams Creek. All outliers fell above the outer fence, where the number of standard deviations from
the median is greater than 3. Therefore these are classified as extreme outliers. Upon removal of the
extreme outliers, the 16 original sites are shown in the Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 – Box and whisker plots of D50 and D84 upon the
removal of extreme outliers present in Figure 4.8 at Hams
Creek (D84) and Huckleberry Branch (D50 and D84). This
dataset could now be normalized using a log10 transform.

4.3 HYDROLOGY
Flow monitoring at these sites over a 2-to-52-year period provided insight into variations in stream
flow. Extant continuous data from each site was compiled into a hydrograph of daily averages. A
sample dataset is outlined in Figure 4.11, and all other flow data have been compiled in Appendix C3.
At all sites except those operated by USGS, temperature was also recorded. A sample of a single
dataset of daily and weekly averages is found in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 – Example of flow data derived from flow stage, cross-section, and
slope. This was the period of record from Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS).
Bankfull flow marked with the dotted black line. Precipitation data is indicated on
the secondary axis.
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Figure 4.12 – Example daily temperature data (orange) and moving weekly average
used in the calculation of TVI at Huckleberry Branch. Similar temperature profiles
for the remaining 9 sites where water temperature was recorded can be referenced in
Appendix C4.
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Bankfull occurrence ranged from 0 to almost 9 times per year with an average of 3.4 across all
watersheds, while Richards-Bake Flashiness (Baker et al., 2004) varied between 0.10 and 0.52 with an
average of 0.25. A method to quantify stream temperature variation (TVI) ranged from 0.38 to 0.88.
Crooked Creek had the greatest TVI while Jeffries Creek (DNR) had the lowest. Generally, TVI
ranged from 0.5-0.6 (the average was 0.64). Average annual bankfull occurrence, RBI, and TVI are
summarized in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 – Richards-Baker Flashiness (RBI), bankfull occurrence
(Bkf/yr), and the temperature variation index (TVI) at each site. Recall
that no temperature data is available for USGS sites; hence, they are
marked with a dash.
Site Name

Bkf/yr

RBI

TVI

Pd. of Record
(yrs.)
2.0

HCKLBRY

2.09

0.10

0.78

FORUSGS

0.65

0.41

-

2.5

JEFFDNR

-

-

0.43

2.0

HAMSDNR

3.67

0.24

0.55

2.0

JNPRMAF

4.23

0.12

0.84

2.0

LILYNCH

3.80

0.18

0.61

2.0

CRKDDNR

8.94

0.10

0.80

2.0

-

0.30

-

2.5

JEFUSGS

6.98

0.31

-

7.0

BLKCHES

2.58

0.52

0.48

2.0

CRKDMAF

1.63

0.14

0.88

2.0

BLCKMAC

6.38

0.14

-

52.0

THOMPSN

0.00

0.56

0.64

2.0

LYNHWY1

3.64

0.32

0.38

2.0

BLKQUIN

1.52

0.11

-

10.0

LYNBISH

1.89

0.21

-

9.5

Average Values

3.43

0.25

0.64

JNPRDNR
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4.4 BEDLOAD ESTIMATES
Using the results from the previous three sections, theoretical bed loads were calculated by utilizing
Brownlie’s equations (Brownlie, 1981). Bed load divided by watershed area, and reported on a peryear basis (BL/Aw*yr) with result in a ranging from 0.05 ton/mi2*yr (Juniper Creek) to 190 tons/mi2 yr
(Hams Creek DNR), and an average of 55 tons/mi2*yr. An example daily bed load flux can be found
in Figure 4.13 and all other values in Table 4.5. All other bed daily bed loads can be found in
Appendix C5.
500
450

Bed Load (tons/day)

400
350
300

250
200
150
100
50
0
Jul-09

Jan-10

Jul-10
Jan-11
Jul-11
Date
Figure 4.13 – Bed load flux (daily) of Lynches River. The area under this curve was
summed to yield total bedload flux over the period of record, then converted to an
annual average.
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Table 4.5 – Annual estimated bedload yield and annual
bedload yields normalized by watershed area, per year for
each sample site.
Site Name
HCKLBRY

BL/yr
(tons/yr)
339

FORUSGS

681

45

JEFFDNR

-

-

3,343

190

JNPRMAF

1

0.05

LILYNCH

1,518

25

CRKDDNR

1,056

38

603

16

-

-

BLKCHES

2,799

54

CRKDMAF

9,369

145

BLCKMAC

1,703

15

THOMPSN

1,647

11

LYNHWY1

16,583

43

BLKQUIN

55,202

126

LYNBISH

7,760

12

HAMSDNR

JNPRDNR
JEFUSGS

BL/Aw*yr
(tons/yr*mi2)
51

Site with downstream obstruction to flow that resulted in the inability
to reliably determine bankfull elevation are marked with a “-“

4.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Log10-transformation of some datasets yielded normally distributed data. Log10-tranformed datasets
included all bankfull geometry, soil data and H. Richards-Baker Flashiness Index (RBI), slope, and
annual bed load flux divided by watershed area (BLyr/Aw) was normalized using a square root
transformation. Land cover measurements were very different depending upon scale, and thus,
transformations were based on scale (200 m, 1000 m, 2000 m, and entire riparian buffers, and catchment)
and land cover indicator (% agriculture, % forested, % wetland, % impervious, LDI, CN, etc.). Even
after performing log10 and square root transformations, three datasets proved to be non-normal (%
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agriculture at the 200 m and 1000 m buffer scales, and LDI at the entire buffer scale). Other
accepted transformations highlighted by McCune and Grace (2002) were attempted, including power
transformations, arcsine transformations, and arcsine square root transformations, but did not yield
normalized results. With all aforementioned efforts, two datasets (Agriculture at the 200 m and 1000
m buffer scales) remained non-normal and were omitted from the remainder of analysis. Each of the
normalized parameters can be referenced in Table 4.6 with the associated transformation and
Anderson-Darling p-value.
Table 4.6a – Summary of normalized variables (Anderson-Darling P-Value >0.05), including
number of cases and omitted values. This table is color-coded to express the many different
facets of this study as components of stream flow function (blue), stream geomorphology
(orange), and characteristic bed material (green).
Variable
QHEI

Transform
Anderson # Cases
Used
Darling p-value
>0.15
16

RBI

Sq. rt.

H

Log10

>0.15
0.084

Outliers

Missing Values

-

-

15

-

JEFFDNR

14

-

JEFFDNR, JEFUSGS

Bkf/yr

-

>0.15

14

-

JEFFDNR, JEFUSGS

BLyr/Aw

Sq. rt.

>0.15

14

-

JEFFDNR, JEFUSGS

TVI

-

>0.15

10

-

All USGS sites (6)

Aw

Log10

>0.15

16

-

-

S

Sq. rt.

>0.15

16

-

-

Wbkf

Log10

>0.15

15

-

JEFUSGS

Dbkf

Log10

>0.15

15

-

JEFUSGS

Abkf

Log10

>0.15

15

-

JEFUSGS

Qbkf

Log10

>0.15

14

-

JEFFDNR, JEFUSGS

n

-

>0.15

14

-

JEFFDNR, JEFUSGS

D16

Log10

16

-

-

D50

Log10

>0.15

15

-

D84

Log10

>0.15

14

HCKLBRY
HCKLBRY,
HAMSCRK

0.098

81

-

Table 4.6b – Summary of normalized variables (Anderson-Darling P-Value >0.05) of analyzed
land classes including number of cases and omitted values.
Transform
Anderson Variable
# Cases
Outliers
Used
Darling p-value
CN (200 m riparian buffer)
>0.15
16
CN (1000 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

CN (2000 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

CN (entire riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

CN (entire catchment)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Agriculture (2000 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

>0.15

16

-

% Agriculture (entire riparian buffer)

Log10

>0.15

16

-

% Agriculture (entire catchment)

Log10

>0.15

16

-

% Forest (200 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

16

-

% Forest (1000 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

>0.15

16

-

% Forest (2000 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Forest (entire riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Forest (entire catchment)

-

0.12

16

-

% Wetland (200 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Wetland (1000 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Wetland (2000 m riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Wetland (entire riparian buffer)

-

>0.15

16

-

% Wetland (entire catchment)

-

>0.15

16

-

LDI (200 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

>0.15

16

-

LDI (1000 m riparian buffer)

Log10

>0.15

16

-

LDI (2000 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

16

-

LDI (entire riparian buffer)

-

16

-

LDI (entire catchment)

Log10

0.111

16

-

0.086

0.095

0.141
>0.15

% Impervious (200 m riparian buffer)

Sq. rt.

16

-

% Impervious (1000 m riparian buffer)

Log10

>0.15

15

CRKDDNR

% Impervious (2000 m riparian buffer)

Log10

>0.15

16

-

% Impervious (entire riparian buffer)

Log10

>0.15

16

-

% Impervious (entire catchment)

Log10

>0.15

16

-
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4.5.1 Land Use
The statistical analyses between land cover data and indices of stream function (QHEI, RBI, bankfull
occurrences per year, H, annual bed load flux, and TVI) resulted in three of the 180 relationships
tested were above our assigned threshold of R >0.60. These can be found in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 – Correlations found between all land cover metrics and potential indicators of
physical and/or ecological stability within the stream. Significant (<0.05) correlations are
bolded and underlined.
CN (200 m riparian buffer)
CN (1000 m riparian buffer)
CN (2000 m riparian buffer)
CN (entire riparian buffer)
CN (entire catchment)
% Agriculture (200 m riparian buffer)
% Agriculture (1000 m riparian buffer)
% Agriculture (2000 m riparian buffer)
% Agriculture (entire riparian buffer)
% Agriculture (entire catchment)
% Forest (200 m riparian buffer)
% Forest (1000 m riparian buffer)
% Forest (2000 m riparian buffer)
% Forest (entire riparian buffer)
% Forest (entire catchment)
% Wetland (200 m riparian buffer)
% Wetland (1000 m riparian buffer)
% Wetland (2000 m riparian buffer)
% Wetland (entire riparian buffer)
% Wetland (entire catchment)
LDI (200 m riparian buffer)
LDI (1000 m riparian buffer)
LDI (2000 m riparian buffer)
LDI (entire riparian buffer)
LDI (entire catchment)
% Impervious (200 m riparian buffer)
% Impervious (1000 m riparian buffer)
% Impervious (2000 m riparian buffer)
% Impervious (entire riparian buffer)
% Impervious (entire catchment)

QHEI+ RBI‡ Bkf/yr*
-0.09
0.53
-0.07
-0.25
0.55
-0.30
-0.29
0.60
-0.34
-0.39
0.24
-0.67
-0.38
0.13
-0.61
-0.16
0.34
-0.31
-0.23
0.49
-0.16
-0.27
0.21
-0.40
-0.41 -0.12
-0.43
-0.32
0.28
0.17
0.38
0.01
-0.35
0.46
0.30
0.20
0.38
0.18
0.37
0.03
0.66
-0.05
0.14
0.46
-0.01
-0.19 -0.17
0.38
-0.16 -0.33
0.00
0.04 -0.42
-0.06
0.16 -0.83
0.47
-0.20 -0.71
0.26
-0.37
0.05
-0.31
-0.38
0.17
-0.21
-0.50
0.30
-0.36
-0.17 -0.26
-0.33
-0.29 -0.33
-0.10
-0.39
0.00
-0.11
-0.45 -0.15
0.54
-0.53
0.36
0.00
-0.23 -0.25
-0.12
-0.30 -0.14
-0.04

† Qualitative

H$
BLyr/Aw# TVI@
0.57
-0.24
-0.12
0.65
-0.18
-0.36
0.62
-0.30
-0.44
0.48
-0.03
-0.20
0.32
-0.05
-0.01
-0.05
-0.46
0.20
0.38
-0.13
-0.37
0.02
-0.22
-0.36
0.14
-0.02
0.06
-0.08
-0.41
-0.26
0.37
0.46
0.50
0.39
0.04
-0.13
0.15
-0.11
-0.13
0.41
-0.35
-0.43
0.29
-0.21
-0.17
-0.47
-0.43
-0.12
-0.44
0.00
0.63
-0.31
0.27
0.61
-0.74
0.15
0.67
-0.62
0.13
0.40
0.29
0.09
0.11
0.00
-0.06
-0.04
0.12
-0.29
-0.01
-0.01
0.31
0.46
-0.21
0.05
0.15
-0.07
-0.09
0.10
-0.27
-0.26
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Correlations with a magnitude greater than R= 0.7 were found only within the percentage of wetland
land cover classification, suggesting a particular importance of wetlands within these stream systems.
Wetlands typically dominated the landscape at the three smallest scales of the riparian buffer (200 m,
1000 m, and 2000 m) while forested land cover dominated at the two largest scales (entire riparian
and entire catchment). However, wetlands showed high correlations with RBI at the entire buffer
and entire catchment scales (R=-0.71, p=0.003 and R=-0.83, p <0.001; respectively). Hammer
number was also found to be significantly correlated to the percentage of wetlands in the entire
riparian buffer (R=-0.74, p=0.003).
For each of the correlated pairs with an above the threshold (R>0.7) discussed in the Methods
section (Section 3.9.2), linear regression analyses were performed. Richards-Baker Flashiness Index
had a significant relationship with percentage wetland at the entire buffer scale (R2 = 0.69, p <0.001)
as well as the catchment scale (R2 = 0.50, p=0.003), meaning that 69% and 50% of the variation in
RBI could be explained by percent wetland in the entire riparian buffer and catchment scales,
respectively. With the removal of an outlier (|z|=3.326), the regression, 74% of the variation in RBI
could be explained by percentage wetland at the catchment scale (R2=0.74, p<0.001). Percentage
wetland at the 1000 m buffer scale was found to have a high explain 54% of the variation in TVI
(R2=0.54, p = 0.035). Scatter plots and the associated regression trend lines between the transformed
datasets can be found in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
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Figure 4.14 – Significant linear relationship between percentage of wetland within
the catchment and the square root of RBI.
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Figure 4.15 – Significant linear relationship between percentage of wetland within
the entire riparian buffer and the square root of RBI.
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Figure 4.16 – Significant linear relationship between percentage of wetland within
the entire riparian buffer and H.

Other correlations above the R=0.6 threshold, but below R-0.7 threshold used for regression analysis
occurred between land cover and indices of stream function are worth mentioning. Curve Number
at the entire riparian buffer and entire catchment scales were found to be correlated with the number
of bankfull occurrences per year (R=-0.67, p =0.009; R=-0.61, p=0.021). Curve Number at the 1000
m and 2000 m riparian buffer scales was found to be positively correlated to Hammer number
(R=0.65 and R=0.62, respectively, with p-values of 0.013 and 0.018), while the percentage of
wetlands within the entire catchment was found to be negatively correlated to Hammer number (R=0.62, p =0.018). Percentage of wetland within the 1000 m, 2000 m, and entire buffer scales were
found to correlate to TVI (R=0.63, 0.61, and 0.67; respectively, with p-values of 0.049, 0.062, and
0.035). The other notable correlation found within the land cover category was the correlation
between forested land cover at an entire riparian buffer scale and RBI (R=0.66, p =0.007).
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4.5.2 Hydraulic Geometry
Correlations between log-transformed watershed area and log-transformed bankfull measurements of
width, depth, cross sectional area, and flow rate were all found to be correlated (R=0.93, 0.89, 0.95,
and 0.92; respectively, and p-values of <0.001 for each). Regression analyses yielded highly
significant relationships (p <0.001) between all bankfull measurements and watershed area and R2
values between 0.75 and 0.88. The resulting regional curves, in the form of the modified power
function originally reported by Dunne and Leopold’s (1974), are summarized below.
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Only 15 sites were used in the derivation of these relationships. Jeffries Creek (USGS) was omitted
due to a downstream impoundment thought to significantly influence its’ hydraulic geometry.
Jeffries Creek (DNR) was also omitted from Figure 4.20 due to significant beaver activity
immediately downstream of the site early in the study. However, bankfull measurements of width,
depth, and area were conducted before the onset of beaver activity and thus are included in Figures
4.16-4.18.
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Figure 4.17 – Regional curve relating bankfull width to watershed area (Equation 4.1).
The solid line represents the proposed regional curve.
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Figure 4.18 – Regional curve relating bankfull width to watershed area (Equation 4.2). The
solid line represents the proposed regional curve.
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Figure 4.19 – Regional curve relating bankfull area to watershed area (Equation 4.3). The
solid line represents the proposed regional curve.
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Figure 4.20 – Regional curve relating bankfull flow rate to watershed area (Equation 4.4).
The solid line represents the proposed regional curve.
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4.5.3 Channel Morphological Metrics
Correlations were determined between watershed area, bankfull geometry (width, depth, cross
sectional area, and flow rate), measures of bed substrate (D16, D50, and D84), slope, and indices of
stream function (recall: QHEI, RBI, bankfull occurrences per year, bedload (tons/sq. mi/yr), and
TVI). Other than the hydraulic geometry relations mentioned previously, one correlation was found
between log transformed D50 and square root transformed RBI values (R = 0.76, p=0.002). Further
investigation through a regression analysis yielded a significant linear regression of R2 = 0.61
(p=0.002) between the transformed datasets (see Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.21 – Linearized relationship between RBI and D50 (D50 is measured in μm).
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Table 4.8 – Significant correlations (p<0.05) between physical stream components and
indices of stream function. Correlations above the 0.7 threshold are bolded and
underlined.
QHEI

RBI

Bkf/yr

H

BLyr/Aw

TVI

AW

-0.35

0.12

-0.14

-0.02

-0.06

-0.44

S

0.69

-0.05

-0.21

0.48

0.54

0.31

Wbkf

-0.69

0.19

-0.27

0.08

-0.12

-0.47

Dbkf

-0.64

0.18

-0.18

-0.04

-0.42

-0.34

Abkf

-0.69

0.19

-0.25

0.03

-0.26

-0.44

Qbkf

-0.39

0.38

-0.33

0.35

0.07

-0.60

D16

0.30

0.59

-0.10

0.54

0.06

-0.20

D50

-0.24

0.76

-0.39

0.61

-0.24

-0.25

D84

0.15

0.36

-0.57

0.43

0.19

0.26

n

0.07

-0.43

-0.22

-0.18

-0.02

0.47

Other correlations existed between three of the bankfull geometry components relationships with
QHEI. Bankfull width, depth, and cross sectional area correlated with QHEI (R=-0.69, -0.64, and 0.69; respectively, with p-values of 0.016, 0.014, and 0.01). This suggests that as stream dimensions
increase, the QHEI scores tend to decrease. Also, slope was found to correlate to QHEI (R=0.69,
p= 0.003). The next notable correlation was the negative correlation between bankfull flow rate and
TVI (R=-0.60, p =0.087). This suggests that larger rivers tend to have lower temperature variation.
This could like be due to differences in groundwater inputs or depth. A similar finding is outlined in
Poole and Berman (2001). Hammer number also was found to positively correlate with D50
(R=0.61), meaning that larger bankfull flow rates relative to watershed area tended to result in
coarser-than normal bed material.

4.5.4 Bedload and Stream Stability
Bed load (tons/sq. mi/yr), when compared to all other independent values (land cover indices,
hydraulic geometry, soils, etc.), yielded no correlations greater than R=0.6 (as can be referenced in
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9). However, bedload was found to be correlated to another component of
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stream flow function, QHEI (R=0.76 p =0.002), with the regression with annual bedload explaining
57% of the variation of QHEI (R2=0.57, p=0.002) (see Figure 4.22).
Table 4.10 – Significant correlations between the various indices of
stream function. Correlations above the 0.7 threshold are bolded
and underlined.
QHEI
QHEI

-

RBI

-0.17

RBI
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H
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-0.38

-0.52
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Figure 4.22 – Regression graph for QHEI graphed against BLyr/Aw and trend line
using all study sites.
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4.5.5 Other Correlations
The comparison of components of stream flow function against themselves was done to not only
ensure that there were no hidden correlations (lurking variables), but to investigate the inter-correlation
between stream flow metrics. There were two correlations that surfaced. The first was between log10
transformed values of Hammer number and square root transforms of RBI (R=0.68, p =0.007). The
other notable correlation was between RBI and TVI (R=-0.65, p =0.060). This correlation suggests
as flashiness (RBI) increases, temperature variation (TVI) decreases. These findings were
summarized previously in Table 4.10.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 THE INFLUENCE OF LANDSCAPE ON STREAM FLOW FUNCTION
The raw results of landscape, in terms of percentages of agriculture, forest, and wetlands as well as
metrics of percent impervious, LDI, and average CN did not vary much suggesting that the
investigated watersheds had similar hydrologic character. Some trends included the high coverage
(>50%) of wetlands within much of the riparian buffer, the relatively high average CNs found in
rural areas (like Jeffries Creek (DNR), CN=75), and the prevalence of agricultural land cover within
some of the largest watersheds (namely, Thompson Creek and Lynches River with 40 and 50 percent
agriculture, respectively). In this study, landscape indices that were used all characterize the impacts
of urbanization on the landscape. These indices included LDI, TIA, and % Developed. Each was
investigated for the possibility of application across the study region. The area of the state that the
South Carolina Pee Dee Project (SCPDP) sites are located is largely rural, dominated by forest, field,
wetland, and agriculture land use, and therefore low percentages of impervious landscape, low LDI’s,
and relatively low CN values. Ideally, landscape indices would be able to incorporate more land cover
classes than solely development classes, as rural South Carolina it not typically characterized by
urbanized landscapes. The method of investigation was similar to previous studies that also
examined the effect of landscapes and land cover classes in besides urbanization (Poff et al., 2006;
Wood-Smith and Buffington, 1996). This presents a relatively unique opportunity to determine
causes for change in bankfull occurrence, bed load, Richards-Baker Flashiness, Hammer number,
QHEI, as well as many other components of stream flow function, beyond the effects urbanization.
However, urbanization was still investigated in the lower Pee Dee Region, much as it had been in
other studies (e.g. Booth et al., 2004; Changnon and Demissie, 1996; Swank et al., 1988).
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5.1.1 The Significant Contribution of Wetlands
Similar to what Sponseller et al. (2001) determined, physical components of the stream tended to be
affected by land cover within the riparian corridor. There are many other studies that exist that
attempt to quantify the spatial relation of land cover to the stream (Gergel et. al, 2002; Richards et al.,
1996; Omernick et al, 1981.). The results from this study paralleled those of Sponseller et al. (2001),
where most variation in stream behavior could be most related to the riparian corridor. The relations
that exist within these scales are primarily related to one land use: wetlands.

Influence of Wetlands on Watershed Outflows
In the National Land Cover Dataset, wetlands are classified as Woody Wetlands or Emergent Herbaceous
Wetlands. In this study, these land covers were combined into a single wetland land cover. In the
Lower Pee Dee watershed emergent herbaceous wetlands are consistently between 1-and-6% of the
total wetland coverage. Therefore, many of the correlations discussed between wetlands and other
stream flow metrics in this document are more of a function of the presence of woody wetlands on
the landscape than emergent herbaceous wetlands.
Wetland percentages at the entire buffer scale tended to result in lower RBI values, essentially
moderating the extreme flows of a stream. This is due to the assimilative capacities of wetland
systems and their inherent ability to attenuate flows that pass through them (Hillman, 1998). The
data show that as the percentage of wetlands within the stream riparian buffer increase, there is an
apparent decrease in RBI. This correlation was found at two scales; the entire riparian buffer and
catchment scales. However, the correlation at the catchment scale is an effect of the much stronger
correlation at the entire riparian buffer scale (R2=0.69, p<0.001 and R2=0.74, p<0.001; respectively).
Nonetheless, this result potentially holds implications in regulation of riparian area of streams
throughout the State, especially in regards to the potential protection of wetland riparian areas and
those co-occurring plant and animal species.
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The correlation between wetland percentage within the entire buffer and Hammer number could be
a function of two separate mechanisms of wetland hydrology. The first is the tendency for wetlands
to attenuate peak flows (flood waves, storm surges, etc.) and therefore decrease the hydrograph peak
and extend its duration (Gedan et al., 2010; Hillman, 1998; Woo and Waddington, 1990). This
dampening effect results in lowered flow rates and a lower defining bankfull flow rate. For the
second mechanism, a native ecosystem engineer, the beaver, may be a source of causation of some
wetlands and their subsequent effect on stream systems. In particular, wetlands created by beavers
have the ability to attenuate peak flows (Woo and Waddington; 1990) and essentially act as a semipermanent flow regulator (such as a weir). In a historical context, beavers were significant
contributors to the landscape, with populations as high as 400 million (they are now estimated at 612 million) (Naiman, 1988). In fact, beavers often contribute “to the formation of extensive wetland
habitat” (Wright et al., 2002). Beavers have already affected three of the original 16 SCPDP sites
(Jeffries Creek DNR, Huckleberry Branch, and Little Fork Creek), and as populations increase, this
will become a more frequent occurrence. Such activity could be considered as a possible component
of the revitalization and protection of the river system, or if nothing else, a tool used to provide a
buffer against flashy flows. Also, a weaker correlation was found between Hammer Number and
percentage wetland within the catchment. However, this is due to the much stronger correlation
found at the entire riparian buffer scale.

Temperature variation increase with wetland prevalence
A higher amount of wetlands within the entire riparian buffer was also found to be positively
correlated to an increase in the Temperature Variation Index (TVI). In other words, temperature
variation increased as the wetland prevalence in the riparian buffer increased. This was due to the
prolonged period of atmospheric exposure of water within the wetland as well as increased albedo
caused by the highly organic contents of a wetland, which are typically dark. Another possible
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explanation is that in the studied area of the Pee Dee watershed, there are two distinct flow regimes:
winter (Nov-March) and summer (May-Oct) flows. Winter flow rates are less impacted by
evapotranspiration tend to have higher, flashier flow rates, higher base flows, and may have greater
groundwater (Wittenberg, 2003) input during this period. Summer flow rates are greatly affected by
high summer evapotranspiration rates and tend to of lower magnitude, with lower base flow
contributions, and lower flashiness values. By classifying the temperature data as summer or winter
values, it was apparent that stream temperatures in the winter varied considerably more than summer
(TVIWINTER ranged from 0.491 to 1.114, while TVISUMMER ranged from 0.370 to 0.728). TVISUMMER
values were no longer as correlated to wetlands in the 1000 m buffer (R=0.69 and p-value=0.025),
when compared to the initial R=0.72. TVIWINTER values were more significantly correlated (R=0.73
and p-value=0.016). Although temperature variation may a limited or negligible effect on fluvial
processes of a stream, relationships between temperature and chemical/biological properties are
more profound (Kratzer and Batzer, 2007; Bachand and Horne, 2000; Nakano et al., 2000; Marshall
and Elliot, 1998). Highly variable temperatures in the winter may be component of wetlands ability
to naturally regulated dampen nutrient loads, an attribute of wetlands that is well-documented in
literature (Fisher and Acreman, 2004; Jing et al., 2001; Nichols, 1983). The positive correlation
between temperature variation and watershed prevalence will provide insight into chemical and
biological dynamics that must be assessed before a method of determining Minimum Allowable
Flows for the Pee Dee Watershed can be established.
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5.1.2 Other Land Cover Classes as Drivers of Stream Flow Function

CN and the prediction of stream flow behavior
Similar to what other sources found (Pizutto et al., 2000; Hammer, 1972), CN in the 1000 m and
2000 m riparian buffer classes are positively correlated with Hammer Number. In other words with
bankfull flow rates typically increase with the modification of the natural landscape. Recall that
Hammer number is simply bankfull flow rate (Qbkf) divided by watershed area (Aw). As bankfull flow
rates increase with urbanizing landscapes, the Hammer number will also consequently increase. The
limitation of a correlation between Hammer number and CN to only the 1000 m and 2000 m riparian
scales are caused by factors that influence by distance to the sampling point such as time of
concentration, propagation of flood waves, etc. (Lai et al., 2000). This limited-scale correlation
between Hammer number and CN may also indicate that stream flow coming from reaches further
upstream are perhaps to be more affected by other components that cannot be classified using a
simple averaged CN, such as upstream impoundments, changes in channel morphology, or the
presence of other land cover classes (e.g. wetlands, forests, etc.).

The decrease in bankfull occurrences with the increasing CN
Higher curve numbers, typically associated with agriculture, urbanization or development, are
commonly associated with higher peak flows due to more surface runoff and less infiltration (Pizzuto
et al., 2000). These same flows are also associated with higher bankfull recurrences than those
’undisturbed’ or natural streams. Bankfull occurrences in the SCPDP did not appear to conform to
those in published studies, often occurring more often than those reported in literature; typical values
for bankfull occurrence in natural rivers fall between 1 and 2 occurrences per year (Castro and
Jackson, 2001; Moscrip and Montgomery, 1997; Chang, 1988; Klein, 1979; Dunne and Leopold,
1978; Leopold, 1968). Curve Number at both the entire riparian buffer scale and entire catchment
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scale yielded a negative correlation with the number of bankfull occurrences per year. This negative
correlation is contrary to published studies where it was determined that as development increased
(and therefore CN increase), larger flows tended to occur more frequently (Booth and Jackson, 1997;
Moscrip and Montgomery, 1997). Perhaps these results that show a decreasing bankfull occurrence
with increasing CN is more of a function of the relative age of the landscape, as most of the
development in the area is older than the 4 -year threshold that Hammer established in 1972.
Hammer (1972) found that impervious area less than 4 years old tended to have a larger effect on
stream morphology than impervious area greater than 4 years old. Therefore, the channel areas in
this study have already adapted their cross sectional area to compensate for changes in hydrology,
having a subsequent effect on bankfull recurrence.
By comparing some the cross sections of the monitored watershed in the Pee Dee to the Channel
Evolution Process described by Schumm et al. (1981), the trend of decreasing bankfull flow
recurrence is a logical progression. This is because the streams in question (especially Thompson
Creek and Little Fork Creek) tend to be in Stage II or III of the Channel Evolution Process, a
scoured state. As the bed scours or incises, bankfull flow rates that once reached the floodplain are
effectively cut off due to the lowering of stream bed elevation. The decrease in streambed level may
have left misleading visual evidence of bankfull elevation, lead to the incorrect estimation of a
bankfull elevation and therefore, a bankfull flow rate.
Booth and Jackson (1997) used a 10-year recurrence interval flow rate rather than bankfull elevation
(a measurement that assumes the stream is in dynamic equilibrium) to explain the discrepancy
between age of development and CN. When a stream is incising, previous bankfull elevations are no
longer valid because the determination of bankfull elevation becomes more vague, as signs of the
bank begin to conflict with each other. The substantial increase in bankfull “fuzziness” (Johnson and
Heil, 1996) may invalidate any use of a bankfull elevation in these streams, and a method like Booth
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and Jackson’s (1997) 10-year recurrence interval would be a more appropriate measure for a
degrading stream system. Of course this implies several decades of measured stream flow at that site.

The increase in RBI with the increase of forests in riparian buffers
While the positive correlation found between the percent forested land at the entire riparian buffer
scale and RBI could be more of a function of the loss of wetlands than the presence of forest, Baker
et al. (2004) found that increases in flashiness could be attributed to land cover classes other than
developed, namely agricultural and forested. This phenomenon may be an inherent weakness of the
use of the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD), which uses reflectance to characterize land cover
(US EPA, 2006), and does not indicate actual land use. As a result, land uses like silviculture are often
neglected from such analyses. This is significant because silvicultural lands are often drained with
ditches, which short-circuit the hydrology of the system and result in higher peaks, lower base flows,
and overall flashier flows in the stream systems on silvicultural land. These are alluded to in literature
in the study of both agricultural and silvicultural lands (Schoonover et al., 2006; Baker et al., 2004; Xu
et al., 2001). Increases in RBI may also be influenced by more than land use, and could be functions
of ecoregion (Baker et al., 2004), soils (Fongers et al., 2007), and imperviousness (Fongers et al.,
2007; Booth and Jackson, 1997).

5.3 FLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY AND STREAM FLOW FUNCTION
5.3.1 Manning’s n and one dimensional flow
All flows were characterized using the one-dimensional Manning’s Equation (Gauckler, 1867). The
resulting flow resistance, which in reality varies as function of three dimensional processes (such as
turbulence, bed form, channel sinuosity, flow depth, etc.), is represented in this study using a singledimensional equation. Manning’s resistance uses a single term (n) to approximate a three-dimensional
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and highly variable phenomenon that is flow resistance. Perhaps this is why the n-value ranged so
greatly in this survey (0.038 to 0.107). These roughness values do not fall in the typical ranges of
channel n-values, reported as being between 0.02-0.1 for sand-cobble-bed streams (Limerinos, 1970).
However, published studies of research on sand bed streams have reported n-values ranging from
0.023-0.220 (Jayakaran et al., 2005; Wilson and Horritt, 2002; Dudley et al., 1998; Marcus et al., 1992;
Chow, 1959). As the n-values were back-calculated (as in Chow, 1959) and not derived from
empirical or qualitative surveys (Marcus et. al., 1992; Limerinos, 1970), n-values in this study (and
Chow, 1959) seem uncharacteristically high, with the highest values tending to fall into the deep and
highly debris-ridden reaches (as tested in Dudley et al., 1998) with sluggish, deep pools. Sluggish,
deep streams are common in the Pee Dee Basin, a detail that became evident upon the investigation
of the Manning’s roughness coefficients that were calculated. As apparent by the considerable ranges
of n-value estimates that exist for streams (0.05-0.22 in Wilson and Horritt, 2002; 0.02-0.1 in
Limerinos, 1970; 0.02-0.16 in Chow, 1959), there are inherent shortcomings in the simplification of
three-dimensional flow to one-dimensional flow. However, due to the intrinsic complexities of
measuring 2-and-3-dimensional flows, the shortcomings of one-dimensional flow simplification are
justified for this study.

5.3.2 Hydraulic Geometry and Regional Curves
Regional curves derived from relationships between hydraulic geometry and catchment area were
developed within the SCPDP. Initially reported by Dunne and Leopold, 1978; and later modified by
Leopold, 1994, regional curves have since been developed across the country for various topographic
regions. These include studies in the Pacific NW (Castro and Jackson, 2001), Pennsylvania and
Maryland (Cinotto, 2003), northern Florida (Metcalf et al., 2009), Midwestern agricultural streams
(Jayakaran et al., 2005) and the piedmont (Doll et al., 2002) and coastal plains (Sweet and Geratz,
2003) regions of North Carolina. Regional curves derived in the SCPDP region had coefficients of
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determination that fell within the range reported in literature, with reported curves having
coefficients of determinations as low as 0.54 (Castro and Jackson, 2001) to as high as 0.99 (Metcalf et
al., 2009); the highest coefficients of determination typically being those that compared bankfull area
and flow rate to watershed area (Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Doll et al., 2002), and the lowest
consistently being average depth (Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Doll et
al., 2002; Castro and Jackson, 2001;).

Implications of bankfull elevation discrepancy
The lower R2 values of width and depth in other studies are likely due to the vulnerability of
measurements of width and depth to small variations in the determined bankfull depth. This,
coupled with bankfull elevation being a “fuzzy” number, whose variation can be attributed to the
presence of many possible conflicting indicators (Johnson and Heil, 1996), sets the stage for rather
large variations in hydraulic geometry. In both average bankfull depth (Dbkf) and bankfull width
(Wbkf), these variations seem to be large, while leaving bankfull area (Abkf) and flow rate (Qbkf)
relatively unchanged. This susceptibility to bankfull estimation errors is quite possibly the cause for
bankfull depth in the Pee Dee region yielding the lowest R2 value. This concept of bankfull
vulnerability is perhaps best conceptualized in Figure 5.1a-b.
In Figure 5.1a, the bankfull elevation was determined to be 99.2ft. This bankfull elevation resulted in
a cross section with an average depth of 1.11ft, width of 19.0ft, and area of 21.1ft2. In Figure 5.1b,
bankfull elevation was determined to be only slightly lower, at an elevation of 99ft (a difference of 2.4
inches). The average bankfull depth changed by 27% to 1.41ft while the width changed 33% to
12.6ft. However, upon removing the small, localized effects of floodplain terrain and focusing on
the actual channel bed, the red line can be redrawn to prevent overestimating width and the
subsequent underestimation of average depth.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1 – Demonstration of the effect of slight changes of bankfull elevation on
(a) Dbkf and (b) Wbkf. The brown line is the cross section of a stream, the blue is the
water level, and the red is the proposed measurement limit for bankfull depth and
width.
Following this procedure (of effective width15), Figure 5.1a yields a width of 14.0ft and depth of 1.8ft
while Figure 5.1b yields a width of 11.5ft and depth of 1.9ft (only 18% and 8% changes, respectively).
The widespread use of effective width would result in less variable determinations of bankfull values.

Effective Width is concept that is incorporated into the Reference Reach Spreadsheet (Mecklenburg
and Ward, 2009) and utilized in the SCPDP.
15
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Atlantic Coastal Plain Regional Curves
The comparison of SCPDP regional curves to two other eastern coastal plain studies (Metcalf et al.,
2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003) show that hydraulic geometry of geographically proximal and
topographically comparable regions are similar. The regression line fitted to a plot of Dbkf and Wbkf
against drainage area tended to have significantly different slopes between regions and/or studies
(Figure 5.2).
Following the generic power-form equation of Leopold (1994) for regional curves, the regional curve
for the bankfull width of the SCPDP sites had a higher exponent (0.46) and lower constant (6.30)
than those found in literature for the same region. This range of exponents and constants in similar
regions varied from 0.28-0.39 and 9.2-10.4, respectively (Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz,
2003). However, the range of predictions seemed to be maintained throughout the region, having no
greater than a 10ft difference in bankfull width between curves with the exception of the North
Florida/Georgia Coastal Plain (Metcalf et al., 2009).
Meanwhile, the regional curve for mean bankfull depth (Dbkf) for SCPDP sites had an exponent of
0.34 and constant of 0.998; both within the range of the values found in literature for southeastern
coastal plains. In the Southeastern Coastal Plains, the values of constant and exponents range from
0.25-0.43 and 0.67-1.64 f, respectively (Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003). Predictions of
Dbkf by each of these southeastern coastal stream regional curves seemed to be the most variable in
watersheds smaller than 10 square miles and seemed to converge near watersheds of 100 square
miles.
The regional curves of bankfull cross sectional area (Abkf) against drainage area (Ac) tended to have
the most similar slopes and constants within the Atlantic region with the exponents ranging from
0.64-0.77 and constants ranging from 7.3 to 17.3 (Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; and
the SCPDP). Among the different hydraulic geometries generated for SCDP sites, the regional curve
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of bankfull discharge seems to be the most dissimilar when compared to the literature of the region
(Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003). Broken down, the SCPDP region had the most
dissimilar exponent for bankfull flow rate (0.99) when compared to other regional curves in the area
(see Figure 5.2d), which had exponents that ranged from 0.71-0.77. However, the Northern
Florida/Alabama Coastal plain had the most dissimilar constant for the regional curve (27.7) when
compared to 3.59-8.79 range of the regional curves summarized in Figure 5.2d while remaining
essentially parallel to the NC Coastal Plain and the Northern Florida/Georgia Coastal Plain. Metcalf
et al. (2009) states that this variation was due to differences in rainfall pattern between the regions.
Despite these relatively small discrepancies, each of the regional curves outlined in the SCPDP,
Metcalf et al. (2009), and Sweet and Geratz (2003), remain generally similar to each other.

NC Coastal Plain
North FL/AL Coastal Plain

1,000

North FL/GA Coastal Plain
SCPDP Region

Wbkf (ft)
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100
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Figure 5.2a – Regional Curves of Catchment Area vs. Bankfull Width by various studies from the
Southeastern Atlantic coastal plain region (SCPDP; Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003).
These curves are strictly interpolated, with no line extending beyond the dataset they were derived
from.
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Figure 5.2b – Regional Curves of Catchment Area vs. Bankfull Depth by various studies from the
Southeastern Atlantic coastal plain region (SCPDP; Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003).
These curves are strictly interpolated, with no line extending beyond the dataset they were derived
from.
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Figure 5.2c – Regional Curves of Catchment Area vs. Bankfull Cross Sectional Area by various
studies from the Southeastern Atlantic coastal plain region (SCPDP; Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and
Geratz, 2003). These curves are strictly interpolated, with no line extending beyond the dataset they
were derived from.
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Figure 5.2d – Regional Curves of Catchment Area vs. Bankfull Discharge by various studies from
the Southeastern Atlantic coastal plain region (SCPDP; Metcalf et al., 2009; Sweet and Geratz, 2003).
These curves are strictly interpolated, with no line extending beyond the dataset they were derived
from.
Of course, all regional curves could be compared from the many studies that have been conducted
(Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; Doll et al., 2002; Castro and Jackson,
2001), but different topographies, ecoregions, etc. produce vastly different curves, highlighting the
need to produce geographically specific regional curves. A comparison of multiple regional curves is
presented in Figure 5.3, highlighting the importance of topography on stream dimensions.
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Figure 5.3 – Comparison of 7 regional curves from across the country. As before,
no regional curve extends beyond the bounds of its dataset.
Many other curves have been derived for other areas across the country and the world. For further
reference, many other regional curves reported between 1960 and 2001 are summarized in Table 1 of
Jayakaran et al. (2005).

Hydraulic geometries and QHEI
The negative correlations between the hydraulic geometry measurements of width, depth, and cross
sectional area and QHEI are due to several factors that make QHEI inherently bias towards smaller,
headwater streams. The first is the known phenomena of the downstream fining (Dade and Friend,
1998). The QHEI gives higher scores for larger substrate, and therefore, the score will naturally drop
as you follow a river downstream. The second is the perception of Instream Cover, a heading on the
QHEI form. As a stream system grows larger, the perception of the amount of cover naturally
decreases due to the streams size relative to the material within it, as well as the instream cover
hidden below the water surface. The last possible reason for the decrease in QHEI as stream size
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increases could be the divergence from the pool-riffle systems more typical in smaller streams and
towards more of a plane-bed stream at the larger sites within the SCPDP (these classifications can be
found in Montgomery and Buffington, 1997). These same concepts apply to the positive correlation
between slope and QHEI. Results from the lower Pee Dee Basin indicate that as slope increases,
bed substrate size increases, stream size generally decreased, and the apparent instream cover
increases.
These correlations an inherent shortfall of using such qualitative assessments across many different
types of streams as well as highlighting the possible (and probable) shortfall of any qualitative survey,
resulting from perception biases. However, surveys such as the QHEI are valuable tools in the initial
characterization of a stream, but rather a useful and effective supplement (Rankin, 1989).

5.4 SOURCES OF VARIATION IN BED MATERIAL

5.4.1 Downstream Fining
Whether a stream is impounded or not has important ramifications on the availability of sediment for
transport within the stream system. Impoundments have been shown to reduce the transport of
sediment to downstream reaches by as much as 99% (Brandt, 2000). Downstream of the
impoundment the stream is forced to compensate for the paucity of sediment available for transport.
Bed material now unavailable from the reach upstream of the impoundment, tends to be sourced
from the stream bed itself resulting in a coarsening of the bed (Brandt, 2000; Chein, 1985). In the
Pee Dee basin, no correlations were found between bed material and slope, watershed area, or other
flow characteristics. However, downstream fining did occur within some streams that were sampled
within the Pee Dee River, as was predicted based on previous findings in other river systems (Paola
and Seal, 1995; Dade and Friend, 1998).
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Of the 16 sites, 15 were within the same stream network of at least one other site, in a total of 5
groups. These will be labeled as Groups 1 through 5. Each group can be found in Figure 5.4, which
is a conceptualization of the stream networks that connect the 16 sites measured in this study.

Figure 5.4 – Selected stream networks within the Pee Dee that were sampled as part of the
Pee Dee Project. Each stream network is labeled as one of five groups with thicker lines
within the network representing larger streams.
Of the 5 groups, there were 2 were not impounded (having no man-made lakes or reservoirs between
the individual sites in each respective group). In the groups that were not impounded, downstream
fining did occur (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5 – Illustration of downstream fining trend in unimpeded stream systems
in the Pee Dee.
More investigation is required to corroborate these results, as there are currently not enough sites in
any one unimpounded group to make any conclusive statements. Within the Pee Dee watershed (see
Figure 5.4) reservoirs exist between Black Creek at Mcbee and Black Creek at Quinby (Lake
Robinson, approximately 18.1 mi2), Crooked Creek (DNR) and Crooked Creek (Lake Wallace,
approximately 4.3 mi2), and Jeffries Creek (DNR) and Jeffries Creek (USGS) (Muldrow Mill Pond,
approximately 0.05 mi2 within 3 miles of the stream). At each of these sites, coarsening occurred
between the site in question and the site upstream.

5.4.2 Stream Flow and Sediment Size

Richards-Baker Flashiness and the Coarsening of Characteristic Sediment
When looking outside of simple relationships between fluvial geomorphology and other
measurements or metrics, a significant linear relationship was found between median grain size (D50)
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and RBI (R2 = 0.61, p=0.002). Since RBI is a sum of the daily flow rate variations, higher RBI
numbers indicate that the stream is subject to higher peak flows and/or higher frequencies of
occurrence of larger flow rates relative to its average flow rate (Baker et al., 2004; Poff et al., 1997).
Also associated with flashy flow are the channel processes of widening or incision (Poff et al., 1997;
Prestegaard, 1988; and Hammer, 1972).
As peak flow rates increase, higher depths and higher velocities are present within the stream
channel. As evident by the mechanics of Shields equation (Shields, 1936), the larger, flashier flows
will move larger sediment and therefore more sediment downstream or unto the floodplain as the
stream adjusts from its previous, natural state, leaving behind larger particles on the stream bed.

The Hammer Number and the coarsening of characteristic sediment
In addition to coarsening of D50 with increased RBI, D50 also tended to increase with increasing H.
Although this could be due to the higher flows that are implied by increased RBI, bankfull flow rate
is often considered to be the channel-forming flow (Allen et al., 1994), or the flow that moves the
most sediment, and so it is not surprising that Hammer number and D50 are positively correlated. In
fact, the same mechanics of Equation 2.1 apply here. However, the effect of Hammer number on
D50 may be the result of a lurking variable, namely RBI, which was significantly correlated to both
D50 and H.
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5.5 HYDROLOGY: A WINDOW TO STREAM FLOW FUNCTION

5.5.1 Richards Baker flashiness and the Hammer Number
Stream flow measurement of the system proved to highlight some dramatic differences between
stream behaviors. One expected behavior was that streams with smaller watershed areas had flashier
flows (as found in Baker et al., 2004). However, no such pattern was apparent with our data. Other
factors could account for this such as imperviousness. The effect of impervious area is a welldocumented factor leading to stream flow flashiness (Allan, 2004; Baker et. al., 2004; Booth et al.,
2004; etc.). However, there is typically a threshold in such analysis. For watershed imperviousness,
that threshold has been found to be about 6% impervious area (Baker et al., 2004), but ranges from 4
to 9% (Brabec, 2009; Hicks and Larson, 1997). Only two of the SCPDP sites fall in the grey area
between 4 and 9% imperviousness (Huckleberry Branch, at 4.17%, and Jeffries Creek USGS, at
5.92%), and none above the 9% threshold. With only two of the sample sites falling in the range that
may show an effect on stream function, there was not enough variation in this dataset to determine if
correlations exist. As the expected behavior of RBI with catchment area did not occur, and there
was not sufficient variation in TIA to determine its effect on the watershed, other sources of
variation in RBI had to be determined. Such cases include general land disturbances such as
agriculture (Fongers et al., 2007; Baker et al., 2004). Such trends were not apparent. However, RBI
was greatly affected by wetlands within the catchment and entire riparian buffer, as discussed in
section 5.1.1.
While the effect of wetland area within the riparian buffer has already been discussed, other metrics
of land cover seemed to have little or no effect on measures of stream flow function such as RBI or
H. However, the correlation between Hammer number and RBI (R=0.68, p=0.007) holds significant
promise for the prediction of flashiness without long-term datasets. Being able to identify an
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impaired stream quickly could prevent further degradation of that stream, and holds the potential for
significant cost savings. In fact, Hobs and Harris (2001) showed that as the physical stream
continues to degrade, the cost of stream restoration drastically increases.

5.5.2 Bankfull Recurrence and Stream flow Function
Bankfull occurrences per year for the Pee Dee Region tended to be much higher than most
documented recurrence intervals (Metcalf et al., 2009; Wilkerson et al., 2008; Castro and Jackson,
2001; Wolman and Miller, 1960) while falling within the a conceivable range of others (Jayakaran and
Ward, 2007; Sweet and Geratz, 2003). For a summary of these studies, see Table 5.1. The differences
among the recurrence intervals are due to variations in the methodology of determining recurrence
intervals, particularly in regards to annual series log-Pearson type frequency analysis, annual peak
series log regression analysis, and time duration analysis, of which the log-Pearson type frequency
tends to yield higher frequencies (Powell et al., 2006). Powell et al. (2006) also indicated that the use
of the annual series regression analysis does not yield recurrence intervals below 1 without fitting a
regression. This is evident in the studies in Table 5.1, excluding Jayakaran et al. (2005) and Sweet and
Geratz (2003), where the recurrence interval does not go below 1 (yrs). Despite similarities between
the SCPDP study and others, the bankfull occurrences noted in this study are not reported as
recurrence intervals because a long-term datasets are needed to calculate statistically valid recurrence
intervals. Therefore bankfull occurrence presented in this study is only a preliminary estimate of a
to-be-determined recurrence interval, and is speculative at best. Another possible reason for high
bankfull occurrences reported in this study is that some of the study sites were essentially located in
woody-wetlands whose floodplains are inundated for long periods of the year, suggesting that some
of these streams classify as wetland streams and therefore should be analyzed separately.
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Table 5.1 – Summary of long term studies that report return period of bankfull
flow rate in several regions across the US.
Author(s)

Publication Year

Region

Return Period (yrs)

Metcalf et al.

2009

FL, GA, & AL

Wilkerson

2008

Eastern US

Jayakaran et al.

2005

Ohio

Sweet and Geratz

2003

NC Coastal Plains

0.11 – 0.27

Castro and Jackson

2001

Pacific Northwest

1 – 2.95

Wolman and Miller

1960

Maryland

1 – 1.4
1.5
0.2 – 5.7

1.01

SCPDP sites with lower or no bankfull occurrences per year typically scored low on the QHEI. The
low-scoring (QHEI) streams had similar stream channel shapes (Type II/III16) that were essentially
rectangular, with vertical banks that would be considered to be prone to bank instabilities. Despite
efforts to select stable streams, some stream sites (particularly Little Fork Creek and Thompson
Creek) were subject to instabilities in the system due to historic but sudden land cover change. These
instabilities scoured the stream bed resulting in a deeper incised channel and hydraulic disconnection
from the legacy floodplain. This sequence of events has been well documented in various Channel
Evolution Models (CEM) by benchmark studies conducted by Trimble (2009), Thorne et al. (1996),
Simon (1989), and Schumm et al. (1981). The geomorphology of both Thompson and Little Fork
Creeks closely resembles the Stage II/III of the streams reported in these studies. A similar
disconnection of channel from floodplain is common in many modified ditches and streams
(Jayakaran et al., 2010; Jayakaran and Ward, 2007), and could also be the case at Thompson Creek in
particular, whose watershed is particularly influenced by agricultural land cover (with 40% agricultural
land cover within the entire catchment), and whose floodplain has been actively cultivated for several
decades.
16

Referenced from the Incised Channel Evolution Process found in Schumm et al. (1984)
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5.5.3 Fluctuation of Temperature Variation with Flow Characteristics

Bankfull flow rate and TVI
A negative correlation between Qbkf and TVI could be attributed primarily to the size of the stream.
Smaller streams with shallow flow depths are prone to be influenced by ambient temperature
fluctuations compared to deeper streams whose lower depths are thermally further from the
atmosphere. Another important factor is base flow. In fact, stream discharge has been defined to be a
driver of stream temperature (Poole and Berman, 2001), where they found that as stream order
increased, stream discharge had a more profound effect on temperature. Factors shown to affect
stream temperature were extent of riparian shade, presence of inflowing tributaries, and presence of
phreatic/hyporheic groundwater inputs (Poole and Berman, 2001). Poole and Berman (2001)
reported phreatic groundwater and riparian shade having a greater effect on the temperatures of
lower-order streams while hyporheic groundwater tended to have more of an effect on higher order
(5+) streams. They also found that tributaries tended to influence the temperatures of 3rd-and-4th
order streams (Strahler, 1957) the most, while effects of tributaries on 1st and 2nd order streams were
smaller. Those streams of order 5 or larger were the least affected. When these general principles are
applied to the observation made in this study of increasing values of TVI with decreasing Qbkf, it may
indicate two distinct findings. The first is that stream temperatures in the SCPDP tend to be more
affected by variation in phreatic groundwater and riparian shade than other thermal inputs such as
hyporheic groundwater. Secondly, changes to factors that affect smaller streams occur at a greater
scale or more frequently than changes that would affect larger streams. Further research is needed to
evaluate if these other driving factors should be accounted for in order to accurately derive a more
predictive model for stream temperature variation based on a few environmental variables.
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RBI and TVI
The positive correlation between RBI and TVI could be due to several reasons. A high RBI suggests
greater depth fluctuation and therefore more influence by ambient temperature fluctuations. Also,
RBI is affected by the relative size of its base flow to its peak flows. Streams with higher base flows
would have lower RBI’s (Baker et al., 2004). These same streams are more influenced by
groundwater inputs which are less susceptible to temperature changes (). Also, areas that have higher
RBIs due to higher percentages of modified landscape may also tend to have higher TVIs due to the
loss of vegetation and therefore transpiration, which results in much greater heat dissipation than
simple soil evaporation.

5.5.4 The relationship between QHEI and Calculated Bed Load
The positive correlation between QHEI and bed load flux must be examined in a broader context to
better understand the relationship. Previously-reported inverse correlations between QHEI and Wbkf,
Dbkf, and Abkf, and positive correlation between QHEI and slope suggest that QHEI scores tend to
decrease as you move downstream. Although not explicitly stated in literature, this would support
Hrodey et al.’s (2009) findings, in which catchment area, upstream forested land use, stream length,
and QHEI explained trends in fish abundance. Fish abundance aside, these same variables affect
QHEI. As stream length increases, catchments grow larger, and sediment fine (Dade and Friend,
1998), the effect of woody materials becomes less noticeable. Velocity, slope, and D50 also tend
decrease as you move downstream. As each of these components increase, so does the prediction of
bed load flux. Therefore, this positive correlation between QHEI and predicted bed load flux not
only illustrates the bias towards headwater streams of both QHEI and empirically derived bed load
flux, but also helps to validate the respective datasets.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Understanding the physical processes and components of a system is possibly the first step to
understanding any natural system as a whole. In stream systems, such processes influence the
transport of nutrients, habitat condition, and the mobility of populations within the stream systems
and throughout the riparian area. Results from this study lay a foundation for the derivation of MAFs
for the Pee Dee Region. However, the value of this study reaches far beyond merely laying the
groundwork for MAFs in the region. These results provide valuable information for stream
restoration and stream condition predictions, while helping provide a strategy for similar studies
elsewhere.
The regional curves derived in this study provide critical insight into stream function, providing a
model that scientists and engineers can use in the classification and restoration of streams in the
region. These relationships add to an existing framework of hydraulic geometry relationships
(Metcalf et al., 2009; Jayakaran et al., 2005; Cinotto, 2003; Sweet and Geratz, 2003; and Doll et al.,
2002; Castro and Jackson, 2001; Leopold, 1994) that will continue to expand into many other
regions.
As expected, metrics of flow rate (H and RBI) were found to be influenced by landscape, as has been
determined in other studies (Baker et al., 2004; Brabec, 2002). The average CN at smaller scales
(1000 m and 2000 m riparian buffer) was found to increase the magnitude of bankfull flows relative
to watershed area (H), as also found by Pizutto et al. (2000) and Hammer (1972). Higher CNs in the
SCPDP were linked to the prevalence of agricultural and development in the watershed. Therefore
an increase in a combination of these land cover classes can be the cause for such increases in H.
However, this was not the only source of variation in flow characteristics, as both Hammer number
and RBI decreased with increased wetland prevalence (at entire riparian buffer and catchment scales).
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As anthropogenic influences increase in the region, and more land is disturbed (i.e. CN rises), the
importance of preserving and protecting wetlands within the system becomes more critical. The
incorporation of wetlands into stream restoration techniques in SCPDP region (and similar regions)
will serve as a vital tool in the maintenance and preservation of these stream systems.
Bankfull occurrence was more frequent in the SCPDP region than reported in other areas of the
country (Metcalf et al., 2009; Cinotto, 2003; Doll et al., 2002; Castro and Jackson, 2001; etc.).
However, the number of bankfull occurrences was very similar to the bankfull recurrence intervals
reported in Sweet and Geratz (2003), a study conducted in the NC coastal plain region just north of
the SCPDP study area. Reasons for such high bankfull occurrences in this study are inconclusive at
this point, but may be due to the prevalence of wetlands within the study area. The negative
relationship found between CN and bankfull occurrences was intriguing, but do not contradict to
past studies (Booth and Jackson, 1997; Hammer, 1972). As stated by Graf (1975), the development
of land (construction), results in sediment production as much as 30 times over normal bed load
fluxes that enlarges the floodplain surface by as much as 270% simply by deposition of new
sediments. Graf (1975) also states that once the construction stops and the sediment load reduced,
impervious surfaces increase runoff and result in incision of the relatively new aggraded sediment. In
other words, development causes channel incision and widening (Booth and Jackson, 1997; Hammer,
1972; Leopold, 1968). The conversion of natural lands to agricultural land in the past supplied the
initial sediment input and was sustained as active agricultural practices continued. However, as
agricultural lands slowly reverted back to forest through the 1900’s, there was a corresponding
decrease in available sediment for transport. Already impacted soils, having higher impervious values
than are typically unaccounted for (Booth et al., 2004), have higher surface-flow rates. Without the
sediment supply that reshaped them, these streams incise (Graf, 1975). Over time, they could
conceivably incise to the point where they are no longer connected to their floodplains on a 1-to-2
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year basis. The impacts of past land cover on stream systems is not a new concept. Harding et al.
(1998) found that land cover 50 years ago was a better indicator of biological diversity than the land
cover of today, a finding that could be relevant to physical stream function. Thus, the influence of
past land cover changes on current stream system function will be incorporated into future analyses.
The increase in TVI with increases in wetlands at the a smaller scale (1000 m riparian buffer) may be
explained by the notion that those streams with associated wetland complexes tend to be better
connected to their floodplains, suggesting stable channels that are not as influenced by groundwater
input. These wetland streams are primarily dependent on surface water input, which is much more
susceptible to seasonal air temperature variation than the relatively consistent groundwater
contributions. These are developing hypotheses and further investigation, including the separation
of surface water inputs from phreatic and hyporheic groundwater inputs (as in Poole and Berman,
2001) would be a necessary step in the determination of sources of such variation differences.
The downstream fining that occurred in each of the unimpounded reaches and coarsening that
seemed to occur immediately downstream of such impounds were concurrent with literature (Dade
and Friend, 1998; Kondolf, 1997). This reversal of the trend of downstream fining results in water
starved for sediment. Instead of energy being dissipated on smaller diameter particles that would be
moved naturally in the system, this “hungry water” moves larger particles that used to characterize a
more stable component the stream bed; thus, incision occurs causing bed incision (Kondolf, 1997).
In fact, Kondolf (1997) reported that incision was most pronounced in rivers with finer bed material.
This means considerable consequences may occur in most streams in the SCPDP, whose bed
substrate are typically dominated by sand particles (<2 mm). The lingering effects of such permanent
structures may help to explain much of the variation in the normalized bed load flux within the
SCPDP region, which is riddled with impoundments throughout the stream network. Such incision
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may also be an effect of RBI and Hammer number increases, which was found to positively correlate
to D50.
The effect of watershed land cover type and scale on the physical stream system is a promising
predictor of stream flow magnitude and behavior, as well as steam dimension and other physical
properties. Such findings provide insight into sources of variation in stream flow function and lay the
groundwork for the determination of an MAF in the SCPDP region. Not only this, but the findings
outlined in this study will begin to define the baseline stable stream for this region, and helps to
ensure that no unstable stream system is used in the SCPDP MAF development.
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APPENDIX A1: Environmental Flow Regimes
Maintaining ecology while continuing to meet human needs

Note: This section is included in the appendices elaborate on subjected alluded to in the text. It
supplies a brief synopsis of many different ways of establishing environmental flow regimes (and the
like). If the reader desires to know more about EFRs, their alternatives, and how they are
determined, you are encouraged to read this section. However, this is strictly supplementary. More
in-depth discussions can be found in those papers that are referenced throughout this appendix.
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A.1 TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL FLOW REGIMES

A.1.1 Minimum Allowable Flows
The determination of MAFs is one widely known attempt to address such ecological problems.
Minimum allowable flows can be determined using a combination of many factors, including, but not
limited to, historic discharge, stream geomorphology, ecology, land use, and water quality (Scatena,
2003). The determination of MAFs can be as simplistic as identifying required stream depths
through observation, or they can be and as intricate as the combining all meaningful parameters.
Even within a certain locale, variation in stream morphology and changes in land use throughout the
catchment area can cause determined MAFs to change considerably within a given topography or
ecoregion (Scatena, 2003). However, the relatively recent identification of the need for hydrologic
variance (i.e. the importance of high, medium, and low flows), has resulted in a push for towards
other methods of determining environmental flows (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004).

A.1.2 Look-up Tables
Look-up tables are the most simplistic and most commonly used method in determining
environmental flows. Although look-up tables often determine MAFs, they add additional
components to the flow scheme that push for more variation. Often, this method is used below
flow-control structures as a simple method of determining proper environmental flows downstream
of these structures. Although fairly straightforward, there are three separate approaches that can be
taken. The first is entirely based on trial and error, with an environmental flow regime that is
strengthened over time by observations. The second is based strictly on eco-hydrologic17
observations, with little thought of convenience. The last uses existing eco-hydraulic data as its
Eco-Hydrology- a field that emphasizes the relationships between ecology and hydrology (Hence:
eco-hydraulic data is a combination of both ecological and hydrologic data)
17
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grounds for determining environmental flows. Although there are several different methods that
exist throughout the US (the Tenant Method in Tenant (1976)) and UK (the Index of Natural Low Flow
discussed in Barker and Kirmond, 1998), perhaps the most common is known as the Tenant Method.
(Acreman and Dunbar, 2004)

The Tenant Method
The Tenant Method (also known as the Montana Method), uses wetted width, water depth, and velocity
to model the physical, chemical and biological factors within a stream system (Arthington and
Zalucki, 1998; Tenant, 1976). Tenant (1976) separated flow values by their preservation of habitat
and suggested percentages of mean annual flow. By maintaining the 10th, 30th and 60th percentiles of
mean annual flow, Tenant concluded that different types of habitat (named short term survival, annual
survival, and excellent-to-outstanding,) can be preserved (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998). Tenant (1976)
also noted that such allocations would be best in pristine18 streams, where no diversions of stream
flows have occurred, specifically in areas of the mid-western and western United States where the
research on the Montana Method had been conducted. This area includes multiple transects along
11 streams throughout the Midwestern and Western United States (not actually in Montana), and so
its use in other eco-hydrologic settings is cautioned (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004; Arthington and
Zalucki, 1998).

Other Methods
Orth and Maughan (1982) described these flows similarly to the Tenant Method, stating that 10% of
mean annual flow provides suitable habitat short time periods, 30% flow provides what was
characterized as good habitat, and 60% (or more) of the mean annual flow provides the enough quality
habitat to be characterized as optimum habitat. In addition to such flow allocation, Orth and Maughan

18

A stream that remains unaffected by anthropogenic activities.
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(1982) recommended a 200% mean annual flow as an occasional flushing flow. Many other additions
and revisions to this method have occurred over time. One such method increase the percentiles to
the 20th, 50th and 80th percentile of mean annual flows (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998; Arthington et
al., 1992).
In a study by Matthews and Boa (1991) in Texas, it was found that the use of percentage of mean
yearly flows often resulted in environmental flows that were too high. Other criticisms of the Tenant
Method included use of cut-off points, the method’s suggested scheduling of flows, and its limited
geographic applicability (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998; Richardson, 1986; Stalnaker and Arnette,
1976).
Despite lacking information on the specific effects of flows on fish habitat, the Tenant Method and
other look-up table methods remain advantageous during the early planning stages of stream analysis,
as it requires no field surveys and is therefore less time and resource intensive than some of the
methods that remain yet-to-be discussed (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004; Orth and Maughan 1982).

A.1.3

Desk Top Analysis

Desk top analyses tend to focus more on data in their approach, often using a modeling method to
predict future data. Although many use the full eco-hydrologic spectrum of data, some focus only on
the hydrology of the system.

Range of Variability Approach
The Range of Variability Approach (RVA) is strictly a hydrologic desk top analysis method (Richter
et al. 1996; Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). This method compiles flow data indexed by magnitude
(high or low flows), timing (in this case, monthly), frequency (number of events per time), duration
(length of time of the event), and rate if change of discharge. The data is then compiled over several
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years and standard deviations were calculated in the median quartile. Because of the lack of
ecological data, it was assumed that the indicator of hydrologic alteration (IVA) was a data point that
fell outside of plus or minus one standard deviation from the median (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004;
Richter et al. 1996).

Lotic Invertebrate Index for Flow Evaluation
The Lotic Invertebrate Index for Flow Evaluation (LIFE) method was developed in the UK as a
method to determine environmental flows using invertebrate data (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004;
Extence et al., 1999). This method uses invertebrate species and abundance indices and inserts them
into a metric that ranks different species of lotic invertebrates based on their sensitivity to water
velocities. Recommended flow values are then calculated to achieve optimum water velocities for
target species (Elliot et al., 1999).

Hydrological Index Approach
Another desktop method was developed for use in South Africa (Acreman and Dunbar; 2004;
Hughes and Munster, 2000; Hughes and Hannart, 2003). This uses a hydrological index (Equation
A1) and compares it to the percentage mean annual runoff values necessary for different discharges
within the environmental flow regime (Hughes and Hannart, 2003).

(

)

(

)

Although desktop methods seem more reliable than of look-up tables (specifically by relying on
collected data rather than rules-of-thumb), they assume that many biotic components are solely
connected to hydrologic data in order to simplify data analysis (Arthington, 1998), which may not be
the case. Also, because time series isn’t necessarily an independent variable, many statistical methods
can be invalid due to assumptions made in classical statistics (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004).
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A.1.4 Functional Analysis
Methods categorized under functional analysis take a broader approach by investigating the connections
between hydrological analysis, hydrologic rating, and biological data in an ecosystem. Commonalities
among these methods include habitat rating (for quality) for target species and expert analysis, typically
involving a team of experts in fields relating to hydro-geology. (Specific requirements for the
selection of such teams vary by method.) (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004)

The Building Block Methodology
South Africa, in particular, has made good use of this type of method in their implementation of the
Building Block Methodology (BBM), developed by Tharme and King (1998). The BBM was
developed in South Africa in response to the pressing need for potable water drawn from surface
water resources (Arthington, 1998). The BBM is designed for simple and rapid application (typically
within one year) that ensures the maintenance of ecological health in regulated rivers (King and
Louw, 1998; King and Tharme, 1994). It is a relatively inexpensive methodology, and it’s explicitly
structured guidelines yield results in a consistent fashion (Arthington, 1998). Although the BBM is
designed for rapid application, it was developed from a long-term dataset (refer to King and Tharme
(1998)).
The BBM was designed under 3 important assumptions. The first is that river biota can either
survive or thrive in both low flow and flood conditions that occur naturally in a virgin (pristine)
stream. The second assumption states that the environmental flows maintain both streambed
integrity and biological processes within the stream only if they can emulate the most critical
components of natural flow. These critical components include, but are not limited to, velocity,
discharge, and flow variation. The last assumption is that certain discharges tend to influence
channel morphology and stream biota more than others. (Arthington, 1998)
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The explicitly structured format of the BBM process can be found in the manual for the BBM (King
et. al, 2000). This process produces a monthly environmental flow plan that results from the
collection of quantitative flow ecological data and expert review19. An integral part of the monthly
environmental flow plan, is BBM’s use of flow rationing. This is necessary component of
environmental flow planning, especially in arid and semi-arid areas, like much of South Africa
(Arthington, 1998). From this information, a series of Instream Flow Recommendation (IFR) tables are
made to help better consistently portray the panel’s findings (Arthington, 1998). It also helps
simplify these findings for legislative and legal purposes (a consideration for the Pee Dee Project).
One of its most apparent strengths is BBM’s all-encompassing approach, considering the needs of
abiotic and biotic factors, water supply, and recreational needs (Arthington and Lloyd, 1998). Also,
the BBM is comprehensively outlined and provides thorough guidelines that result in an end product
in the form of IFR tables. This standardized method of reporting conclusions results in end data
that “facilitate the communication of quantitative flow recommendations to engineers and planners”
(Arthington and Lloyd 1998; Tharme 1996). Another strength is its versatility, as it can be applied
consistently to a multitude of different riparian systems and even estuaries (Arthington, 1998). The
BBM is has now been incorporated into South African Water Law (Services Act of 1997 and the
National Water Act of 1998) (Arthington, 1998).
A major limitation of the BBM is the definition of current state (Very Low, Low, Moderate, High, Very
High) and the determination of when goals for desired state are achieved, all of which are subjective
assignments of interpreted stream health. Even with guidelines, these classifications are simply
19

Expert reviews first require the convening of an expert panel. This panel typically consists of
respected scientists within the eco-hydraulic field in specific expertise in areas such as physical
sciences, hydrology, hydrogeology, geomorphology, ecology, entomology, fish biology, botany, and
others (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). Some examples of expert review would be the examination of the
stream banks for evidence of instability or erosion, the existence of vegetation and other habitat, or
other observations that examine the state of individual components of the riverine system (King et
al., 2000).
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qualitative and have a tendency to vary among researchers (Arthington and Lloyd, 1998). Also,
because of the BBM’s rapid assessment, it is highly dependent on professional judgment, and would
be a much more concrete method if more data were taken over a longer period of time (Arthington
and Lloyd, 1998). However, these limitations tend are common among all functional analysis
methodologies due to their dependence on expert review. McCosker (1998) suggested modifications
that would strengthen the BBM’s results. These included adding a wider range of ways to present
findings (other than only IFR tables) and having flow values available to the researchers
electronically.

The Flow Events Method
The Flow Events Method (FEM) (Stewardson and Gippel, 2003) focuses on the variable nature of
river discharge and its implications with the ecological niche concept20, which has been used as a
foundation for other environmental methods (the most well-known being PHABISM) (Acreman and
Dunbar, 2004). The FEM’s procedural method includes the headings of list ecological factors, define flow
events, model hydraulic relations, evaluate flow management scenarios, and specify environmental flow rules or targets.
The specific procedure of the FEM can be found in Incorporating Flow Variability into Environmental
Flow Regimes Using the Flow Events Method (Stewardson and Gippel, 2003). Despite a defined
procedure, the outcomes are more catered to modeling applications rather than implementation
(Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). However, the authors of the FEM suggest the use of an expert panel,
much like the BBM, to interpret the FEM’s river assessment and implement an environmental flow
plan (Stewardson and Gippel, 2003).
Acreman and Dunbar (2004) point out that the methods of functional analyses rely heavily on the
knowledge of eco-hydrologic relationships that are not yet fully understood. So although these
The ecological niche concept assumes that species and species-interactions within a given habitat reach
equilibrium in variable flow system (Hutchinson, 1957).
20
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methods merit conceptual strength, they require facilitators, like the expert panel of the BBM to turn
the information gathered into and environmental flow plan to me implemented.

A.1.5 Hydraulic Habitat Analysis and Modeling
Hydraulic and habitat analysis modeling approaches habitat rating from a hydraulic perspective,
evaluating target habitats (derived from target species’ needs) based on their availability and quality at
particular varying flow stages (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). Perhaps the most commonly known is
the Wetted Perimeter method (WPM).

The Wetted Perimeter Method
The WPM is a graphical approach that determines the point, or break point, where small changes in
water level result in large changes in wetted perimeter (Gippel and Stewardson, 1998). In other
words, the break point is the point where an increase in water depth results in a minimal change in
wetted perimeter, where the wetted perimeter is potential habitat.
In North America, breakpoints determined from the wetted perimeter technique were compared by
Stalnaker et al. (1995) to local fish populations in order to attain optimum wetted perimeters within
riffles21. Although flow depth (and/or flow duration percentile) is an integral part of the wetted
perimeter method, it is also important to consider velocities. Though some habitats may be
submerged at certain flow levels, the water velocities within these habitats may be unsuitable for
species that would utilize them (Orth and Maughan, 1982).
The widespread use of the WPM has led to multiple studies attempting to distinguish optimum
wetted perimeter, which seem to change considerably by geographic region (Reinfelds et al. 2004;
Gippel and Stewardson 1998; Orth and Maughan 1982). However, this could be attributed to the
In most wetted perimeter measurements, riffle cross-sections are used as opposed to other stream
cross-sections due to their susceptibility to low flows (Stalnaker et al., 1995).
21
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fact that no objective method has been found to determine the breakpoint. Rather, it is subjectively
determined by the researcher and fueled by the scale chosen for its’ determination (Gippel and
Stewardson, 1998). .
The issue of determining a break point is further complicated by the many different curve shapes that
result from various stream cross-sections. This issue is highlighted by Gippel and Stewardson (1998),
who found that use of multiple wetted perimeters along a stream tended to make breakpoints harder
to distinguish, while relying on a single cross-section is far from ideal (Gippel and Stewardson, 1998).
However, despite these issues, the wetted perimeter method remains appealing a tool for quick
evaluations of multiple sites within a watershed (Arthington and Zarlucki, 1998).

The Instream Incremental Flow Method
Another hydraulic habitat analysis and modeling method is known as the Instream Flow Incremental
Method (IFIM) (Stalnaker et al. 1995). The IFIM was developed through the collaboration of the
Cooperative Instream Flow Service Group as part United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
as tool to be able to accurately and efficiently provide recommended flows for streams in order to
maintain ecological stability. This method uses stream depth as a tool to predict velocity, flow, and
other physical parameters that help to accurately estimate amount of usable habitat in a given stream
reach. This method also incorporates water quality, food and energy sources, and biotic interactions
(Stalnaker et al. 1995). IFIM targets a particular species, or a set of sensitive species, in order to more
efficiently analyze flows necessary within a given habitat. For each of these species of concern,
habitat-suitability curves are derived. Habitat-suitability curves are actually two curves that are
combined. The first curve illustrates a relation between habitat and flow rate. From this first curve,
suitability-of-habitat curves for a particular species are derived. The suitability-of-habitat curves
compare suitability (ranging from zero to one), to depth, velocity, and channel sinuosity index
(Stalnaker et al., 1995).
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A program known as the Physical Habitat Simulation or PHABSIM (II) is used to transform
hydraulic datasets into some equivalence of habitat that can be used by a particular species in a given
stream reach (Stalnaker et al., 1995; Orth and Maughan, 1982). Each stream-reach, or cell, as
determined by PHABSIM II is then given its own ranking, or factor of suitability.
An inherent limitation of this method is the focus on fish species as the sole biotic indicator.
Whatever the case, the PHABSIM II software provides a consistent way for IFIM to analyze and
interpret data (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998).
The physical habitat modeling approach used in the IFIM has begun to see worldwide use
(Parasiewicz and Dunbar, 2001). However, often the cost of improvement is complexity. In the
future, many hope to see similar methods that utilize more general rules (Acreman and Dunbar,
2004; Lamouroux and Capra, 2002).

A.1.6 A Progression in EFR strategy - The Holistic View
Holistic approaches are a relatively new type methodology that attempt to address issues of
inaccuracy, relevance, expense, and resource intensity (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998). These
methodologies address the entire ecosystem, including wetlands, groundwater, hydrology, water
quality, flow-sensitive species (e.g. fish, macro-invertebrates, macrophytes, and algae), and many
other components of the riparian system (Acreman and Dunbar, 2004).
Streamflow variability is of particular concern in holistic methods. Many holistic approaches treat
streamflow variability as a master variable that is the driver behind many other ecological variables
within the riparian system (Richter et al., 2003). Although differences in MAFs and natural flow are
apparent (Richter et al., 2003), the time scales of these variations are of considerable concern. These
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variations can be measured on a basis of hours, days, months, or seasons with some variations, while
relative extrema may occur once or twice every couple of years (Poff et al., 1997).
The holistic concept also tends to place a greater emphasis on expert opinion than modeling. This is
considered a way to incorporate entire-ecosystem-level assessments into the environmental flow
(Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). This concept of expert review has also been incorporated into other
methodologies (like the BBM).
Although only loosely defined, the process starts with the individual experts gathering data within
their particular field and reporting their findings to the panel. The panel then constructs an
environmental flow plan and brings it to the public in order to ensure public interests are accounted
for. The environmental flow plan is then adjusted based on public interests and implemented. Data
collection continues and is analyzed by the expert panel on given time intervals. The expert panel
then adjusts the EFRs accordingly until the data suggests an optimum EFR has been reached.
(Acreman and Dunbar, 2004; Arthington and Zalucki, 1998)
Most holistic techniques have the potential to be integrated in some form into existing methods.
However, some are explicitly defined processes with stand-alone methodologies, including the
Expert Panel Assessment Method (EPAM), the Scientific Panel Assessment Method (SPAM), and
the Holistic Approach (HA) (Arthington and Zalucki, 1998).

The Expert Panel Assessment Method
In a study conducted by Swales and Harris (1995) on 6 streams in Southern Australia, streamflow
was controlled below dams to 10, 30, 50 and 80 of daily flow duration percentiles. This method was
designed under the objectives of 1) the model must be widely applicable 2) the model must be
inexpensive and 3) the model must not require extensive field measurements. As a result, EPAM uses
only one indicator of river health: fish. The EPAM assumes that using fish as an indicator of riverine
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health is a cost-effective and reliable method to determine river health. This is a warranted
assumption because fish species have been widely accepted as an indicator for river health due to
their susceptibility to a wide array of direct and indirect stressors, that (Yoder and Rankin, 1998;
Novotny et al., 2005; Bedoya et al., 2009).
While most holistic methods utilize a single expert panel, this method uses two. This strengthens the
values assigned to ecological components of river health in order of importance. The environmental
components, which are not explicitly defined, are ranked based on their importance in areas of
indigenous fish survival and abundance, adult spawning requirements, fish passage between pools,
juvenile recruitment, feeding availability and growth rates. (Swales and Harris, 1995)
One of the major strengths of EPAM is that it requires a multidisciplinary approach by established
experts who use their best judgment to determine a necessary plan of action. Also, this method is
site-specific, which means that every approach will be tailored to a particular stream of riparian
system (Arthington, 1998). One of the limitations of EPAM is the psychological dynamics of the
scientific group. This is especially the case in instances where certain personalities tend to dominate
and/or sway the judgment of others (Arthington, 1998). This is referred to as “collective bias”
(Cooksey, 1996). This was somewhat warranted by Arthington (1998), who stated that the
assessment of these quantifiable values [of stream ecology] qualitatively proved to be inconclusive, as
only one of the 18 sets of scores actually correlated at p<0.05 (Arthington, 1998). Cooksey (1996)
also criticized the selection process of experts, inciting that the selection of the scientists for the
panel is a subjective process in and of itself, which is an inherent weakness in all methods that
employ the holistic view. Also, Cooksey (1996) criticized the use of a ranking system, which tends to
be very subjective in nature. Bishop (1996) also points out that variations in scores in the ranking
system can be attributed to different specialists’ knowledge bases. Among other possible weaknesses,
Arthington (1998) illustrates that this method can only be applied to riparian systems with upstream
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flow control and that its own objective, requiring little data, is an inherent weakness from its
inception.

The Scientific Panel Assessment Method
The Scientific Panel Assessment Method (SPAM) (Thomas et al., 1996) is a modified EPAM that
attempts to remedy some of the disadvantages of its predecessor. This method involves the
collection of flow data at multiple stream reaches along a regulated river (rather than just one) and
includes total discharge, flood frequency, drought frequency, seasonal flow trends, and flood
hydrographs. These data are then statistically related to multiple biotic and abiotic factors that
include fish assemblage, geomorphology, plants (specifically trees), macrophytes and invertebrates.
SPAM also broadened the analysis of the riparian ecosystem by comparing the movement of energy
and carbon to flow regime rather than just comparing fish and invertebrates in macro-to-micro level
habitats within a stream (Pusey, 1998).
The SPAM uses well-defined objectives that address the root causes for variations in flow while
requiring few resources to accomplish these objectives. Also, SPAM employs the integration well
established protocols for visual assessment, abiotic and biotic data collection, thereby validating its
methods. (See Thomas et al., 1996, for specific procedures.) The broad range of data that
incorporates various biotic and abiotic factors mentioned previously, changes in flow (timing of
certain flow events, their magnitude, and frequency), and biotic responses to changes in habitat (in
this case, flow elements) into the analysis, making it truly holistic. Lastly, SPAM takes a proactive
approach. Not only does it identify the condition of a riparian system, but it incorporates a
framework that plans the necessary steps towards mitigating existing impairments. (Arthington &
Lloyd, 1998; Tharme, 1996)
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Common among all holistic approaches is the dependence on the knowledge of quantitative
relationships between various components of an ecosystem, which in many cases, does not exist. As
a result, qualitative relationships must be formed, which are particularly vulnerable to subjective
interpretation. Lastly, the estimation of percentage reduction in flows given by the method relies
solely on in-channel flow depths while neglecting the maintenance of geomorphological processes, a
critical component of river ecology and river health. (Arthington &Lloyd, 1998; Brizga, 1998; Bunn,
1998; Pusey, 1998)

The Holistic Approach
The Holistic Approach (HA) was developed at an Australian water conference (Brisbane Workshop,
1991) through the collaboration of South African and Australian Scientists. Its aim is to combine the
analysis of an entire riparian ecosystem, with factors including, but not limited to, “source area, river
channel, riparian zone, floodplain, groundwater, wetlands and estuary.” It assumes that hydraulic
regime is the controlling variable for these factors, maintaining the functional integrity22 of the riparian
ecosystem (Arthington, 1998).
The HA targets factors that are essential to the riparian ecosystem, such as specifics of the
hydrological regime (seasonal flow distribution, intermittency, no-flow periods, flushing flows, and
the variability of flows on monthly, seasonal, and annual time scales), aspects of fluvial
geomorphology, and ecological metrics. These are then combined to produce a single modified flow
regime on a month to month basis (defining both maximum and minimum flows), which are tested
and modified as necessary. Optimum flow plans are assumed to maintain water quality,
geomorphology and stream biota when followed correctly. As this process is meant to be iterative,
researchers would refine flows below control structures until biological and geomorphological data
22

Functional integrity is defined as the integrity of genetic and species diversity, community structure,
and ecosystem processes (Arthington, 1998b).
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suggest flows are sustaining riparian ecology. In order to do this, Arthington (1998) suggests that
flows should be maintained within the historical low and high flow rate of a particular river. This
being said, if overconsumption of water resources were to occur, it would be nearly impossible to
sustain the riparian ecology. To remedy this, the HA assumes water in the environment belongs to the
environment, and suggests steps be taken to relieve pressure on the water supply in periods of
drought (much like the BBMs use of storage). (Arthington, 1998)
In the HA experiment, a section of Barambah Creek (Australia) was used to test a series of different
flows and expressed as daily flow duration percentages. Monthly flows, habitat, reproduction/
spawning, and fish passage were all evaluated in combination with wet and dry season flows in order
to assess the ecological integrity of the river for different flows. High-flow ‘bursts’ (to promote fish
migration and pollutant flushing) are proposed until a modified flow regime can be determined.
However, some of these very high bursts during the dry season showed the potential to ruin fish
spawning habitat, as one fish species failed to spawn in the section of river being tested (Arthington,
1998). In Stage 2, visual observations of the riverine ecology at different flows are used to identify
which are biologically significant. These biologically significant flows are then assessed based on
levels of salinity (with many salts entering surface waters from agricultural runoff) and dissolved
oxygen (Bluhdorn and Arthington, 1995).
From this method, a new concept called scheme transparency emerged. This involves the use of a
hydraulic model that estimates flow rates by tributaries upstream of a particular reach (both regulated
and unregulated) and suggests how much water should be released in order to attain the suggested
modified hydrologic flow regime. The third and final phase proposes a method to provide daily flow
requirements in order to fine-tune the HA. This phase seeks to accommodate ecologically
sustainable flows and to “maximize net revenue”. The maximizing of revenue would be brought
about by providing a detailed scheme that would depict the amounts of water that can be harvested
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for irrigation in a variable surface-flow regime. The resulting trade-off curves compare
environmental effectiveness with corresponding flow and cost effectiveness. On each curve, a breakpoint is identified, much like the break point discussed earlier in reference to the use of a wetted
perimeter. The break point is typically defined by 80% of total flows originating from tributaries with
natural flow regimes and the other 20% originating from reservoirs (Arthington, 1998). However,
like in the wetted perimeter method, the determination of this breakpoint can lead to inconsistencies
between evaluations of revenue and river discharge.
Since its inception, the HA has been applied Australia, United States, and other areas around the
world (Arthington, 1998). The HA philosophy is that that water in the environment belongs to the
environment, and that anthropogenic needs are to be met with water that is in excess of
environmental needs. Environmental need is to be determined not just for the reach in question, but
for the entire contributing drainage network (Young et al., 1995). Researchers such as Reeves (1994)
and Richter et al. (1997) have acknowledged that the method tends to better mimic natural flows
than engineered flows. The HA uses historical flows and long-term daily data to determine flow
regime, assuming that anything outside the recorded flow regime is unnatural and therefore
unsustainable. Lastly, the HA is adaptive, leading to ‘compromise’ with industry. (Arthington, 1998)
Although labeled holistic, the HA relies solely of hydrologic factors as the independent variables, and
as such, ignores many biologic factors. Even though the method is based on quantitative data, this
data must be interpreted, and therefore remains highly reliant on expert review (Young et al. 1995).
Also, unlike the specific set of instructions provided by the BBM, the Holistic Approach has not yet
defined a specific set of procedures, and so its results are not always reported in the same way
(Arthington, 1998). This lack of specific procedures has led some to ask how exactly sustainable
harvests and natural flow regimes are determined (Young et al., 1995).
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APPENDIX A2: Fish Assemblage

Note: This section is included in the appendices elaborate on subjected alluded to in the text. A brief
overview and analysis of a 2-year dataset and be found here. However, no discussion or conclusions
were drawn do the limited nature of this preliminary dataset.
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A.2.1 FISH AS ECOLOGICAL INDICATORS
Large watersheds, like the Pee Dee (with a drainage area of over 7200 square miles), are often defined
by high biotic diversity. Diversity of entire fish assemblages have been linked to entire watershed
evaluations of landuse, topography and size; while the investigations of smaller spatial scale, like
riparian buffer, have shown to contain indicators of individual species health (Schiemer, 2000). The
assessments of plant and animal assemblages have been utilized as ecological indicators for decades.
However, there has recently been a shift of focus to species that are high on the trophic level,
specifically fish species (Landres et al., 1998). This is because fish species depend on lower level
organisms for their survival, including plants, algae, macro invertebrates, and bacteria, which are in
turn dependent on their respective habitats. It is this dependence-structure that makes fish diversity
and abundance a good indicator of overall stream health (Rankin, 1989; Wang et al., 1998). Although
other indices of plant, macro invertebrate, and habitat quality are often used, the dependencies of fish
fauna on the surrounding environment make them a “critical sensor of integrity at different [spatial]
scales and thus a good monitoring tool with regard to river engineering.” (Landres et al., 1998)

A.2.2 The Dependence of Fish on their Environment
Fish are inherently dependent on their surrounding environment. Scheimer (2000) defines three
ways in which fish are dependent on the ecological integrity of a riparian system: hydrological
integrity, nutrient flux integrity23 and habitat connectivity.

Nutrient flux integrity refers to the ability of the riparian system to cycle nutrients between the
catchment and floodplain. Water quality is a common indicator of proper nutrient cycling, and results
of water quality tests for nitrogen, phosphorous, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen (DO) levels will
often accurately predict the condition of the nutrient flux system. As such, water quality and nutrient
flux are often used synonymously, and so water quality will be used for the remainder of this paper.
(Vanni et al., 2001)
23
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Under the term hydrological integrity, Schiemer (2000) indicated that ecological integrity, like any
riparian system, is spatially dependent. Riparian systems can be broken up into a series of smaller
ecological habitats that can be evaluated on an individual basis and as an entire system. Both surface
and ground water must be evaluated as they are intimately connected to daily fluctuations due to
evapotranspiration and precipitation. These fluctuations result in variations in habitat availability with
water level fluctuations, changes in geomorphology of the channel bed, and even changes to
disconnected water bodies within the floodplain of the riparian system. (Scheimer, 2000)
This intimate relationship between fish populations and the stream flow dynamics has been
examined in numerous studies that link stream health and riparian stability, that primarily address
issues of habitat and the velocities in particular habitat areas, specifically concerning spawning
(Acreman and Dunbar 2004; Brizga 1998; Gippel and Stewardson 1998; Cooksey 1996; and many
others).
Water quality is intimately connected to fish for obvious reasons. Perhaps the most common is the
input of nitrogen and phosphorous into systems that results in algal blooms. These algal blooms
then cause large variations in oxygen as they begin to die and decompose. During the day, algal
photosynthesis (input of O2) and bacterial degradation (consumption of O2) processes maintain a
constant oxygen level, but without photosynthesis at night, high microbial activity due to the
degradation of large amount of dead algae causes nightly dips in DO levels, and thus, fish kills. Also,
excess nitrogen in the water is known to inhibit oxygen uptake by but fish and humans (blue baby
syndrome).
These same nutrient flows are linked to watershed hydrology and land use. Certain land uses, such as
agriculture, can cause instream nutrient levels to increase, while other land uses (like those classified
as urban) affect hydrology by leading to greater flushing flows (Richter et al. 1996 and Stein & Flack
1997; in Blahn et al., 2009). This can help flush out excess nutrients, but flow levels that surpass the
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bed’s resistance to shear stresses can result in channel incision. Constant low flows and lack of flow
variation, however, can hinder the transfer of nutrients between the main channel, flood plain, and
isolated pools (Scheimer, 2000).
Habitat connectivity, or the connection between various habitats, is a critical component for fish,
especially in regards to spawning and juvenile stages. Flows that are too small may cause the stream
to become intermittent, hindering fish movement, especially in regards to spawning. A similar
situation of intermittency arises with dam construction and the subsequent limiting of fish
movement. Flows that are too large in particular habitats, result in flow velocities that can scour
away habitats or just make certain habitat inaccessible to fish that are not suited for such conditions.
(Scheimer, 2000)

A.2.3 Species Diversity
The use of the diversity of biotic species to determine ecological integrity has long been a topic of
ecologists’ interests (e.g. Fisher et al. 1943; Gleason 1922). Many indices for species diversity have
been developed in order to determine species richness of a stream system. In many cases, these
indices can be used across multiple species, including, but not limited to plant species, macro
invertebrates, fish, and amphibians.
Nicholson and Jennings (2004) acknowledge the importance of biotic community indicators, in
particular for fish, noting their “relative sensitivity to changes” and the advantage of being able to
quickly change strategies in response to particularly sensitive fish populations.
It is because of the wide use of fish diversity and other biodiversity indices (algae, fungi,
macroinvertebrates) as indicators of ecological integrity that there have been so many attempts at
defining species diversity. Each attempt, or index, has its own merit, but it would be advantageous to
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use multiple indices to determine diversity rather than just one (Huston, 1998). The biotic diversity
indices that will be summarized in this review will include the Menhinick’s Index (Menhinick, 1964),
Margelef Index (Sanderson, 2009), Shannon-Weaver Index (Shannon and Weaver, 1949), and
Simpson Biodiversity Index (Simpson, 1949). These indices should provide an adequate base for the
evaluation of fish populations in the South Carolina’s Pee Dee watershed and other similar
watersheds.
Before delving into these indices, we must first define two terms: species richness and species evenness.
Species richness is defined as the measure of the amount of different species found in a sampling area.
Species evenness evaluates the population distribution of each species in a sample area. Multiple
biodiversity of these evaluation methods is classified as proportional abundances of species (Huston, 1998).

Margelef’s and Menhinick’s Indices
Menhinick’s Index and Margelef’s Index are classified as species richness indices that use the number
of species recorded (N) and total number of species (S) as metrics for richness calculation. The
simplicity of these indices is their single greatest advantage (Magurran and Philip, 2001). Margelef
(1943) stated that “…diversity is a statistical function that implies no particular regularity in
distribution, and in whose computation the numbers of individuals in all species are taken into
account.” Margelef’s (A3) and Menhinick’s (A4) index indices are mathematically defined as:

(
(

)
)

√

(

)

(

)

Where DMg is Margelef’s diversity, DN is Menhinick’s diversity, S the total number of species
recorded in the sample, Na is the total number of individuals divided by S, and N is the total number
of individuals divided
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The Shannon-Weaver Index
The Shannon-Weaver index was not originally used in Ecology, but was a general index that
computed both diversity and evenness of a dataset (Shannon and Weaver, 1963). Later, it was
adapted to analyze fish populations as early as 1968 (Dickman, 1968). The adapted Shannon’s index
is defined as:

(

∑

)

Where H’ is Shannon-Weaver’s diversity index, ni is the total number of individuals in species i, and
all other variables have been previously defined. Typically, an H’ value tends to be in the range of
1.5-3.5. A major strength of this index is the combination of both species evenness and richness.
However, this index requires more calculation than both the Margelef and Menhinick Indices. Also,
the Shannon index is often used solely for evenness, rather than the combination of species evenness
and richness. The modified equation for evenness is shown below. (Sanderson, 2009)

(

)

Where E is Shannon’s measurement of evenness and all other variables have been previously
defined.

The Simpson Index
The Simpson index, like Shannon’s Index, combines both species evenness and richness in its
evaluation of a population sample. The equation can be found below (Simpson, 1949).
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∑
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(

)

(

)

)

Where D is Simpson’s index and all other variables have been previously defined. Simpson’s index
normally yields values from 0-1 with increasing diversity as you approach 0. To convert to a
probability scale, one simply subtracts the index from one, yielding an ascending order where 1 is the
highest diversity. This probability scale is easier to interpret. However, there is a tendency for this
index to be swayed in the presence of one or two dominant species in a sample (Dejong, 1975). As a
result, it is often referred to as the Dominance Index (Sanderson, 2009).

A.2.4 Trends in Fish Assemblage
Although indices are typically a good indicator of the overall health of a riparian ecosystem, care
must be taken to keep this information in context with riparian scale, geographical area, time of
sampling and other factors that affect fish assemblage across multiple catchments.
Matthews (1998) identifies the diversity of fish in moving waters by illustrating differences in fish
assemblage across multiple river systems, including the Amazonian river basin (1,300 species), The
Nida River in Poland (25 species), the Colorado River basin (32 species) and the Mississippi River
basin (375 species). However, on a reach basis (200-300 meters), Matthews (1998) suggests that a
typical assemblage in a stream east of the Mississippi will normally have between 10 and 30 species,
based on a study on the Mississippi River Basin performed by Moyle and Herbold (1987).
Regional variations in biodiversity have been linked to amount and heterogeneity of habitat, which is
in turn linked to factors such as geomorphology (catchment scale and slope) and climate. These
same regional-scale factors also affect the stream hydrology, sediment dynamics, nutrient inputs and
morphology of the stream, and have also have been linked to availability and quality of habitat
(Richards et al. 1995). Because available habitat is proportional to wetted perimeter (Orth and
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Maughan, 1982) and that catchment scale influences the relative size of a stream or river, we can infer
that within a pristine riparian system and ecoregion, fish assemblage increases as the catchment scale
increases. Of course, other factors that affect stream biota such as stream slope, land use, stream
morphology, nutrient inputs, channelization, bed substrate, and effective load must also be
considered when accounting for variations biodiversity in similar water bodies.

A.2.5 Summary
Although fishes susceptibility to stressors make them good indicators of ecosystem integrity (Bedoya
et al., 2009), it is difficult to distinguish which stressors of are the most importance. Therefore, many
stressors need to be included in the overall analysis of a fish population. Despite these limitations,
the analysis of fish assemblage remains among the most promising methods for gaining insight into
what factors have the greatest influence on riparian ecology and an indispensable tool in the
determination of a flow regime for a system of concern (Bedoya et al., 2009).

A.2.6 Methods: Electrofishing
Electrofishing is a method of fish sampling that uses an anode and cathode placed in water and
transmits a current between them that stuns fish momentarily for capture and identification.
Although the specific procedure of electrofishing will be discussed in the Methods section, there are
some clarifications that must be made about the nature of using electrofishing as a method of
statistical sampling.
When electrofishing, the current that is passed through the water and the current felt by the fish is a
function of body size and shape (Dolan and Miranda, 2003). This theory is supported by other
studies that have found that larger fish are easier to immobilize with lower peak power (Anderson
1995; Buettiker, 1992; Zalewski, 1985; Reynolds and Simpson, 1978). However, larger fish are
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typically faster swimmers and shorter recovery times. By following procedures outlined by
organizations such as the South Carolina Department of Resources (SCDNR), fish mortality can be
minimized, but not eliminated. River order greatly affects the type of equipment and procedure used.
This can range from backpack shockers to entire boat outfits.
There are inherent limitations of electrofishing that must be accounted for, such as visibility.
Differences in turbidity have the potential of affecting what shocked fish can be seen. Some species’
have tendency to float when shocked, and others have a tendency to sink. This, along with fish size,
further compounds the issue of visibility. Also, because the amount of shock is relative to body size
(Anderson 1995; Zalewski 1985; Buettiker 1992; Reynolds and Simpson 1978) and body type (Dolan
and Miranda, 2003), electrofishing has a natural tendency to be biased toward larger fishes. The last
limitation is the mortality rate, which seems to counteract its own purpose when considering that
electrofishing is often used for fish species protection. However, electrofishing is widely used
because of its low mortality rate and effectiveness relative to other fish sampling methods.
SCPDP electrofishing occurred with the help of the SCDNR under the direct supervision of Liz
Osier. All fish species were identified by experienced personnel, and those not identifiable in the
field were preserved and identified in an SCDNR lab. Both backpack shockers and boat-mounted
shockers were used, both utilizing DC currents. Those sites that had low conductivity had cubed
rock salt added to increase the conductivity to an acceptable level. All results were compiled and
saved in a spreadsheet.

A.2.7 SCPDP Electrofishing Results and Analyses
Because of limitations in the available equipment, as well as variations in depth, velocity, turbidity,
conductivity, and the extent of the dataset (currently 1-2 samples per site), electrofishing were
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inherently restricted to only one sample per site per year. These results will still be reported to be
taken at face value.

Raw Results
Fish shocking occurred at Black Creek near Chesterfield, Huckleberry Branch, Thompson Creek,
Little Fork Creek, Juniper Creek (DNR), Little Lynches River, Hams Creek, Jefferies Creek (DNR),
and Crooked Creek (DNR). Of the 9 sampled sites, the highest number of fish sampled occurred at
Little Fork Creek (454)24 in 2010, and the highest number of species occurred at Thompson Creek
(27) in 2010. Conversely, the lowest number of species and individuals both occurred in Juniper
Creek (DNR) in 2010. Margelef’s Index ranged from 3.69-9.27, with the highest occurring at
Thompson Creek and the lowest occurring at Big Black Creek. Menhinick’s Index ranged from 0.751.38 with the highest occurring at Crooked Creek (DNR) and the lowest occurring at Thompson
Creek. Shannon’s Diversity Index (H’) ranged from 0.8-3.21 with the lowest occurring at Hams
Creek and the highest occurring at Thompson Creek. Shannon Evenness ranged from 0.35-1.08
with the highest occurring at Jefferies Creek (DNR) and the lowest occurring at Hams Creek. The
corrected Simpson Index (i.e. 1-Simpson Index) ranged from 0.38-0.87 with the highest occurring at
Little Lynches River and the lowest occurring at Hams Creek. This data is summarized in Table
A2.2.

Over 1,000 fish were caught during the electrofishing sampling of 2011 at Thompson Creek.
However, not all fish have been identified at this time.
24
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Table A2.1 – Summary of fish data and derived indices. Data shown are averages from the 2009 and 2010 May-October
seasons.
Number of Number of Margelef’s Menhinick’s Shannon-Weaver

Shannon

Corrected

Species

Individuals

Index

Index

Diversity (H’)

Black Creek near Chesterfield

11

166

3.69

0.85

1.26

0.53

0.55

Huckleberry Creek

13

127

5.61

1.21

1.79

0.70

0.84

Little Fork Creek

15.5

427

4.40

0.75

2.08

0.75

0.59

Thompson Creek

27

446

9.27

1.28

3.21

0.97

0.80

Little Lynches River

17.5

267.5

6.34

1.14

1.95

0.68

0.87

Juniper Creek (DNR)

9.5

55.5

5.00

1.32

0.97

0.43

0.76

Hams Creek

9.5

73.5

4.16

1.11

0.80

0.35

0.38

Jefferies Creek (DNR)

16

372

4.77

0.83

3.00

1.08

0.85

Crooked Creek (DNR)

16.5

157.5

7.20

1.38

1.50

0.54

0.68

Average

15.06

232.44

5.60

1.10

1.84

0.67

0.70
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Evenness (E) Simpson Index

Statistical Analyses
At this preliminary stage, statistical analyses yielded substantial results. All fish metrics were normal,
and therefore, none were transformed. All other previously-transformed datasets were utilized in the
analyses*. Significant correlations (R>0.7) were found to exist between each fish metric and the
comprehensive dataset with the exception of Menhick’s Index. The number of species significantly
correlated to bankfull occurrences per year (R=-0.71), depth (R=0.76), cross sectional area (R=0.75),
bankfull flow rate (R=0.74), and agriculture in the 200m riparian buffer† (R=0.83). A nontransformed catchment area‡ also correlated to the number of species (R=0.77). The number of
individuals significantly correlated to RBI (R=0.82), H (R=0.80), bankfull occurrences per year (R=0.75), depth (R=0.70), bankfull flow rate (R=0.72), D50 (R=0.87), D84 (R=0.90), CN at the 1000m
buffer scale (R=0.74), CN at the 2000m buffer scale (R=0.82), wetlands in the 2000m riparian buffer
(R=-0.72), wetlands in the entire riparian buffer (R=-0.79), and TIA in the 2000m riparian buffer
(R=0.71). Margelef’s Index was found to significantly correlate to agriculture in the 200m riparian
buffer (R=0.78) and LDI in the 1000m (R=0.79) and 2000m (R=0.84) buffer scales. Margelef’s Index
was also significantly correlated to the non-transformed catchment area (R=0.74). ShannonWeaver’s Diversity Index (H’) was found to significantly correlate to bankfull occurrences per year
(R=-0.76), depth (R=0.70), CN of the entire riparian buffer (R=0.83), CN of the catchment
(R=0.85), agriculture in the 2000m buffer (R=0.79), and TIA in the 2000m riparian buffer (R=0.74).
Shannon’s evenness index (E) was found to significantly correlate to bankfull occurrences per year
(R=-0.76), CN of the entire riparian buffer (R=0.90), CN of the catchment (R=0.91), and agriculture
in the 2000m (R=0.81) and entire riparian buffers (R=0.76). The Simpson Index (D) was found to

Because all datasets were normal, it was assumed that all p-values for the following correlations
were below the 0.1 threshold, as was the case for all other previously tested correlation (in section 4:
Results).
† Recall that this was not a normalized dataset.
‡
The non-transformed catchment area was normally distributed.
*
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be correlated to QHEI (R=0.78), the normalized bed load flux per year (R=-0.81), the average CN of
the entire riparian buffer (R=-0.77), agriculture in the entire riparian buffer (R=-0.76) and so the
corrected Simpson Index (1-D) showed corresponding inverse correlations.
Unlike other datasets discussed in this document, regression analyses did not occur for significantly
correlated datasets. This is because such analyses would infer causation. With the dataset is currently
in its preliminary stage, such inferences would be ill-advised.

A.2.8 Fish Assemblage Wrap-up
At this point in the study, the extremely high amount of significantly correlated values is promising.
However, at this point in the study, any inferences from this dataset would strictly be speculation,
and it will be left to the reader to decide what to make of these results.
These results will, however, be included into the much larger body of work that is the SCPDP, and
will be relied upon as one of many components used to determine an acceptable MAF strategy that
will aim to protect the viability of the riparian and riverine system while continuing to meet human
needs.
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APPENDIX A3: Copeland’s Stability Curves

Note: This section is included in the appendices for the application by future researchers. Although
not able to include in this document, considerable preliminary work has been done as a part of this
project.
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After establishing a bed load flux from a stable upstream reach, a similar downstream reach could be
examined for stability using the process elaborated upon in Copeland (1994). This was done by
deriving a series of curves from concentration ( ̅ ) and flow rate (Q), which will henceforth be
referred to Copeland’s Stability Curves. These derived curves are essentially a family of 2 curves
(Width vs. Slope and Width vs. Depth) for a given flow rate, D50, gradation coefficient (σ), Manning’s
roughness coefficient (n), area, and base width from a stable reach. Once these lines have been
established, similar reaches downstream can be examined based on variations in bankfull dimensions
of slope, depth, and width (where all other parameters remain the same). While this method’s
intention was for the remediation of streams, it can also be used to determine a streams stability state
(stable, aggrading, or degrading). By plotting a the width-depth dimensions of a stream that has
identical flow rate, D50, gradation coefficient (σ), and Manning’s roughness coefficient (n), the
placement of the point in relation to the width-depth curve reveals the stream condition.
In Figure A3-1, if the point that represents the stream in question falls below the red line, the stream
was aggrading, if the point fell above the curve, it was degrading, and if it fell on the red line, the
stream was in dynamic equilibrium (Copeland, 1994; Hack, 1960). For the derivation of these curves,
Copeland (1994) and NRCS (2007) suggest the use of a computer program known as USACE SAM
(Thomas et al., 2003). Since there is not always a stable upstream reach comparable to the reach in
question, the NRCS Stream Restoration Design Handbook (NRCS, 2007) suggests the use of
regional curves for to narrow the range width-depth possibilities.
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Figure A3-1: Example of a curve family developed by Copeland (1994) for a stream
similar to Crooked Creek (DNR) derived through Matlab® program. If the widthdepth point representing Crooked Creek (DNR)’s actually state fell above the blue
line, it would be degrading; below the blue line, it would be aggrading; and on the
blue line, it would be stable.
The above curve was derived through an iterative process achieved through a Matlab program. Using
the parameters mentioned in the previous paragraph, slope, depth and width were iterated into the
series of equations that ultimately end in ̅ . If the set of slope, width, and depth, output a ̅ within
an acceptable range (typically .01* ̅ ) of if the ̅ derived the stable reach, the set was saved as two
points: (width, depth) and (width, slope). After the nth iteration has completed the resulting curve
family looked something like what is pictured in Figure A3-1. The Matlab program used in the
derivation of this curve can be found in Figure A.3.2, with all necessary inputs boxed and highlighted
in yellow.
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% The following program will attempt to attain a series of stability
% curves as per the NRCS (2007) handbook using iterations. This will
% hopefully do the same as the USACE SAM, but be free! This program
% was co-written with Andrew Clarke.
clear all
close all
clc
%These variables are from the Ref Reach sheet/Manning’s n
% determination sheet(ENGLISH UNITS!!!):
CFD=300;
%(cfs)
%this is the channel forming discharge
C_bar_ref=100;
%(ppm)sediment influx from our ref. reach.
D50=0.00259;
%(ft) Median Sediment . Measured from stream bed
theta=2.515;
% Geometric Gradation Coefficient
n=0.2904;
% Manning’s n.
S=0;
%Starting
Ss=2;
%Side Slope

%These variables are generated, not measured
B=0;
%Base of the measured stream
D=0;
%Depth
index=1;
money_B=0;
money_D=0;
money_S=0;
for B=0:0.1:100;
for S=0.0001:.0001:.01;
for D=0.1:0.1:20;
Ac=(B*D)+(D^2)*Ss;

%Cross sectional area of trapezoidal
%Channel
Rh=(Ac/(2*(((D^2)+(3*D)^2)^0.5)+B));%Hydraulic Radius of
%trapezoidal Channel
V=(1.486/n)*Rh^(2/3)*S^0.5; %Avg velocity in channel
%(English units)
Fg=V/((32.1751969*D50*(2.65-1)/2.65)^(0.5)); %Froude No.
%(Eng units)
Fg_prime=1.74/(S^0.3333); %Froude number comparison
q_star=(V*D)/((32.1751969*D50^3)^0.5); %Part of
%Brownlie's Eq

Figure A3-2: Part 1 of 2 of Matlab® Program used to derive stability curve from stable reference
reach
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if Fg>1.25*Fg_prime
%Hydraulic Radius assoc. w/ bed in lower regime
Rb=0.3742*D50*q_star^0.6539*S^-0.2542*theta^0.1050;
else
%Hydraulic Radius associated with bed in upper regime
Rb=0.2836*D50*q_star^0.6248*S^-0.2877*theta^0.0813;
%Hydraulic radius associated with the side slopes
Rs=((V*n)/(1.486*S^0.5))^1.5;
end
A=Ac;
%they should be synonymous from Brownlie's....
Rg=((32.1751969*D50^3)^0.5)/1.052; %Assumes kinematic
%viscosity is 1.052
Y=(((2.65-1)/1)^0.5)^-0.6;
Tau=0.22*Y+0.06*(10^(-7.7*Y));
Fgo=(4.59*Tau^0.5293)/(S^0.1405*theta^0.1606);
%concentration of sediment (ppm)- Brownlie
C=9022*(Fg-Fgo)^1.978*S^0.6601*(Rb/D50)^-0.3301;
Qs=C*B*D*V;
%sediment load
Q=(1.49/n)*Ac*((Rh)^(2/3))*S^0.5; %Bankfull discharge
C_bar=Qs/(0.072*Q); %Average Concentration
if Q>=(CFD-2)&& Q<=(CFD+2)
if C_bar>=(C_bar_ref-0.5)&&
C_bar<=(C_bar_ref+0.5)
money_B(index)=B;
money_D(index)=D;
money_S(index)=S;
index=index+1;
end
end
end
end
end
Header=['B' 'D' 'S'];
ExcelArray=[money_B' money_D' money_S'];
A.3.2
SCPDP and the Determination of a Stable Stream Reach
xlswrite('Stream10.xlsx',Header,'Sheet1')
xlswrite('Stream10.xlsx',ExcelArray,'Sheet1','A2')

Figure A3-2: Part 2 of 2 of Matlab® Program used to derive stability curve from stable reference
reach
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Although outlined in this document, Copeland’s Stability Curves were not applied to any reaches in
the SCPDP because of its need for multiple sites. However, the groundwork for its future
application has been laid. Since all streams in the SCPDP have been determined to be relatively
stable, these will suffice as upstream stable reaches, and thus, elements of given flow rate, D50,
gradation coefficient (σ), Manning’s roughness coefficient (n), and calculated bed load has been
provided. By simply surveying downstream reaches and bed material, researchers of the SCPDP can
confirm bed composition to be equivalent and thus plot the downstream reach’s width and depth on
its corresponding stability curve, indicating whether it is degrading, aggrading, or stable. It is
theorized that the distance between the point and the curve may indicate the degree of instability.
However, this was not alluded to in any literature and thus is strictly speculation.
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APPENDIX B1: Levelogger® Installation

Note: This section is included for re-production at similar sites due to a successful design. This
process is more recommended for smaller slower streams. Much stronger materials would be
necessary for large streams. If a larger stream needs to be outfitted, the SCPDP has had the most
luck in installing loggers to large trees on the bank and less luck with bridge pilings and therefore
recommend selecting a location that is shielded from high velocities where the logger can be secured
to a tree.
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Materials
Materials necessary for installation of the flow monitoring equipment included the Levelogger,
heavy-duty cord (thin Kevlar), 2” PVC pipe, a drill with a ¼” boring bit, a locking cap, assorted 2”
PVC connections (e.g. straight, 45o bend, etc.), fence posts, a heavy mallet, and heavy duty zip ties
and/or metal pipe clamps.

Installation Process
Before arriving at each site, 20 feet of 2” PVC pipe was prepared by drilling 4, ¼” holes radially
every 1 inch along the length of the pipe. Once on-site, PVC pipe was cut to the appropriate size to
reach the stream bottom, while remaining accessible above the bankfull flow. Using the PVC
connections, the pipe was made to contour the stream bed or permanent structure as closely as
possible. Cord was then cut to the length of the pipe so that the Levelogger would hang below the
water surface at all times, but above the stream bed, being careful to leave enough extra cord to
securely tie the PVC locking cap to the Levelogger. In what was projected to be a high-flow system,
a Kevlar cord was used, whereas in low-flow systems, 50 pound test braided fishing line was used.
Once the PVC pipe and connectors were assembled and the Levelogger was securely fastened to the
PVC locking cap and at the appropriate level (below the minimum projected flow), the final stage of
installation could begin. First, the Levelogger was removed. Then the PVC apparatus was set in the
appropriate spot. A fence post was then driven into the sediment using the heavy mallet. Where
deemed necessary, more than one fence post was used. The PVC apparatus was then securely
fastened to the fence posts and adjacent permanent structure using an assortment of heavy-duty zip
ties and pipe clamps. The Levelogger was then attached to the USB interphase and using the
Levelogger 3.4.0 software, was set to take readings on 15 minute intervals, initiated with a 5 minute
delay, and carefully slid into place. Finally, the pipe was capped and locked to complete the
installation process.
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APPENDIX B2: Equipment Photos

Note: This section is included simply for familiarization and visualization of equipment used.
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Figure B2-1: Roto-Tap used in the separation of bed material.
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Figure B2-2: AMS® Shallow Water Bottom Dredge used for the collection of bed material in all
streams.
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Figure B2-3: Solinst® Levelogger Gold used to record stream temperature and water level.

Figure B2-4: Beckman Coulter LS 13 320 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Analyzer used in the
analyses of bed
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Figure B2-5: Sontek® RiverSurveyor M-9 (pictured at top), RTK stationary unit (bottom right), and
surveying raft on Black Creek near Quinby (bottom picture).
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APPENDIX C1: Landscape Results

Note: The data summarized in the 2 tables in this appendix represent the same data summarized
in Figures 4.4a-b and 4.5a-d in section 4.1, Landscape Analyses, of this document.
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Table C1-1 – LDI, Total Impervious Area (TIA) and CN of watersheds in the SCPDP. Titles of 200, 1000, 2000, and Ent represent the
distance (in meters) from the sampled point within the buffer, while Catchment refers to the entire watershed.
Site Name (Association)

LDI

TIA

Curve Number

200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment 200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment 200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment

Huckleberry Branch

0.05 0.02 0.02 0.14

0.16

0.41 0.14 0.07 3.35

4.17

37.0 35.9 35.1 71.0

60.4

Little Fork Creek

0.04 0.01 0.04 0.04

0.07

0.76 0.09 0.57 0.58

1.34

60.4 64.4 69.8 58.4

59.9

Jefferies Creek (DNR)

0.06 0.02 0.02 0.03

0.16

0.02 0.15 0.26 1.66

2.24

26.4 58.6 66.3 75.8

75.0

Hams Creek

0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

0.03

0.18 0.03 0.01 0.13

0.42

33.4 31.5 31.8 36.0

36.6

Juniper Creek

0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04

0.06

0.68 0.27 0.29 0.38

1.05

38.1 38.9 45.9 45.1

50.2

Little Lynches River

0.12 0.04 0.03 0.03

0.04

0.89 0.82 0.55 0.54

2.07

72.3 72.0 71.8

59.5

52.9

Crooked Creek (DNR)

0.00 0.01 0.05 0.04

0.11

0.00 0.00 0.06 0.35

1.54

25.7 36.8 44.2 51.1

52.6

Juniper Creek (DNR)

0.06 0.02 0.02 0.03

0.06

0.00 0.57 0.16 0.41

1.04

57.3 52.1 49.1 45.3

49.3

Jefferies Creek (USGS)

0.19 0.17 0.15 0.17

0.19

3.50 9.02 8.30 3.33

5.92

41.3 43.4 41.0 70.3

71.0

Black Creek below Chesterfield

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.04

0.08

0.04 0.19 0.09 0.85

1.94

55.0 46.7 47.4 49.2

49.7

Crooked Creek

0.03 0.02 0.02 0.08

0.07

0.00 0.13 0.04 0.82

1.54

57.1 62.7 58.1 58.5

61.8

Black Creek near McBee

0.01 0.04 0.03 0.03

0.05

1.88 2.38 1.14 0.55

1.15

50.6 52.2 52.1 45.5

44.4

Thompson Creek

0.03 0.06 0.06 0.04

0.05

0.01 0.04 0.86 0.27

0.66

58.3 62.6 62.9 64.6

64.7

Lynches River at Hwy 1

0.00 0.03 0.03 0.04

0.05

0.00 0.07 0.12 0.32

0.76

64.6 65.0 63.1 57.7

54.4

Black Creek near Quinby

0.13 0.04 0.04 0.11

0.12

1.38 0.30 0.15 1.75

2.22

40.0 48.5 47.3 61.9

59.2

Lynches River near Bishopville

0.03 0.01 0.00 0.03

0.05

0.13 0.03 0.01 0.31

0.75

61.4 58.6 56.9 57.5

53.2
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Table C1-2 – Land use summary by watershed. Titles of 200, 1000, 2000, and Ent represent the distance (in meters) from the sampled point
within the buffer, while Catchment refers to the entire watershed.
Site Name (Association)

% Agriculture

% Forest

% Wetland

200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment 200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment 200 1000 2000 Ent Catchment

Huckleberry Branch

0.0

0.3

3.5

37.0

5.2

48.5 46.1 29.7 55.4

63.6

33.3 49.1 69.1 29.5

6.9

Little Fork Creek

0.0

0.0

1.6

11.6

15.1

0.0

22.6 15.3 37.6

27.0

100 72.3 60.5 37.7

19.9

Jefferies Creek (DNR)

0.0

50.2 57.9 52.8

30.7

0.0

1.1

15.5

17.1

97.6 45.2 31.5 21.7

20.4

Hams Creek

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.1

15.4

13.6 39.5 38.8 44.9

52.5

68.2 56.0 54.5 37.0

14.5

Juniper Creek

6.7

1.4

10.7

7.3

37.2

20.0 31.9 41.1 70.2

62.8

60.0 44.8 37.6 11.6

5.0

Little Lynches River

0.0

9.0

15.8

8.1

12.4

0.0

37.0 14.2 77.3

69.2

58.2 64.5 62.3

6.2

2.2

Crooked Creek (DNR)

0.0

4.9

16.4

9.7

9.9

18.9 13.4 11.7 12.2

17.1

59.5 55.1 67.7 24.8

14.7

Juniper Creek (DNR)

0.0

0.0

0.1

6.8

32.3

13.3 15.6 24.3 42.1

52.7

73.3 70.5 57.0 38.8

14.3

Jefferies Creek (USGS)

0.0

0.0

0.5

44.2

15.8

0.0

23.2 29.8 63.4

58.4

78.2 47.9 44.3 11.8

6.1

Black Creek below Chesterfield

0.0

0.0

0.6

8.0

13.4

9.2

14.2 19.7 66.9

63.5

78.2 59.3 49.9

8.3

3.9

Crooked Creek

0.0

5.3

6.1

24.4

17.3

0.0

24.7 42.2 46.8

40.6

100 71.0 53.7 21.5

9.4

Black Creek near McBee

0.0

6.2

2.9

5.2

13.8

3.7

27.2 38.0 48.6

51.3

88.9 47.2 46.2 27.8

11.1

12.6 23.8 16.8 11.7

40.0

33.3 14.9 16.2 25.5

33.7

43.8 74.5 71.4 28.2

15.3

Lynches River at Hwy 1

0.0

9.7

7.0

11.8

50.0

54.9 80.7 63.4 60.0

52.0

15.7 13.8

7.2

3.5

Black Creek near Quinby

0.0

3.5

8.8

31.0

7.5

23.8

6.5

6.6

13.7

16.5

31.0 50.9 53.3 26.2

20.8

Lynches River near Bishopville

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.9

15.1

0.0

7.6

4.5

60.9

56.3

93.5 90.4 91.4 15.9

8.8

Thompson Creek
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7.1

5.0

APPENDIX C2: Channel Geometry and Profile

Note: The blue horizontal line in each figure followed by and “a” represents the depth that was
determined to be bankfull, or when the water begins to spread out onto the flood plain. This
was determined using a mixture of cross sectional geometry as well as indications of scour and
woody vegetation on the banks. Also, please note that due to the size distribution of the sample
sites, it was nearly impossible to get an accurate slope survey of the larger rivers with a manual
survey. To remedy this, two open areas on each of the three largest rivers were found and the
elevation was determined using RTK GPS. The water slope was then determined between these
two points.
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Huckleberry Branch
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Figure C2-1a: Cross-sectional from Huckleberry Branch. The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-1b: Profile data from Huckleberry Branch. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and
the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope. The points on the bed profile are measured values and
the solid line is the interpolated bed value.
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Figure C2-1c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Huckleberry Branch.
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Little Fork Creek (USGS)
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Figure C2-2a: Cross-sectional from Little Fork Creek (USGS). The horizontal blue line represents the
projected bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-2b: Profile data from Little Fork Creek (USGS). The “+” marks represent the measured water
level and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-2c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Little Fork Creek
(USGS).
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Hams Creek
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Figure C2-3a: Cross-sectional from Hams Creek. The horizontal blue line represents the projected bankfull
based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-3b: Profile data from Hams Creek. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and the
dotted line represents the interpolated water slope. The points on the bed profile are measured values and the
solid line is the interpolated bed value.
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Figure C2-3c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Hams Creek.
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Juniper Creek
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Figure C2-4a: Cross-sectional from Juniper Creek. The horizontal blue line represents the projected bankfull
based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-4b: Profile data from Juniper Creek. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and the
dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-4c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Juniper Creek.
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Little Lynches River
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Figure C2-5a: Cross-sectional from Little Lynches River. The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-5b: Profile data from Little Lynches River. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and
the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope. The points on the bed profile are measured values and
the solid line is the interpolated bed value.
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Figure C2-5c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Little Lynches River.
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Crooked Creek (DNR)
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Figure C2-6a: Cross-sectional from Crooked Creek (DNR). The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-6b: Profile data from Crooked Creek (DNR). The “+” marks represent the measured water level
and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope. The points on the bed profile are measured values
and the solid line is the interpolated bed value.
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Figure C2-6c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Crooked Creek (DNR).
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Juniper Creek (DNR)
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Figure C2-7a: Cross-sectional from Juniper Creek (DNR). The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-7b: Profile data from Juniper Creek (DNR). The “+” marks represent the measured water level and
the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-7c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Juniper Creek (DNR).
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Jeffries Creek (USGS)
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Figure C2-8a: Cross-sectional from Jeffries Creek (USGS). The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-8b: Profile data from Jeffries Creek (USGS). The “+” marks represent the measured water level
and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-8c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Jeffries Creek (USGS).
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Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS)
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Figure C2-9a: Cross-sectional from Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS). The horizontal blue line
represents the projected bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-9b: Profile data from Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS). The “+” marks represent the
measured water level and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-9c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Black Creek below
Chesterfield (USGS).
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Crooked Creek
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Figure C2-10a: Cross-sectional from Crooked Creek. The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-10b: Profile data from Crooked Creek. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and the
dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-10c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Crooked Creek.
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Black Creek near McBee (USGS)
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Figure C2-11a: Cross-sectional from Black Creek near McBee (USGS). The horizontal blue line represents the
projected bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-11b: Profile data from Black Creek near McBee (USGS). The “+” marks represent the measured
water level and the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-11c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Black Creek near
McBee (USGS).
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Thompson Creek
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Figure C2-12a: Cross-sectional from Thompson Creek. The horizontal blue line represents the projected
bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.
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Figure C2-12b: Profile data from Thompson Creek. The “+” marks represent the measured water level and
the dotted line represents the interpolated water slope.
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Figure C2-12c: Plan view of the surveyed section of the stream from the profile data of Thompson Creek.
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Lynches River
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Figure C2-13a: Cross-sectional from Lynches River. The horizontal blue line represents the projected bankfull
based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.

Figure C2-13b: Figure of slope taken RTK GPS on two points of Lynches River. The red
dots represent the measurement points and the blue line represents the path of the river.
Each point is labeled with a respective water elevation and the total travel distance for water
within the stream between those points is 4,567 feet, yielding an average slope of 0.000326
ft/ft over the entire section.
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Black Creek near Quinby (USGS)
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Figure C2-14a: Cross-sectional from Black Creek near Quinby (USGS). The horizontal blue line represents the
projected bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.

Figure C2-14b: Figure of slope taken RTK GPS on two points of Black Creek near
Quinby (USGS). The red dots represent the measurement points and the blue line
represents the path of the river. Each point is labeled with a respective water elevation
and the total travel distance for water within the stream between those points is 4,479
feet, yielding an average slope of 0.00141 ft/ft over the entire section.
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Lynches River near Bishopville
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Figure C2-15a: Cross-sectional from Lynches River near Bishopville (USGS). The horizontal blue line
represents the projected bankfull based upon channel geometry and in-field observations.

Figure C2-15b: Figure of slope taken RTK GPS on two points of Lynches River near
Bishopville (USGS). The red dots represent the measurement points and the blue line
represents the path of the river. Each point is labeled with a respective water elevation and
the total travel distance for water within the stream between those points is 24,794 feet,
yielding an average slope of 0.000294 ft/ft over the entire section.
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APPENDIX C3: Site Panoramas
Site Pictures: Panoramas and bankfull estimate.

Note: Due to limitations of a camera to convey three-dimensional representation of streams, the panoramic
software to portray the 180 degree view (Hugin®), and the photographer’s ability to accurately portray the
stream, panoramas vary in size and shape. Also, some stream panoramas do not show all aspects of the stream;
aspects that could only truly be assessed via a site visit. However, stream views were portrayed to the best of
the photographer’s ability.
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Figure C2-1: Panoramic photo of Huckleberry Branch. Due to the size of this stream, it was difficult to get a decent panorama, although this may be
more of a function of photographic prowess than stream size. In either case, the bankfull was verified further down =stream in dense underbrush,
where no picture could be taken.

Figure C2-2: Panoramic photo of Little Fork Creek (USGS). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull
in Figure C2-2a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-3: Panoramic photo of Hams Creek. The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in Figure
B1-3a in Appendix C2.

Figure C2-4: Panoramic photo of Juniper Creek. The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in Figure
C2-4a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-5: Panoramic photo of Little Lynches River. This picture was taken to include the Levelogger, but no clear indication of bankfull can be seen
here. However, bankfull was verified on a point bar in the far right portion of the picture that goes out of view.

Figure C2-6: Panoramic photo of Crooked Creek (DNR). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in
Figure C2-6a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-7: Panoramic photo of Juniper Creek (DNR). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in
Figure C2-7a in Appendix C2.

Figure C2-8: Panoramic photo of Jeffries Creek (USGS). No clear bankfull could be determined at this site due to downstream impoundment.
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Figure C2-9: Panoramic photo of Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field,
matching bankfull in Figure C2-9a in Appendix C2.

Figure C2-10: Panoramic photo of Crooked Creek. The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in
Figure C2-10a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-11: Panoramic photo of Black Creek near McBee (USGS). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field,
matching bankfull in Figure C2-11a in Appendix C2.

Figure C2-12: Panoramic photo of Thompson Creek. The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in
Figure C2-12a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-13: Panoramic photo of Lynches River. The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field, matching bankfull in
Figure C2-13a in Appendix C2.

Figure C2-14: Panoramic photo of Black Creek near Quinby (USGS). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field,
matching bankfull in Figure C2-14a in Appendix C2.
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Figure C2-15: Panoramic photo of Lynches River near Bishopville (USGS). The red line and arrows signify the level perceived as bankfull in the field,
matching bankfull in Figure C2-15a in Appendix C2.
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APPENDIX C4: Stream Hydrographs
Flow records of all sites with corresponding precipitation records of the closest available rain gauge.

Note: Some sites have estimated flow rate and estimated data points marked as dotted lines and circular data
points in the graph. These are periods that the flow level exceeded that which was included in the stream
survey and so can only be speculated. In most cases, these levels only exceeded the level of the survey by a
matter of inches, and thus the assumption was that resistance to flow was enough to maintain an accurate
volume of flow across the floodplain in comparison to the main channel. The dotted lines, representing
estimated flow in the charts is there for continuity, while the estimated data points are estimated daily flow data
derived from a mixture of Levelogger data, cross section data, measured flow data, and profile data. This
estimate was necessary for the calculation of both Richards-Baker flashiness and estimated bed load.
Precipitation is also included in the flow records. All flow records except those at Black Creek below
Chesterfield, Lynches River near Bishopville, and Black Creek near Quinby, are estimated daily
precipitation values based upon surrounding historical data from the cities of Cheraw, Florence, and
Bennettsville.
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Figure C6-1: Huckleberry Branch flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-2: Little Fork Creek (USGS) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-3: Hams Creek (DNR) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-4: Juniper Creek flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-5: Little Lynches River (DNR) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-6: Crooked Creek (DNR) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-7: Juniper Creek (DNR) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-8: Jeffries Creek (USGS) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-9: Black Creek below Chesterfield (USGS) flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-10: Crooked Creek flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-11: Black Creek near McBee (USGS) flow and available precipitation record
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Figure C6-12: Thompson Creek flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-13: Lynches River flow rate and precipitation record.
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Figure C6-14: Black Creek near Quinby (USGS) flow and precipitation record
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Figure C6-15: Lynches River near Bishopville (USGS) flow and precipitation record
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APPENDIX C5: Stream Temperature Results
Seasonal and daily temperature trends

Note: The only data in this section is those where stage recorders were installed, and therefore all USGS sites
are left out of this portion of the study. As a result, the numbering system in this appendix will differ from
other appendices, but will still be ordered from smallest stream to largest.
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Figure C6-1: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Huckleberry Branch.
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Figure C6-2: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Jefferies Creek (DNR).
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Figure C6-3: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Hams Creek.
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Figure C6-4: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Juniper Creek.
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Figure C6-5: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Little Lynches River
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Figure C6-6: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Crooked Creek (DNR).
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Figure C6-7: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Juniper Creek (DNR).
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Figure C6-8: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Crooked Creek.
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Figure C6-9: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Thompson Creek.
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Figure C6-10: Monthly average and 7-day floating average temperatures of Lynches River.
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APPENDIX C6: Daily Bed Load
Daily bed load in (tons/day).

Note: These are strictly estimated bed loads that are based upon Brownlie’s equations.
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Figure C6-1: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Huckleberry Branch. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within
the cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-2: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Little Fork Creek (USGS). The solid lines are calculated from flow rates
within the cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-3: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Hams Creek. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within the
cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-4: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Juniper Creek. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within the
cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-5: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Little Lynches River. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within
the cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-6: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Crooked Creek (DNR). The solid lines are calculated from flow rates
within the cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-7: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Juniper Creek (DNR). The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within
the cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-8: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Jeffries Creek (USGS). This could not be calculated due to uncertainty of
flow rate in this stream and the connection between a given flow and stage, which is pivotal in calculation of a manning’s n, a measure used in the
calculation of bed load.
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Figure C6-9: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Black Creek near Chesterfield (USGS).
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Figure C6-10: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages Crooked Creek. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within the
cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-11: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Black Creek near McBee (USGS).
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Figure C6-12: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Thompson Creek.
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Figure C6-13: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Lynches River. The solid lines are calculated from flow rates within the
cross section surveyed while the dotted lines are based upon projected flow rates that exceed the boundaries of the channel survey.
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Figure C6-14: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Black Creek near Quinby (USGS).
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Figure C6-15: Sediment flux (tons/day) based upon daily flow averages of Lynches River near Bishopville (USGS).
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